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PREFACE
This so-called ' critical edition * ( with translation ) of the first Ähnika
of Bhartrhari's Makäbhäsyadipikä is no more, and can be no more, than
an attempt to make sense of an often unintelligible text, handed down in
one incomplete manuscript. This being the case, it can in no way claim
to be final. Other reconstructions and interpretations based on the same
text can often be conceived, and it is not usually possible to ascertain which
of these will be closest to Bhartrhari's original text and meaning. Only in
exceptional cases is it possible to reconstrue an original reading with some
degree of certainty. Examples where this is possible are, first of ail,
quotations from earlier works, 1 and quotations from Bhartrhari in later
works. In almost all other cases any emendation of the text is bound to be
conjectural.
It is for this reason that all serious students of the Mahäbhäsyadipikä
will want to use, besides this edition, a copy of the manuscript as well as
the two other editions of the texts. 2 As, therefore, all available evidence
is at the disposal of the reader, manuscript readings have not been recorded
In footnotes.
My connection with Bhartrhari's Mahäbhasyadipikä has been a long
one. In 1976, while studying in Poona, I approached Professor K. V. Abhyankar — one of the editors of this text — with the request to read the Bipikä
with me. Professor Abhyankar kindly agreed, but we had read no more
than a few pages before he was cruelly murdered. I decided to continue
on my own, and prepared some kind of translation of the first Ähnika in
the course of 1977. I then abandoned this task until 1984 when, at the
instigation of Äcärya V. P. Limaye, who most unfortunately died soon afterwards, I was involved in the new Dîpika project of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute. For this purpose I spent the months of July, August,
and September of 1984 in Poona. During this period I was able to discuss
1.

Vedic quotations in the text have all been traced by Rau ( 1980 ). For this reason
not all Vedic texts in which a certain quotation occurs have been enumerated in
the translation and notes.

2.

Bibliographical details of these editions can be found in the Bibliography at the
end of this book, undar « Bhartrhari '. Copies of the manuscript have been mad«
availabla by the Bhandarkar Institute.

part of my work with Professor Dr. S. D, Laddu. What remained to be
done was completed in the following months back in Europe.
I thank Prof. Laddu for working with me on this interesting project,
the authorities of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute for inviting me
to participate in it, the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement
of Pure Research ( ZWO ) for funding my research, and the Netherlands
Organization for the Advancement of Tropical Research (WOTRO) for
funding my trip to India.

Leiden, 13-8-1986
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TRANSLATION
[ 1 . 1 ] The separate mention of Vedic [forms] (in the sentence
' of [ the forms ] known to the people and of those occurring in the Veda ';
laukikänäm vaidikänäm ca Mbh I p. 1 1. 3 ) [is made] with the idea of
[pointing out their prominent status]. For a separate mention of even a
prominent1 [constituent] though [obviously] included in the general
[body] is observed as [ for example ] in the case of ( iti ) "The Brahmins
have arrived, and [ the brahmin called ] Vasistha too has arrived ".2
Alternatively, since " of [ forms ] kncwn among the people " has been
uttered first ( in the passage of the Bhâsya under consideration ), one might
understand the expression ** [ forms ] known among the people ", though
general, as specific, on the following line of argument ( iti ) :
" This exposition relates only to the forms from common speech
[ and ] not to those from the Veda, inasmuch as those [ Vedic forms ] have
fixed placements and specific Prâtiéâkhya texts have been allotted to them;
for in the case of those [ Vedic forms the governing principle is that ] rules
are to be framed ( only ] on the basis of those [ forms ] as are found ( in the
sacred texts V 3
It is for this reason that both [ these kinds of the word-forms ] have
been mentioned [ by Patanjali ], as follows: " Of [forms] found among
the people and of those found in the Veda " ( laukikänäm vaidikänäm ca :
Mbh 1 p. 1 1. 3 ).
[ 1 . 2 ] [ Objections; ] But [ it may be pointed out that ] if such is
the nature of Vedic [forms, there should be] no exposition of them by this
[ grammar] since they are [ dealt with ] in the Prâtiéâkhya rules. [ Reply : ]
( 1 ) People, on account of carelessness or debility, speak faultily, and for
this reason this exposition [ of words becomes necessary ]. The followers of
the Taittirîya school, for example, pronounce the word agni with [n] made
into p.* .
.
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in view of [ the vârttika ] " There is no ekaêeâa of a numeral, because It
does not bring to mind [the idea of] an object and because it refers to the
object denoted by another word *' ( P. 1.2. 64 vt. 25 ); why should substance
be indicated by another name, rejecting its own name ?T If the exposition
of substance had been intended, he would have said ' exposition of substance * ( dravyänusäsanam ).
" Then movement expressive of emotion, stirring the body, motion of
the e y e s " ( yat tarhi

tad ingitam

cestitam

nimisitam;

Mbh I p. 1.1.7).

Some movement of the body indicative of an intention is called ingita.
Cestita means * stirring the body \ Activities of the eyes are nimisita. How
could one think that these are words? Because these activities could be
[ words ], since these activities are possible in the object * ox \ Or the genus
• ox-ness ' itself is activity; like being, which is designated by a word indicating activity. [But] just like * going', which is [supposedly identical with]
ox-ness, so are movements expressive of emotion etc. too seen in [ other
animals than oxen, viz.] buffalos Qtc. ( So the identification of ox-ness with
an activity is not satisfactory.) Also when an activity is resorted to [that
Is obtainable] by derivation, [saying for example] " an ox (go) goes
( gacchati), bellows ( garjati ) or speaks ( gadati ) *'9 one would take a characteristic, like 'going', which is difficult to explain ( ? ) . In this way also
1
motion of the eyes ' etc. are designated * words '. Here too, in the same
way as before, he says that this is well-known by another characteristic :
€(
No, he says. That is called * activity \ " ( nety ähaj kriya näma sä; Mbh
I p. 1. 1.8).
'• Then what is white, black " (yat tarhi éuklo nïlah\ Mbh I p. 1« 1.
8 ). Because these too could be [words] and, in particular, they reside [in
oxen ], like movements expressive of emotion etc. Whiteness etc. found in
oxen are different from those found in horses; therefore different because a
horse is called a karka ( * white ' ), sona ( « red ' ), hema ( ' black f ) but an ox
éukla ( * white ' ), rakta ( ' red ' ), nlla ( * black ' ).10 In this way [ an object ]
can also be imagined to be known by means of its colour, because by this
means it is understood. That is to say, by [the colours] white etc. this
[ object ] is understood to be different from that.
" No, he says. That is called ' quality \ " nety aha I guno näma sah /
Mbh I p. 1. 1.9). Here too one can tell [something to be different ] from
other things by a different idea. [ Objection : ] The sentence " No, he says;
that is called ' quality ' " is not right, since [ these words ] refer to substances. [ Reply :] Nothing wrong here; because they express both. 'White*
etc. as substance have been introduced before. Now they are referred to as
expressive of quality.

3. 16 ]
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" Then what remains unbroken when [ the objects] are broken " ( yat
tarhi bhinnesv abhinnam; Mbh I p. 1. 1. 9) voices the oneness, "uncut
when [the objects] are cut " ( chinnesv acchinnam-, Mbh T p. 1. 1. 9 ) expresses the eternality of the genus (jäti). The word bhüta in sämänyabhütam
{Mbh I p. 1.1.9-10) is expressive of similarity. There [the idea is:]
Those things which have a genus (jäti ) — which is a thing different [from
those things] —they have a universal {sämänya), [say] oxness, that is
present in the distinct individual oxen. Not all [animals,] horses etc.,
[ have oxaess as universal ]. With regard to that [universal], thus explained
(#*)» there is a relation of similarity [with the genus (jäti)]* The things
which have that [ universal ( sämänya ) ] as well as substances, also have the
universal ( sämänya ) as a quality, as a result of rejecting the things identity
with which is not suitable and accepting that the idea of identity with which
is possible. Thus it has been said.11
" No, he says. That is called ' form \ " ( nety aha / äkrtir näma sä ;
Mbh I p. 1.1. 10. ) 'Form' (äkrti) does not mean »configuration*
( samsthäna ). What then ? Genus (jäti ). As [ it has been said : ] " [ Words]
manifest the form ( äkrti ) according to Vâjapyâyana. "12 Form is that by
which is formed ; [ things ] are formed, i. e. differentiated from other things,
that is form. Idea and word are formed from it, that is form.
[2. 3 ] Since now substance etc. have been rejected, two [possibilities]
remain: [the word-form] is a collection [of sounds], or it is something
technical. Among these, also a collection [ of sounds ] is like substance etc.
in that it is well-known by the term ' collection \ ( So why say ' word '
when « collection * is meant ? ) And something different and technical does
not exist. Since moreover it is pointless to accept something well-known [ as
' word ' ], he asks : " What then is a word ? " (kas tarhi sabdah; Mbh I p.
1.1.10).
*' By which, when uttered ... " (yenoccäritena ... ; Mbh I p. 1. 1. 10).,
Here there are several points of view.
( 1 ) Some think : This word which is uttered and has sequence is
inferior. There is something different, without sequence, the essence of the
word, which resides in the mind.*3 From that [proceeds] the understanding
of meaning. Why ? Just as [ a word ] which is connected with one object
does not denote another object, so it cannot denote [ any object ] when connected with its own form.
( 2 ) Others think : Just as among sounds the fourth state of sounds14
manifests the genus {jäti) of the sounds, so sounds which arise in sequence
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( 2 ) Moreover, [grammar] is applied to words which, though not
handed down in sacred texts, are used to bring about apürva» As for
example : ( i ) [ When it is said ] " Counting the potsherds he ( i. e. the
priest ) disjoins them • (samkhyäya kapäläny udväsayati),5 he disjoins them
with [the words] eko dvau trayah ( * one, two, three') understood by tho
word samkhyä and taught by the science [of grammar], ( i i ) This
[statement] concerning the Agnihotra, viz. mânusïvad idam Jcuru ' d o
this like a woman ',6 is similar ï here too appiicational words as explained
by the science [ of grammar ] must be used,
( 3 ) [Grammar] is also employed in the case of the other [words]
that have a fixed order. How? • There is benefit in the use [ of words ]
that is preceded by the study of grammar } (vt. 9). [Words] that are used
while their essence is known from grammar constitute dharma.
[ 1 . 3 ] " Words known in the world : * ox ', * horse \ * man ', ' ele«
phant ', ' bird ', * deer ', • brahmin ' " (laukikäs tävat j gaur asvah puruso
hastt brähmna iti; cf. Mbh I p. 1 1. 3-4 ).7 Iti means « of this kind',
because explanation with regard to this kind [of words] and the like has
begun. With respect to the world, only words which have no fixed order
in sentences and in which the meaning is most important are explained; and
therefore only single words from worldly usage are pointed out. In the case
of Vedic [ words ], they being not of human origin, earn etc. are not used in
isolation, and therefore only sentences are referred to. The exposition
relates only to [Vedic words] in sentences, not to the sentences themselves.
And all this is merely by way of introduction from [ Patanjali, the
author of the Mahä-]bhäsya who is about to expound the purposes [of
studying grammar]; [ for] a statement made [even] before [the one o n ]
purposes has the benefit of encouraging students.

[2]
[ 2 . 1 ] Now about the word #0* o x \ This is a composite word 1
which occurs in many meanings, i. e. in a primary meaning and so on. All
that has been pointed out by the author of the [Mahä-)bhäsya.
Just as
the word samskära in another science ( i. e. in Vaisesika), in the same way
[this word go too] has roany meanings.
[ We now proceed to discuss the meaning of sabda * word *. ] ( 1 ) If
the word sabda * word ' in éabdânuéâsana * exposition of words ' is assumed
to be used in its well-known meaning,2 an exposition [of them] would be

2.151
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pointless. Because [words] of worldly usage are known from the user and
Vedic [words are known ] in the Veda. Just as someone saying * And now
we shall explain breathing out and breathing in ' 3 would be speaking pointk:sly, so also would the exposition of words [ be pointless ]. 4 Therefore
the Wv-d * word ' is here not possible in its well-known meaning, nor in [ the
subsequent phrases in the Bhâsya, viz.] * Of which words? ' (kesâm éabd*
änäm ) and ' ox, horse, man, ••• ' ( gaur asvah purusah — ). Even so, if the
word 'word* is taken by him ( Patanjali ? ) as being in its [well-known]
meaning it will be purposeful when it is expounded.
( 2 ) Or [ the word ] * word ' ( sabda ) is for him ( i. e., Patanjali ) a
technical term different [from 4 word ' in its well-known meaning], that is
expounded [ia grammar]; but it is not [only ] a technical term. [That is
why he asks : ] " What is the word in ' ox '?" ( gaur ity atra hah éabdah ;
M b h l p . 1 1. 6).
( 3 ) Or there are two aspects to the word : the aspect which is the
own form and the aspect which is the meaning. Since explanation concerning the aspect which is the form is pointless, the second aspect is taken up
[forexplanation); because that is explained by the word. Just as, having
begun " we shall explain dharma " ( Vaféesika sütra 1. 1.1 ), substance etc.
are enumerated precisely because they ( i. e. substance etc. ) are understood
[by the word ' d h a r m a ' ] , so also here. By the word *ox' substance etc,
are referred to because these are closely associated [with the word * ox ' ].
[ 2. 2 ] He introduces the [ things ] that are inherent in [ the concept
of] an ox : " Is it an object which is possessed of dewlap, tail, hoofs, hump
and horns ? " ( kirn yat tat säsnälängülakhurakakudavisani artharüpam; Mbh
I p. 1, 1.6). For according to him who advocates that substances are
referred to by words, in the case of the word ' ox ' the substance which is
indescribable and not touched by any characteristic has horns etc. which are
connected [ with it ] and differentiate the object [from other things]; but [ a
substance ] not denoted by the word ' ox ' does not have [ these ], For
example, in the case of a lump of molasses sweetness differentiates it [even ]
in darkness from other substances, [ so that one knows : ] " This is a
lump of molasses, no other substance." 6 [ Patanjali's remark therefore]
means : " The lump of flesh which is the ox and constitutes the object. •••
" No, he says. That is called i substance " . ( nety aha \ dravyaiji
nâma tat; Mbh I p. 1 1. 7 ) . No, he says. Not is this well-known as " the
word ' ox ' ". What then ? It is well-known by another characteristic. And
he shows the other characteristic : " That is called * substance \ " Just as
ekasesa of the numeral [« one ' ] is brought about [ by the numeral] • two %
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and are not simultaneous in sentences manifest that genus of sound which
resides in words. The word vrhsa manifests the genus of [ the sounds ]
V'f'k'S-a* From the genus [arises] understanding of meaning. And this own
form of meaning, this indeed is sphota, the essence of the word which is
eternal. But those [sounds] which arise in sequence and are not simultaneous are individual entities made up of sound.
( 3 ) Others think : The word has two powers. Jt is capable of
illuminating itself and its meaning; like a lamp which, while illuminating
itself, illuminates the wealth in a treasury. But the inner light called ' the
senses ' ( indriya ) illuminates the outer object without illuminating itself.15
Therefore the reading yenoccärüena is explained in both ways : ( i ) by that
which is caused to be expressed (uccärita ), i. e. illuminated, ( viz. the meaning, ) or ( ii ) by that which is expressed ( uccärita ) ( viz. the sounds ).
*' Or of which the meaning is well-known " ( atha vä prafîtapadârthakah; Mbhl p. 1. 1. 11-12). The well-known meaning of « word-form ' is
* sound \ Sound is denoted by the word ' word-form \ In sound this
[ word] obtains its own form, without [ the help of] meaning-context,16 and
synonyms. He explains this same matter by using * term * (pada ) : *' This
is the meaning of the [single] term, not the meaning understood from a
sentence. "
" Word-form " ( sabdah; Mbh I p. 1. 1. 12 ). Why is this repeated ?
Because in the course of a discussion a determined position is seen [ to be
reached ] by explanation and rejection. For example, when it is said " how
many sons do you have ? ", the numeral is expressed in the question, taking
the numeral first. It is determined by explanation or rejection. Someone
says : " Out of * one \ * two \ or • many \ 1 have no son at all. " He rejects
the very question; it should not have been asked [at all].17 So here too,
this [question ] " Of what nature is the word-form in ' ox ' ? " should not be
asked, because it is in conflict with its well known meaning. By the word
« word-form • ( èabda ) that word-form alone which is well-known is understood.
He brings out the nature of * having its well-known meaning • :
" Make sound '' (sabdam kuru ; Mbh 1 p. I. I. 12 ), " don't make sound "
ma sabdam kärsth ; id. ), «* ' this boy is making sound f, thus someone is
talked about who makes noise " ( éabdakâry ayam mänavaka iti dhvanim kur~
vanri ucyate \ Mbh. I p. 1. 1. 13). Here "who makes noise " is taken as
being connected with " this ... is making sound ". But regarding the earlier
two [expressions] something else must be understood. Or someone who
[already] makes noise is urged on [with the words] "make soundf> {sab*
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dam kuru ). In the same way, when he has started his activity he is forbidden [lo go on ].; while producing noise he is forbidden [ to go on with the
words] " don't make sound " ( ma sabdam kârsïh).
[ Objection : ] Sound ( dhvani ) is a subordinate element of the word,
for it has been said :
" The word is the sphota, its sound arises [ merely ] through physical effort.t>18
And therefore it is said that substance etc. are not words. [Reply :] Concerning this objection, sound and word-form are presented as one because no
purpose is served in distinguishing [ them]. If there is no other conflict with
the well-known meaning, [the meaning of] «word* that is known among
the people is accepted. This exposition of that [ well-known ] word is the
science [ of grammar ]. 19

[3]
[ 3 ] With regard to the science [of grammar], one proceeds to
study it provided there is interest. And one gets interested provided there
are stimuli. This is not an obligatory activity (nityakarman) that must
necessarily be carried out.1 Sin is incurred in not carrying out an obligatory activity. One may do as one likes with regard to non-obligatory
activities {anityakarman ) . And if there are no stimuli for him he will not
proceed. With this in mind he asks : " This exposition of word-forms, what
stimuli does it provide ? " ( kâni punar asya éabdânuéâsanasya prayoja»

w5m;MbhIp. 1. 1. 14),
" Preservation, modification, tradition, economy, absence of doubt,
these are the stimuli " ( raksohägamalaghvasamdehäh prayojanam ; Mbh I p.
1,1.14).
[ 3 . 1 ] Preventing an existing thing from being harmed is called
preservation • ( raksâ ). " For someone who knows elision, augments and
changes of sounds will preserve the Vedas well " ( lopägamavarnavikärajno
hi samyak vedân anupâlayisyati; Mbh I p. 1, î. 15-16). An example of
elision is : " Of pivopavasana etc. there is elision in the Veda; e. g. pïvopavasanânâm payopavasanänäm. " 2 Augment : " After nïcât duk in the Veda:
nicäd uccä. " 3 Similarly «• after ktva, yak " ( ktvo yak; P. 7. 1. 47 ) [ illustrated i n ] saubhägyam
asyai daltväyäthästam
vi parelana ( R V 1 0 . 8 5 . 3 3 ) .
Change of sounds : " Of hr and grah, [h becomes ] bh in the Veda " ( P .
8. 2. 32 vt. 1 ). [ For example :] tat kanyäsu, sukanye kirn iti mâm jïrnim
anarlhyam jarbhuräyam krttjärüpam kämayase.* Similarly, udgrâbham cq
1
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ca brahma devä avtvrdhan

( TS 1. 1.13 ) . 5

[4.20
But sometimes there

is no change [ of h to bh, as io ] madhor grhnäti*
He says: 7 There is interchange (vyatyaya) of sya etc. 8 ; elsewhere
it is justified by diversity.9 For example: tristubhaujah éubhitam ugravî*
ram (MS 3. 1 6 . 4 ) ; [ h e r e ] suhitam obtains.10 [Objection:] Elision,
augments and changes of sounds are well-known in this world on the basis
of the recitation of the entire Vedic literature which is of that nature.
Reply : Because use depends on the user. And the user may, through
carelessness, defects of his ears, or forgetting, pronounce [ a word ] differently, or he may doubt. And knowledgeable [ people ] are not at hand, [ even
if ] there are specialists in other sciences. If one pronounces something
different from the Veda, one pronounces wrongly. Therefore, if this change
of situation were to occur, no one would approach [ as a student ] . n And
grammar must be studied for the sake of one's refinement. And therefore
the word « well 1 {samyak) has been used [ in the Mahäbhäsya].
For one
who has refined himself is able to preserve the Vedas well ( samyak),
[ 3. 2. 1 ] »And also modification " (ühah khalv api\ Mbh I p. 1,
1. 16). [ Phrases] fit to be used in original rites are not fit to be used in
derived rites. When one is faced with the prospect of taking up [ a derived
rite ] the original rite is modified by means of a different word-form, gender
or number. For example, in the original rite the word-form agni in the
shape agnaye is found to fit. In this [ case ] there is modification in derived
rites.12
[ Two alternatives to this kind of modification are suggested ( 1-2 )
and subsequently rejected ( V -2') by showing their unacceptable outcome ] .
There is a possibility of accepting a different entity ( 1 ) if non-utterance is
resorted to since part of it is dropped, or ( 2 ) by bypassing the main significatory function [ of the word ]. [ I n the latter case] another signifactory
function [of the word] is resorted to [which relates i t ] to other objects
( such as the sun etc. ). In this connection [ it may be pointed out that ]
( P ) if the derived rite is performed in silence, without speaking aloud, the
original rite would be with words and the derived rite without words. ( 2$ )
Moreover, if the same word agni were accepted [ in the derived rite ], its
main function would not convey the sense ' sun \ If again one resorted to
using'this [ word agni] as referring to a different thing, viz. the sun, metaphorically, thus bypassing its main signifactory function, then a mode
( dharma ) of using words would be resorted to opposite to [ the one used
i n ] the original rite. For these reasons a different sentence with the same
case-endings is here accepted.

5.25]
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[ 3. 2. 2] There is modification due to difference of substrata, gender
or number. For example, devïr äpah euddhä yüyam (MS 1.1. 11 etc.)
[ becomes ] deva äjya suddham tvam.1* The nominative suddham has the
same referent ( prätipadikärtha ) as the vocative [ äjya ]. 14
There is also modification of other endings as in äyur äeäste ( MS
2. 6. 9. 7 etc. ) [ which becomes ] äyur äsäsäte and äyur äsäsate.15 [ No
modification in the following two cases ( i-ii ): ]
( i) But in the cases where there is no correlation with the injunction regarding the object in the original rite, as when [ one ] calf is prescribed in the original rite even though [ the mantra ] väyavah sthopäyavah stha
( TS 1. 1. 1 ) is plural, there is no modification in the derived rite because
there is no correlation [ anyway ].
(ii) In the same way, the plural päsän is heard [recited ] in aditih
päkän pramumoktu ( MS 1. 2.15; KS 30. 8 ) even though there is but one
noose ( päea ) in the original rite. 16 Here too there is no modification in
the derived rite. But among the Vâjasanevins [ the mantra ] is read in the
singular, aditih päsam ( TS 3. 1. 4. 4 ). For them modification applies if
[the word] aditi ( sg.) is [ recited ] in the context. Or the statement that
there is no modification in the case of nooses ( pi. ! ) expresses a Vedic
option : where there is a plural number [ of päea ] one uses the word as one
wishes ( i. e. either in the plural or adjusted to the situation ).
[ Several examples of modification follow : ]
In the Veda the following is read thus with feminine gender : jür
asi dhrtä manasä justä visnave tasyäs te satyasavasah (MS 1. 2. 4 etc.).
Therefore, when at the sacrifices to be performed on the day the soma is
bought a three year old castrated [ bull ] is the price to be paid for the soma,
then, completely disregarding that female objects are denoted by the, words,
they modify [each féminine word] into a masculine word expressive of a
male object, unseen in the Veda, as follows : jür asi dhrto manasä justo
visnave tasya te satyasavasah11.
In the same way, in the eulogy of the cow which serves as the price of
king [soma ] the following is read with feminine gender : cid asi manäsi dhtr
asi daksinäsi yajniyäsi ksatriyäsy adüir asy ubhayatahslrsvJ sä nah supräcl
bhava sä devi devam acchehi (MS 1. 2. 4 etc.). in sädyaskra rites modification [ is brought about ] by means of the masculine gender : cid asi
mano'si dhtr asi daJcsino'si yajTîiyo'si ksatriyo'sy ubhayatahêïrsa sa nah
supräk supratyay bhava sa deva devam acchehi. The Väjasaneyins modify
this in the same way.
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There are feminine words in the mautra connected with bringing the
cow that is the price for soma, like this : vasvy asi rudrâsi aditir asy ädityäsi
candräsi ( MS 1. 2. 4 etc. ). There is modification of these words in the case
of sädyaskra rites : vasur asi rudro'si aditir asi ädüyo'si candrdsi.
In an original animal sacrifice the mantra ( see below ) is read with
masculine gender* [The accompanying brährnana passage reads:] däru
vâsmin pratimuncati " he releases the stick onto him'*.18 When in this
[sacrifice the animal] is immoiated [with a stroke] on her head they modify
[the masculine ending] into a feminine ending: ta asyai prativedaya.19
Similarly concerning the animal itself, huto yâhi pathibhir devayânaih ( MS
2. 5. 10 etc.) [becomes] in case of modification: hutâ yâhi pathibhir
devayânaih.
[ 3. 2. 3] [Two views concerning the status of modified mantras are
presented ( 1 - 2 ) : ]
( 1 ) Some think that since modified [ mantras ] are not accorded the
status of mantras rules like mantre ghasahvara,., ( P. 2. 4. 80 ) do not apply.
How then is the form aghastâm [ to be explained ] ?20 There is nothing
wrong here, because it is read like that [in the sacred texts] : indrâgnibhyâm
châgenâghastâm tarn medastah pratipacatâgrabhïstâm avïvrdhetâm purodâéena ( MS 4. 13. 9 etc.). 21 [But] the modification aksan should for that
reason not take place because it is [ a form which is ] not of human [ origin ]
( i . e . 1 mantric' ).
( 2 ) Others thmk that modified [ mantras ] are other mantras themselves. In the section on modification [of the Mânava érauta Sütra (5. 2.
9. 6 ) the forms aghasaù, aghastâm, aghasan, agrabhïsuh and aksan are
enumerated, and in that way ( i.e. with these forms substituted ) [the modified mantras constitute] sacred tradition (âmnâya).
Somewhere the modification of gharmasya tapasâ tapyadhvam ( MS 1.1. 8=Mbh I p. 8 1. 19) is
shown to be tapyasva. tapyethâm.22 Also in other branches [of the Veda]
many [mantras] are considered liable to modification. So there is scope for
grammar in assigning properly endings in accordance with gender and
number when this has been ordained on the basis of the rule * this must be
modified, this must not be modified \ 8 3
[ 3. 2. 4 ] tl Limbs of the body, names of relatives, comparison and
organs of sense, these do not undergo modification; it js irregular in the
case of adhrigu. " 2 4
But excepting adhrigu,25 [ e. g. in ] prasasä bähü éalâ dosant kaéyapevâm sâcchidre êronï hava sorti srekaparnâsthïvantâ ( MS 4. 13. 4 ) [where
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modification does take place]. 26 Then, in case there is more than one
animal, the indeclinable [that follows, viz. sadviméatih ] is repeated.27
'Limbs of the b o d y ' : yat pasur mäyum akrtorovä padbhir ahata /
agnir ma tasmäd enaso viévân muncatv amhasah / ( MÖS 1. 8. 3. 34 ).%8 [ This
becomes : ] yat pasü mäyum akrsâtâm uro vä padbhir ähasätäm and yat
pasavo may um akrsatoro vä padbhir akasataP
1

Names of relatives ' : anv enam mätä manyatäm ami pitänu bhrätä
sagarbhyo'nu sakhä sayüthyah {MS 4. 13. 4 etc. ).
* Comparison • : kasyapevämsäcchidre éronï kavasoru and éyenam asya
vaksah krnutät

( MS 4. 13.4 etc. ).

« Organs of sense ' : süryam caksur gamayatäd vätam pränam anvava*
srjatäd antariksam asum diéah érotram prthivim éarïram / ekadhäsya tvacam
ächyatät purä näbhyä apisaso vapäm utkhidatäd antarevosmänam väraya*
dhvät/(MS
4. 13. 4 etc.).
In this connection it is read in the same section on modification [ of
the Mänava êrauta Sütra ( 5 . 2. 9. 7 ) ] that among these [words] the
words indicative of siblings and kin mätä> pitä, bhrätä, and so on should
not be modified.30 Similarly also limbs of the body have been [ specifically ]
enumerated [ as not liable to modification ] by some, such as the hands and
feet, head and neck, the seven breaths, and so on.
Now adhriqu :31 daivyäh samitära uta mamisyä ärabhadhvam j upanayata medhyä durah \ äsäsänä medhapatibhyäm medham / präsmä
agnim bharata / strmta barhih / anv enam mätä manyatäm / anu pitänu
bhrätä sagarbhyo'nu sakhä sayüthyah / udicinäm asya pado nidhattät \
süryam caksur gamayatät / vätam pränam anvavasrjatät / antariksam asum \
diêah érotram / prthivim éarîram / ekadhäsya tvacam ächyatät / purä näbhyä
apiéaso vapäm utkhidatäl \ antarevosmänam värayadhvät éyenam asya
vaksah krnutät / prasasä bähü \ salä dosant j kaeyapevämsäcchidre éroifi \
kavasoru srekaparnä asthivantä j sadvimsatir asya vankrayas / tä anusthyoccyävayatät / gätram gätram asyänünam krnutät j üvadhyagoharn pärthivam
khanatät j asnä raksah samsrjatät \ vanistum asya mä
rävistorükam
manyamänäh
/ nedvastoke tanaye \ ravitä ravacchamitärdh / adhrigo
samidhvam susami êamïdhvam / éamïdhvam adhrigo / adhrigus ca vipäpas
ca devänäm samilärau \ tä enam pravidvämsau érapayatam yathäsya srapanarrt tathä /. This they modify.
In uruprathä

uru prathasvoru

te yajnapatih

prathatäm

(VS

1.22)

there is no modification into yajnapatayah prathantâm even when there arc
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seventeen sacrifices, because spreading the sacrificial cake is the main
[activity] here.
There is no application of grammar in the modification of prescriptions
and songs. These two stand fixed by worldly usage and other grammars
such as the PrâtiSâkhyas. But whatever use of grammar there be regarding
the modification of words has been shown merely by way of illustration.
Where the relation « original-derived ' is established, there only modification [takes place], but what is considered as hard to be discarded by
misguided people merely on the strength of its mention is not modification.
And therefore [ the construction ] ubhayesâm tvä devamanusyânâm priyam
karorm ( MS 4. 2, 13 ) [ is possible ].32
[ Furthermore, ] if somewhere [ something ] is recorded in the sacred
texts concerning an original rite, it is certainly not subject to modification; for
in the field of sacrifices some are original, some derived, some both original
and derived, some neither original nor derived. Agnistoma is the original of
all soma [sacrifices]. Darsa and Pürnamäsa are the originals for all
sacrifices that are not animal or soma sacrifices ( isti )
[ 3. 3 ] " And also the Sacred Texts " ( ägamah khalv api; Mbh I p.
1 1. 18). 'The Sacred Texts' is teaching [banded down] without interruption from one generation to the next, which is of the nature of Revealed
Texts (sruti) or of the nature of Traditional Texts (smrti)™
But what is that Sacred Text [ talked about in the Bbâsya ] ? It is : *; A
Brahmin must study without motive religion in the form of the Veda with
its six auxiliaries " (brâhmanena niskârano dharmah sadango vedo %dhyeyah;
Mbh I p. 1 1. 18-19 ),34 ' Without motive ' means * not being goaded by a
motive '. Like obligatory rites which must be performed, so that a transgression is committed in case they are not carried out. But no transgression is
committed in case non-obligatory activities are not performed, such as
[the following] optional ones: 4C Let one who desires a son sacrifice''
(putrakâmo yajeta; cp. BhârâS 3. 7. 16) and '• let him who desires food
and edibles sacrifice" ( annädyakämo yajeta ;?); because [ people ] proceed
[ on such an activity only ] when the desire [ to perform it ] is present Here
however it is shown that this study of grammar is an obligatory activity
which must necessarily be performed, like the sacred thread ceremony.35
[3. 4] " A Brahmin must know correct word-forms" (brâhmanena
éabdâ jneyäh; Mbh I p. I î. 20-21). Teaching is the profession of a
Brahmin.30 And correct word-forms must be known because no [ Brahmin ]
Hvho knows [only]37 incorrect words is approached [by a pupil ] for this
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reason that his sentences are not [ well ] comprehended since his speech
is incoherent. And to know those [ words ] there is no easy method except
grammar. What is called « method ' is a particular arrangement of causes
to bring about an effect. Therefore grammar is an easy method to get
to know correct word-forms38 Another method is not even possible.
Therefore grammar must be studied. Or easiness is correct understanding
in a short time. The method to [ obtain ] that [ understanding] is grammar.
[ 3. 5 ] " The sacrificers lay down : One should sacrifice a cow
that is sthulaprsatï to Agni and Varuna " ( yäjnikah pathanti j sthulaprsatïm
ägniväruntm anadvâhïm älabheta-, Mbh I p. 1 1.22-23). Prsatï ksudra*
prsatï sthulaprsatï ta maitrâvarunyah ( MS 3. 13. 3 etc. ) is recited in the
Veda.39 Here the word sthüla ' big ' in association with prsatï is not
[ immediately] understood as a qualifier of spots ( prsat ), because once [ it is
known as] a qualifier of prsat, it will be obvious that [the compound]
refers to another object ( and will be Bahuvrîhi by P. 2. 2. 24 anekam
anyapadärthe). Grammarians know the difference of meaning on the basis
of difference of accent. And in that ritual, [ the compound under consideration ] is without any doubt determined by grammarians to be a Bahuvrîhi
[meaning] * of which the spots are big', because of the original accent of
the first [ constituent ] word-form ( in agreement with P. 6. 2. 1 bahuvrïhau
prakrtyä pïirvapadam).

[4]
[ 4 ] " Further, these are other motives for [ studying ] the exposition
of correct word -forms " {imäni ca bhüyah eabdänusäsanasya prayojanäni;
Mbh I p. 2 1. 3 ). The word bhïlyah means punah. [With] imäni, punah
means « other *.
[4. 1 ] <c Those demons, uttering the words helayo helayah, suffered
defeat" (te'surä helayo helaya iti kurvantah paräbabhüvuh-, Mbh I p. 2
1.7).*
[Two explanations of this line are given ; ]
[4, 1. 1 ] This arthavâda is mentioned in order to discourage vulgar
speech. An arthavâda [ is of two kinds : ] either it instigates or it
discourages.2
In this connection the following is an instigating expression : 3 " He
who sacrifices an animal gains all these directions, all worlds; all these
directions are gained by him, all worlds" (sarvävä irnâ diéah paéuyajy
àbhijayati sarväml lokän sarvä evâsyemâ diso'bhijitä bhavanti sarve lokah ;
MS 3. 9.5).
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A discouraging [ arthavâda is : ] " He should not let his teeth proceed
[ to cbew ]; if he lets his teeth proceed [ to chew ], snakes would kill him; he
pacifies those snakes not to harm him " (na dato gamayed yad dato gamayet
sarpä enam ghätukäh syuh sarpân eva samayaty ahimsàyai ; MS 1. 8. 5 ).4
Since they suffered defeat on account of uttering [ those words ] that
way, " therefore a Brahmin should not speak in a vulgar manner " ( tasmäd
brähmariena na mlecchitavai-, Mbh I p. 2 1. 7-8 )• this is the meaning of na
mlecchitavah formed in accordance with [ P. 3. 4. 14 ] krtyärthe tavai... .
In answer to the question what then is speaking in a vulgar manner
( mlecchana ) he says : " should not speak faultily " nâpabhâsitavai Mbh I
p. 2 1. 8 ). Speaking in a vulgar manner is speaking faultily (apabhâsana).
What then was spoken faultily by the demons ? [ Four opinions are
listed ( 1-4 ) y
( 1 ) Here some state that the prolated [ vowel ] prescribed by haiheprayoge haihayoh ( P. 8. 2. 85 ) has not been effected.
( 2 ) Others say that a prolated [ vowel ] has been effected but that
vowel sandhi has been applied instead of leaving [ the vowels ] in their
original shape.6
( 3 ) Someone else says that doubling has been effected in helayo he
Hayah ( where only one word should have been doubled ).7
( 4 ) Others again said that this does not consist of the sound / etc.,
because it is not used [ that way ] by cultivated people; the use by the
f demons ] of I [ in he Hayah ] is wrong.8
And why does he sum up in this way " May we not be vulgar "
mlecchä mä bhüma; Mbh I p. 2 1. 8 ), instead of '* may we not suffer
defeat ''? The answer is, as has already been explained, that this is a metaphorical expression ( arthavâda ) by which the non-use of vulgar speech is
prescribed.9
[4. 1. 2] Others explain: [It should be understood] that [the
arthaväda ] also states that one does not suffer defeat by avoiding that on
account of which the [ demons ] suffered defeat. But what constitutes the
defeat of the demons ? Incurring sin ; because of incurring which they don't
rise up even today. And even the sons and grandsons of the demons,
who did not use [ incorrect language ], they too suffered defeat. Therefore grammar must be studied so that we may not suffer defeat as the demons
[did].
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[4. 2 ] Dustah sabdah svarato varnato va ( Mbh I p. 2. 1.11 ). tasl
[in svaratàhand varnatah has been added ] because [svara and varna belong
to the gana ] ' ädi etc. * ( in P. 5. 4. 44 vt. 1 tasiprakarana ädyädibhya upasamkhyänam). [The above line means:] faulty on account of accent and
speech-sound,10 That which is faulty on account of these two is called
' improperly used ' ( mièhyâprayukta ; Mbh I p. 2. 1.11). Such a kind [ of
word ] does not express the appropriate sense. " That [ word ] ", not conveying the appropriate sense, " being a thunderbolt in the form of speech,
harms the sacrificer " ( sa vâgvajro yajamänam hinasti ; Mbh I p. 2. 1. 12).
Speech which is a thunderbolt is * a thunderbolt in the form of speech '.
Due to the association with the offence and tied up with that offence he
( i. e, the sacrificer ) is harmed in the next world, because of his sin. Because
the sacrificer is most important in the sacrifice. Or, when the priest is harmed, he too is harmed.
"Like indraêatru'9

(yathendrasatruh-,

Mbh I p. 2 1. 12),

Just as

this [ word ] indraêatru harmed the sacrificer,11 let not in a similar manner
another [word] too, on account of its being improperly used, destroy
[someone]. For this reason grammar must be studied. Regarding the
use of faulty words the following is found in the Sacred Texts : The mantra
svâhendraêatrur vardhasva ( " Svähä, prosper as indraêatru "; TS 2. 5. 2. 1 )
must be recited.11 [The word indrêatru ] was recited withjthe udätta accent
on the first [component of the compoundi ] so that it means :«« Of him Indra
indeed has become the destroyer ".
Here it is objected that even if the last component of the compound
has the udätta accent, this meaning * his enemy is Indra ' does not turn into
its opposite. Just like ' friend of Soma * ( somasakha ) and « friend of the
king' (räjasakha).1* It should further be pointed out: Why is there no
vocative, like this : indrasatro vardhasva ?
Regarding the statement that the meaning is not annulled even when
the udätta accent falls on the last [ component of the compound ], nothing is
wrong here. This word satru here used in the mantra, though a word
employed in its conventional sense, is used, due to the influence exerted by
the meaning-context,13 [ in an extended sense ] which is based on the conventional meaning referred to [just now]. Therefore not only the meaning
1
enemy of Indra • or * his enemy is Indra ' is accepted. How then ? [ The
word ] is used taking the [ underlying ] activity as the basis [ of its meaning, ]
as follows: an enemy (satru) is a destroyer (sätayitr) or an annihilator
( samayitr ). Here, while it was intended to use [ the compound indraêatru ]
in the sense ' be the destroyer of Indra ', it was [ actually] used in the sense
• his destroyer is Indra \
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Concerning the remark that a vocative ending should be used [ it
must be said] : A vocative ending [is used] where an object which is wellknown by its own characteristic is brought to face connection with a different
characteristic.14 As when one brings Devadatta to face a different characteristic with the words : " Devadatta, study, eat. ft And how could something have a vocative ending exactly when the relevant ( asau ) characteristic
is being applied [ to it ] ? For example, in " Be a king, fight, be a man " the
very characteristics of being a king and being a man are being applied, so
that no vocative ending is used.15 In the same way also in the present
context ; the very characteristic of being indrasatru is being applied, so that
there is nothing wrong [in the use of the nominative]. Thus, in the previous [example] faulty use of sounds was exemplified in he 'layo he Hayah*
Now faulty use of accent [ has been exemplified ].
[4. 3] " W h a t has been learned by heart but has not been understood is expressed by mere utterance " ( yad adhïtam avijnätam nigadenaiva
éabdyate\ Mbh I p. 2. 1. 15). 16 Hereby the following is conveyed : If the
Veda is recited in accordance with grammar, it will indeed be beneficial. The
author of the NiruUa explains ['not understood'] in this [line] as ' o f
which the meaning has not been understood \ 1 7 But here ( i. e., in the
Mahâbhâsya ) « not understood ' is taken to mean * of which accents, sounds
and proper formation have not been understood \ And what is such, that
is ' expressed by mere utterance •, i. e., exclusively [ learned ] through the
teacher's instruction.
"Like dry fuel where there is no fire" (anagnäv iva suskaidhah;
Mbh I p. 2. 1. 16). Just as firewood, though capable of burning but not
grasped by fire, is not capable of burning [ and is therefore] without purpose,
so is the Veda ( sästra ), though learned by heart but not grasped by grammar, not capable of bringing about results.
" May we therefore not study without object " {tasrnäd anarthakam
mâdhigîsmahi; Mbh I p. 2. 1. 17) means " m a y we not study without
purpose".
[ 4. 4 ] " But he who uses ... " yas tu prayunkte; Mbh I p. 2. 1. 19 ).
Non-association with sin and connection with the desired fruit result from
grammar; this is here stated. « Uses » [means] ' utters ' ; ' skilful' ( kuéala)
[ means ] ' who knows \ ' With regard to something special ' ( wiese ) .• One
and the same word [ is correct with regard to one particular meaning and ]
incorrect with regard to another, this is here stated.18 For examptei the
word gotfi is incorrect [ when used ] with regard to that which possesses a
dewlap etc. ( i. e., an ox ). Similarly the word asm is correct [when used ]
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with regard to what possesses manes etc. ( i. e., a horse ), not with regard to
what has no possesion (niksva). The word asva [on the other hand] is
correct with regard to what has no wealth, not with regard to that whose
characteristics are whole hooves etc. But if for some other reason19 also the
word gcmi be used for what has a dewlap etc., so that gonï would mean ' like
a sack ' ( goniva ), it will certainly be correct. Or one may use the word
asva with respect to a horse ( asva ) conveying thereby its poverty ; that
[ too ] is correct.20
Or [ we read ] kuéalo 'viêese * knowîe Jgeable concerning general
[rules of grammar] \ Even though something be a generl [rule] of grammar, e. g., tata ägatah « come from there ' ( P. 4. 3. 74 ) or tena khanati * one
digs therewith %ai it is only used as a fully correct [ rule ] in particular cases;
not everywhere, as in vrksamüläd ägatah ( * come from the root of a tree ' )
or angulyä khanati ( he digs with his finger ' ).22
The reading of others is kuéalo viêesaih* [ Visesaih here] means
'with particular [rules] expounded by the science [of grammar] \ As
with the [ rule] tad adhite tad veda ( P. 4. 2. 59 ).
Vyavahara ( Mbh I p. 2. 1. 19 ) is mode of life, practice of the cultured, i. e. sacrifice, mode of conducting rites. " Who? He alone who knows
the proper use of speech." {kah j vägyogavid eva / ; Mbh I p. 2, 1. 21 )
Since no other [ person ] is mentioned [ in the stanza] he asks : " Who ? "
[This is answered : ] " He alone who knows the proper use of speech. " He
thinks as follows : Dharma [ is produced ] when one works toward a certain
goal ; when one works toward the opposite of that [ goal ] a result opposite
to [dharma] must come about. For example, dharma is the result of
causing happiness to a Brahmin, adharma the result of causing pain [ to
him ]. In the same way, he who knows the proper use of speech obtains
dharma because he knows correct words. But knowledge of correct words
is inseparably connected with the knowledge of incorrect words, therefore he
says : " Because he who knows correct words ... " yo hi eabdän jänäti; Mbh
I p. 2. 1 . 2 , ) .
In the following manner it is asked [ if the speaker is to suffer] on
account of the fitness with regard to the object rather than [ on account
of] his actual use of the words: "Incorrect words there are more,
correct words fewer " bhüyämso 'pasabdäh alpiyamsah iäbdähi Mbh ï p. 2
1. 23 ). Why are there affixes of the comparative degree [ in this sentence ] ?
The answer is that identity of qualities is to be assumed with regard to
opinion of others.23 How? You may think that even though one who knows
the proper use of speech is acquainted with both [ kinds of words, correct
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and incorrect], nevertheless little sin [is produced] because correct words
are many, incorrect words few. This too is not the case, because correct
words are fewer. Moreover, degraded words are not expressive of meaning.24
This is the position taken here, that they do not convey meaning.
" Ignorance is his refuge" {ajnänctm tasya éaranam-, Mbh I p. 2
1. 25 )• Granted that he may not be associated with merit, at least he is not
associated with sin. Similarly animals and the like are not associated with
sin because they act out of ignorance. All this is mentioned [in the.
Bhâsya in connection with the words ] •* dharma resides in knowledge— 1 '
(pïâne dharmah; Mbh I p. 10 1. 5. vt. 6 ). 25 But knowledge is inferred
from usage.
" Ignorance cannot always be a refuge " ( nätyantäyäjnänam èaranam
bhavüum arhati; Mbh I p. 2 1. 25-26 ). For poison does not fail to cause
death when eaten out of ignorance. Ignorance is a refuge only in the case
of animals etc., it is not [ a refuge ] for barbarians and the like who go about
killing Brahmins.
evam tarhi (Mbh I p. 2 1.27). He explains this: Since semantic
connection is stronger than contiguity,26 [ a supplemented ] avägyogavid
( * who does not know the proper use of speech ' ) is connected [ with the
words dusyati cäpasabdaih " and — perishes on account of incorrect words "
( M b h I p. 2 1. 2 7 ) ] . He who knows the proper use of speech, though
knowing [ both ] correct and incorrect words, will use correct words, not
incorrect words. And prosperity or sin arises from the use [ of words, ]
not from their knowledge.
This is not written in the revealed texts ( sruti ) nor in the traditional
texts (smrti).
Therefore he says: "Where has this been r e a d ? " {kva
punar idam pathitam ; Mbh 1 p. 2 1. 28 ). " The verses called bhräja '\ 2 7
The import of this is [ as follows ]. That which is the purport of the revealed
texts has indeed been handed down in the traditional texts; for that reason
[ this text ] should be considered authoritative.
" But, sir, are verses too authoritative? " ( him ca bhoh élokâ api
vai pramänam Mbh; I p. 31 . 1 ) This does not say that no authority belongs
to verses indiscriminately. Because there are verses that are part of the
traditional texts and which are authoritative. But [verses] of this kind
are not authoritative. If this kind of [verse be considered as] having
authority, any [ verses ] whatever should be authoritative.
Yad udumbaravarnânâm ( Mbh I p. 3 1.3). This verse conveys that
the Sauträmanf [rite] is not effective and that therefore one should drink
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wine in a drinking-house, disregarding the Sautrâmanî. " This [verse] was
uttered in bewilderment by its honourable [author]*' (pramattagîta esa
tatrabhavatah: Mbh I p. 3 1. 5 ) ; this means ' b y someone whose mind is
deranged \ How is that known ? Because it is in conflict with both the revealed texts (éruti ) and the traditional texts (smrti).
But this verse (i. e, yas
tu prayunkte ) was uttered by someone not in bewilderment because there is
the [following] traditional line (smrti) :28 " One word thoroughly understood, well used and conforming to [ the prescriptions of ] the science [of
grammar] becomes wishfulfilling in heaven and on earth." 29
[ 4. 5 ] By means of [ the stanza ] avidvämsah pratyabhiväde ... ( Mbh
I p. 3 1. 7) he informs us that without [ knowledge of] grammar [people]
are considered like women, marked off from the cultured; they cannot oblige
him who greets them.30 Because purified by a [ proper ] return of the greeting
he partakes of merit and [ he who replies ] himself becomes the recipient of
prosperity.
[4. 6 ] " T h e preliminary offerings" (prayäjäh savibhaktikäh; Mbh
I p. 3 1. 10). The mantras accompanying preliminary offerings (prayäja)
are meant. Not on account of the endings (vibhakti) [already attached]
to each of the words of the prayäja [ mantras ] are they called ' with
endings ' ( savibhaktika ) ; because those [ endings ] are always present ( and
need not be prescribed ). Therefore a word-form different from [ those prescribed in ] the sacred texts is employed in the prayäja [ mantras ]. And since
case endings are not used in isolation,31 a nominal stem is understood as
their base, by implication ( arthäpatti ). Moreover, since we see the following
statement [ in the scriptures ] tvam agne prayajänuyäjäbhyäm purastät tvam
paecät ( " You, Agni, are before [the mantra of] the preliminary offering
and [ of ] the final offering, you are after them " ), 8a no [ word ] is taken other
than [agni] which occurs in the revealed texts and refers to the meaning
[ * fire • ]. Although it would follow that all case endings be used, the form
agninägninä is not used because it has been stated "which have two
syllables or four syllables" (yä dvyaksarä vä satyas caturaksarä vä
bhavanti)P
Similarly one should not use sabdajämi. éàbdajami is that
which has an ablative ending. Therefore in agner agneh it is the genitive
which is used in this form, [not the ablative]. ««In the Punarädheya
[rite] one should recite the * vibhakds • before or after [ the mantras belonging t o ] the fore-and after - offerings' f . 34 Or narâéamso agnim agnim [is
used instead of tanünapäd agnim agnim] because it is seen both ways.36
In the Bahvrcasütra Bhäsya™ [ it has been said : ] " Agreement [ of
case-endings] is seen in samidhah samidho'gne *gne: disagreement [of case-
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endings] is seen in ilo 'gninagne," Tn the AÊvalâyana [ érauta] Sütra [we
find : ] 8 7 ye yajâmahe samidhah samidho'gne 'gna öjyasya vyantu / tanünapäd
agnim agna äjyasya haviso vein / naräearnso agnim agna äjijasya haviso vetu /
ilo }gninägna äjyasya haviso vyantu / barhir agnir agna äjyasya haviso vetu /
(cp. ÄsvSS 2. 8. 6 ) . In the Äpaüamba [àrauta] äütra the ' vibhaktis "
are enumerated in this form : «• for the four prayäja [mantras] : agnägne,
ugnäv agne, agninägne, agnim agne " ( ÄpSS 5. 28. 6 ). The last ( i. e. fifth )
prayäja [ mantra remains ] as it is handed down, i. e. agnä ;38 no * vibhakti *
is placed after it. Also in a derived rite no * vibhakti • is then added. For
example: ye yajâmahe ( c p . MS>S 5. 1. 2. 6 etc.) svähägnim svähä somam
(MS 4. 10. 3 etc. ) agnihotram svähä agntsomau svähä ( ? ) devä äjyapä
jusänä agna äjyasya haviso vyantu ( MS 4. 10. 3 ( with agnä ) etc. ). When
case-endings must be added in these prayäja [ mantras ], a grammarian will
correctly utter [ the words ] with case-endings attached. For this purpose
grammar must be studied.
[ 4. 7 ] sa ärtvijtnah ( Mbh Î p. 3 1. 12-13 ). He who is fit for [ the
services of ] a priest ( rtirij) and he who [ is fit for ] the duties of a priest,
both are [ called ] ärtvijtnah9 because only one who is well-informed can
organize a sacrifice; not those who are not well-informed because they have
no authority [to organize one]. 4 0 One is urged [to study grammar] since it
is not possible for a Brahmin to be sacrificer or priest without grammar.
[ 4. 8. 1 ] " The four kinds of words " (catväri padajätäni; Mbh 1 p.
3 1. 17 ) are his horns as it were.41 Four are mentioned because the karmapravacanîyas are included in the nipätas. According to others there are
two kinds of words, nominal words and verbs. [ There are ] « three times *
(trayah köläh; Mbh I p. 3 1. 18), either of the name, [i. e.,] of the word:
•' it is used, will be used, was used"; or of the naming: " it is, will be,
was ". *' Two essences of the word, one eternal, the other produced " ( dvau
eabdätmänau nüyah käryas ca; Mbh I p. 3 1. 18). Some consider the
[ word ] to be eternal, others non-eternal. Or the genus ( jäti) and the individual [are meant]; or sphota and sound. The «seven case-endings'
\sapta vibhaktayah; Mbh I p. 3 1. 19) are sü etc. Or the seven kärakas,
including éesa [are meant]. But it is not possible to have also a remaining
eighth karaka.
[4. 8. 2] naingayanti ( Mbh I p. 3 1. 28 ) means they do not move
irregularly *, " they do not wink, do not move " (na nimisanti na cestante;
Mbh I p. 3 1.28). These [terms] are taken as synonyms because [their
meanings are] intimately connected. [The idea is :] " May we become the
same as those who have control over their mind. " Because they too reached this [ high ] position by no other means than the science of grammar.
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[ 4 . 9 ) " Though seeing he doesn't see; though hearing he doesn't
hear " ( pasyann apina paêyati / . . . srnvann api na érnoti; Mbh I p. 4 1. 4-5 ),
Because those who study grammar and have mastery over speech rule over
speech.
[4. 10] " Like barley with a sieve " ( saktum iva titaunä ; Mbh Î p.
4 1.10; quoted from RV 10. 71, 2 ). ' Barley f coimplies « substance ', denoted [ by the word ] and hard to cleanse. So [ it can be said ] that incorrect
words are purified by the [ denotive ] power [ of words ] with the help of grammar.42 Long [a] in aträ sakhäyah by [ P . 6. 3. 133] rci tunughamaksu ...
[ The word sakhäyah in ] aträ sakhäyah sakhyäni means samänakhyätayahi
that is * having the same knowledge \
[ 4 . 11] " Who uses incorrect words after kindling the [ sacred ] fire "
( ähitägnir apasabdam prayujya ; Mbh I p. 4 1. 19 ) conveys the following :
Just as one who kindles the [ sacred ] fire necessarily brings his wife because
without her kindling of the [sacred fire] cannot take place, so must he who
kindles the [ sacred ] fire necessarily study grammar. In this way he justifies
the obligatory nature [ of the study of grammar ].
[4. 12] It is said that "one should give a name to a son on the
tenth M ( daèamyam putrasya nâma vidadhyät).iZ [The result is] that grammar is used right from the Naming Ceremony.
[4. 13 ] s-udevo asi varuya ( Mbh I p. 4 1. 27 ; quoted from RV 8. 69.
12 ). This is a eulogy to Varuna which occurs in a hymn belonging to the
Pragathas ( i. e. to ßgveda Mandala 8 ) and composed by Brhaspati ( Ängirasa). And Varuna receives this praise — " you are the god of truth "
tvam satyadevah — based on his knowledge of grammar ; for that reason
[ grammar ] must be studied.

[5]
kirn punar idam ... ( Mbh I p. 5 1. 5 ). It must not be thought that
a student, a teacher or someone siding with the teacher [ asks this question ].
The author himself1 distinguishes this composition [from other studies,
saying : ] " but not also something else " ( na punar anyad api Jdmcit; Mbh I
p. 5 1. 5-6). Because, [the preceding] being a description of motives, one
might understand it thus : '• I am being urged in this manner [to study something different from grammar. But ] these are no motives [ for such a different
study ]. " Or it is explained [ as follows ] : " Why shall I study something
tiresome which has no purpose ? "and as a result one might not study at al),
" Having said om " ( om üy uktvä ; Mbh I p. 5 1. 6 ). This should
not be understood merely to mean ° having pronounced the word om " but
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rather " having assented [ to study the Veda ] 2 without any regard for
[ ulterior ] motives, thinking « let it be thus * ( evarh ) ".
vrttantatdh ( cp. Mbh I p. 5 1.6).
Prapathakas 3 are called « Vrttânta \ TasI [ has been added to vrttânta] because [the latter] is included
in [ the gana ] l ädi etc. ' 4 [ This gives the following meaning : ] They recite
[ the Veda ] one Vrttânta after the other, i. e., one Prapäthaka after the other.
The reading of others is vrttäntasah. They read ( i. e< explain ) [ the sentence] thus, vrttântaèdh pathanti, which means " they read each single
Vrttânta ". 5
" In olden days it was like this " ( puräkalpa etad âsït-, Mbh I p. 5 1.
6-7 ). 6 This [ passage] informs [ us ] that at the stage at which the [ student ]
is taught grammar he is not at all able to raise questions. How shall [ anyo n e ] propound motives [ for studying grammar] ? Tatra sthänakaranänupraâânaffiebhyah ... ( Mbh I p. 5 1. 7-8 ). In olden days one learned places
of articulation, organs of speech etc. from grammar only. After that " Vedic
words were taught " ( vaidikah éabdâ upadisyante; Mbh I p. 5 1. 8 ). Under
these circumstances there would be a question as to the motive for studying
the Veda. [ In reply to that ] the motive for that too ( L e., for grammar )
was stated, as follows : " Also grammar, being an ancillary text of the Veda
( vedänga ), must necessarily be studied. " ( Or, in case the reading tasya na
is accepted : Its purpose is not stated ; and also grammar, being an ancillary
text of the Veda ( vedänga ), has to be necessarily studied [ like the Veda ]. )
'• It is not like that these days " (tad adyatve na tathä; Mbh I p. 5 1.
8 ). Adyatve ( ' these days ' ) is a particle synonymous with ' in this time \
These days mere children are taught the Veda without having studied grammar. [ As a result ] the places of articulation, organs of speech and external
effort, connected with [reciting] the Veda are not known [to them ] at all
( for want of study of grammar ).
t{

Having memorized the Veda they hurriedly start saying ... " ( vedam
adhltya tvaritä vaktäro bhavanti; Mbh I p. 5 1. 8-9). * Hurriedly ' (tvaritah ) : They are hurried to gain wealth or to [ get ] pleasure and enjoyment.
Or, thinking " let there not again be a binding duty in one more course of
study ", they hurriedly say : " [ We have learned the language ] simultaneously with learning the Veda. "

[6]
[ 6 . 1 ] " The word-form has been discussed " ( uktah iabdah ; Mbh I p.
5 1. 12 ). Also its nature has been discussed, viz. that the word-form is sound.
•Also " the motives have been discussed " ( prayojanäny uktäni; Mbh I p. 5
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1. 12 ), preservation etc. " Now the exposition of word-forms must be done11
( êabdânuéasanam idànïm kartavyam-, Mbh I p. 5 1. 12-13 ) ; that means
must be introduced, begun. He shows " how that must be d o n e " (tat
katham kartavyam; Mbh I p. 5 1. 13 ), i. e. introduced» How must [ exposition of words] be undertaken by him who expounds? [Should there be] teaching of correct words, of incorrect words or of both kinds of words? What is
described by its own characteristics as well as by the absence of characteristics of other things, becomes clearer; that is why he includes the activity of
teaching both [ correct and incorrect words ] ( ubhayopadesa )•• But although
it becomes clearer [this way, it results i n ] overburdening the science [of
grammar]; therefore he accepts an exposition merely by means of the own
characteristics. By using [ the word ] * either of the two ' ( anyataram ) [ in
the line ] anyataropadesena krtam syät, it is clear that ] the meaning [ of this
line is that] he is content with [either of the two, teaching] correct and incorrect words. If also teaching of both [ correct and incorrect words ] had
been included, he would have used [ the suffix ] -tama, as follows : anyatamopadeéena.
" For example, by restricting things that are to be eaten a prohibition
of what is not to be eaten is understood " (tad yathä, bhaksyaniyamenäbhaksyapratisedho gamyate; Mbh T p. 5 1. 14-15 ). In the section on what can
and what cannot be eaten it is heard that " five five-nailed [animals ] are to
be eaten" (panca pancanakhâ bhaksyâh; Mbh I p. 5 1. 15). 2 Five-nailed
[animals] different from [the ones enumerated in that] section are excluded. Or [the situation can be described like this]. Eating takes place on
account of desire, is prompted by hunger and can have everything [edible]
as its object when no [ scriptural ] statement applies to it. Given this situation there is the following [ scriptural ] enunciation " Five five-nailed
[animals] are t o b e eaten ". If this [utterance] conveyed that five fivenailed [ animals ] are to be eaten, one would sin on the very day one does
not eat [ them ]v because [ on that day ] he does not do what would have been
enjoined. And eating five-nailed [animals] that are different from the
porcupine., 3 undertaken for no reason, would not even be ruled out [by
the enunciation. This is unacceptable for the following reason : ] The same
eating which is foremost and which takes place when there is a desire [ ta
eat], is prescribed in connection with the five five-nailed [animals]. Removal
of hunger is to be brought about by these only, not by other [ five-nailed
animals ]. Since the enunciation [ concerns only ] this much, there is exclusion of other five-nailed [ animals ].
This [exclusion] is not expressed. It is rather indicated by the,
completion of the sense. And such being the case, eating sraddha would
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follow by implication also in the following passage on the asraddhabhojin
[ which occurs in the Bhâsya] on the sutra vrate ( P. 3. 2. 80 ) and which
states : " I f he who eats aérâddha is an aûrâddhabhojin, then the very day
he eats no asräddha> that [ day ] his vow is broken. " 4 Therefore it is said :
érâddha should not be eaten. An exclusion is made of eating érâddha
which is foremost [in the expression asraddhabhojin] and which would
follow by implication, as follows : u When eating, don't eat sraddha. "
[ And ] how can there be a breach of vow when the eating of érâddha is
excluded on the strength of an injunction concerning the eating of érâddha
as the foremost thing ? So it is clear that incorrect words are excluded by
teaching correct words, even though both correct and incorrect words
convey meaning.
" Or there is restriction concerning [ animals ] that are to be eaten
by way of a prohibition of those that are not to be eaten " ( abhaksya*
pratisedhena vä bhaksyaniyamah; Mbh I p . 5 1. 16). [The illustration is]
" the domestic cock is not to be eaten " {abhaksyo grämyakukkutah ; Mbh I
p. 5 1. \6) because this is a prohibition with the main emphasis on the
object. Here [ we are ] not [ dealing with ] an interdiction to be inferred
from what obtains [as above]. What then? This is a straightforward
interdiction. So here too by teaching incorrect words it is learned that
go is a correct word, because it is different from gavï etc.
" Which [ of the two methods ] is better ? " ( kirn punar atra jyäyah;
Mbh I p. 5 1. 19-20). Having experienced the excellence [of the two
methods discussed just now] because they are less cumbersome than teaching
both [correct and incorrect words, now, ] in the mutual rivalry [ of the
remaining two, one of them ] is connected with the suffix of the comparative
degree. " Furthermore, there will be [ the advantage of having ] an explanation of desired [forms]. " (istänväkhyänam khalv api bhavati; Mbh I
p . 5 1. 22 ). In what way is explaining desired [ forms the same as ] teaching
correct words ? The answer is that just as there is dharma connected with
words forming part of the Sacred Texts, in the same way these [ words ] too
give rise to dharma, and hence it is said there is « explanation of desired
[forms]'. Or [one might say that] when incorrect words are taught,
knowledge [of correct words] inferential [and of the type] ' this our [ utterance] is a correct word'. And since one can imagine no end [of correct
words ] in case their knowledge is inferential, it is hard to know whether
go, being different from gavï etc., is a correct word, or rather some other
[ form ]. Therefore this would not be an explanation worth the name.
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[ 6 . 2 ] " ïf then correct words are taught.,.'* (athaitasmin èabdo*
padese sati; Mbh T p. 1. 23). In 'this time [people] think that only
stating each word individually is easy. Because in that case no rules have to
be remembered, only the words themselves have to be uttered. Because when
bases [of words] etc. are taught, full understanding [is not reached until
after] a long time. " Stating each word individually** (pratipadapätha-,
Mbh I p. 5 1. 23). * Stating each word individually • is pronouncing
[them] in their own form. A word is that by which meaning is delimited.
Anabhyupâyah (Mbh Ï p. 5 1. 25). This word abhyupäya is synonymous
with the word upaya ' means \ t( Because it is heard that Brhaspati taught
Indra../' (evam hi srüyate j brhaspatir indräya; Mbh I p. 5 1. 25). This
metaphorical statement (arthaväda) is adopted to discourage reciting word
individually. [Even] such a speaker and such a listener could not complete it in so much time. " How much less nowadays " ( kirn punar adyatve-,
Mbh I p. 5 1. 27-28 ). *< Word-collection5 of words " ( eabdänäm eabdapäräyanani; Mbh I p. 5 1. 26 ). [ This word sabdapäräyna < Word-collection ' ]
is a conventional term designating some treatise.6 Just as " * head-disease f
(êiroroga) causes pain in the belly". * Head -disease ' (êiroroga) is a
current name for a particular disease affecting the belly because this [ headdisease] causes pain in the whole head as well as in the whole of the
belly.7 In the same way there is a book called * Word-collection * ( éabdapäräyana ). [ This * Word-collection ' ] " o f words he taught " ( eabdänäm
...proväca; Mbh I p. 5 1. 26 ).
" Knowledge when used in the four ways is used [ in the proper
sense of word ] " {catarbhié ca prakärair vidyopayuktopaijuktä* bhavati ; cp.
Mbh I p. 5 1. 28 - p. 6 1. 1 ). Even when used half it is [ properly speaking ]
unused because it carries no fruit. Alternatively, in society [something] is
considered ' used f even though [ only ] a p a r t [of it] has been used. An
example is : " Ghee has been used. " 9 Here [however] something is not
in similar fashion [ considered ] • used ' because a part [ of it ] has been used.
Rather, he states that [something ] is * used ' when it is used in toto.
Ägamakäla ( Mbh I p.
( id. ) is the time of drilling ;
is the one to be dedicated to
(id.) is the application [ of
ascertained employment in the

6 1. i ) is the time of learning; svädhyäyakäla
" the time of teaching " ( pravacanakäla; id. )
the students; [vyavahära in] vyavahärakäla
knowledge ] in the sacrificial act or [its]
midst of the cultured.

" Some set of rules, containing generel and special ones, must be
framed " ( kimdt sämänyavisesavat laksanam pravartyam-, Mbh I p. 6 I. 3 ).
In which there are general and special ones, that is * containing general
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and special ones'. For example karmany an ( P. 3. 2. 1 ; quoted Mbh I p.
6 1.6); in this rule dhätoh (by anuvrtti from P. 3. 1. 91 ) is the general
element. And ätäh in âto'nupasarge kah ( P . 3. 2. 3; quoted Mbh I p. 6 1.
8 ) is the special element. And by means of this [ set of rules ] one learns
" with a small effort larger and larger streams of words " ( alpena yatnena
mahato

mahatah

êabdaughân

; M b h Ï p. 6 1 . 3 - 4 ) : kumbhakära,

kärida-

läva and the like, (formed by P. 3. 2. 1 ) ; similarly pärsnitra,10 goda and
the like ( formed by P. 3. 2. 3 ). This should be applied everywhere ; also
in the case of substituends and substitutes and in the case of injunction
and prohibition.

[7]
[ 7 ] ««Is the meaning of the word form or substance ? " ( kirn punar
âkrtih padârtha ähosvit dravyam-, Mbh I p. 6 1. 8 ). There is doubt because
there is difference of opinion among the preceptors. According to Vâjapyäyana it is form,1 but according to Vyâdi it is substance. 2
( 1 ) Some explain this as follows. Although this is stated in a
general way, this is asked concerning words that are fitting, in which both
substance and form are possible; i. e. [ words] such as « ox ' and ' horse f ,
not ' Dittha ' and so on.
( 2 ) Others however say : The word ' form ' refers to the qualifier of
something else, including ' existence \ [ Form is that ] by which is formed
i. e.| by which is delimited, [ by which ] a different activity is delimited.
( 3 ) Others again say that fovm(äkrti)
is possible in the case of all
[ words ] . That [ form ] is called ' genus ' [jäti ).
[ First Väjapyäyana's opinion is discussed ( I ), then Vyâdi's ( II) : ]
( I ) In this [ last mentioned opinion ] a word brings [ to mind ] only
the form {akrti), not substance and so on, according to Väjapyäyana.
[ Now Väjapyäyana's opinion is shown to be possible in the case of qualities
( i ) , substances ( i i ) , actioas ( i i i ) a n d names ( i v ) ] . For example: ( i )
The w o r d ' b l u e ' , irrespective of any object and having a quality as its
universal ( sämänya ), appropriates that character. Here [ the word * blue ' ]
having appropriated its character and having that as its substrate, when,
being expressive of a quality, it experiences penetration by ' blueness ' on
account of its close connection with * blue ', [ in other words, it experiences ]
that it is characterized by [ blueness ], when it obtains activity and rests only
along with [ blueness, then this word ' blue \ ] being completely overpowered
by the form (akrti) because it is not differentiated [from 'blueness*]
evokes the cognition of a quality.
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Just as a crystal, on account of its support, is perceived as having
the quality of that [ support]; so does this word ' blue ', when designating
a substance too ( in addition to the quality ), superimposes the cognition on
the substance which is the substrate of the [quality], even though it is
separated [ from the substance ] by the quality as a result of [ the relation
called ] ' inherence in what is inherent * ( samavetasamavâya ), in as much as
the support of the * blueness • designated by itself ( i. e., by the word • blue • )
is the quality ; that in its turn is borne by substance. Similarly, [ the word
may be separated from the substance ] by another substance, in the case of a
coloured garment.3 [Or] indirectly as a result of [the relation called] 'inherence in what inheres in the connected ( by samyoga ) ' ( samyuktasamavetasamavâya ), as in : " A white garment between two coloured garments is
perceived as having the quality of those [two ] " ( Mbh I p. 206 1. 20; on
P. 1.2.30).
( ii ) So the word ' ox ' too, having acquired its own character in
' oxness ', applies to the substance which is the very support of that
[ oxness].
( iii) Similarly, what is expressed by the word ' [he] cooks ' is the
universal ( sämänya ) which is manifested and covers all [ the constituent
activities ], and which inheres in the same object together with [ all ] those
[constituent] universals, ' putting on the fire ' etc., that belong to each of the
activities, « putting on the fire ' etc., included in the expression •[ he ] cooks'.
Just as • the universal of revolving ', which ranges over many activities, is
expressed by the word * revolving '.
( iv ) In the same way also in Dittha there is [ something ] which
[ lasts] from birth to death [ so that one says : ] " This [ was] Dittha, this
[ is ] Dittha.1' The cognition that he is the same undivided [ person ] in
infancy, adolescence, youth and age, is the form ( akrti ) expressed by the
word [ * Dittha ' ]. And even in a simpleton there is the cognition " This is
[ a picture of] Dittha being drawn." Therefore here too there is a universal
( sâmânya ). That which is the particular arrangement and is a qualifier of
the connections [of its parts ], just as in the case of elephants etc 4 that is
the form ( akrti ). This [ word ' Dittha ' ], while made to convey, by secondary thought-connection, that there is a genus {jati), denotes the substance
because that is denoted by that word.
( II ) But according to him who holds that substance is the meaning
of the word, substance is expressed [by the word]. Genus (jâti) etc. differentiate the substance in order to convey its existence; because they are
qualifiers of the word. Here some [ think ] that though sweetness etc. are
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really speaking not expressed by words like ' lump of sugar ' ( guda ) t
[ yet ] they are attached to those objects. The same is true of ' oxness • etc.
This [ word * ox ' ] also denotes the genus (jäti), [but only] secondarily. The genus which has taken the form of substance-ness ( i. e. which
is manifested by the substance) is expressed by that word [ ' o x ' ] .
[ Väjapyäyana's and Vyädi's opinions are criticized ( I * - I I ' ) ] .
this [connection it can be said : ]

In

( P ) Väjapyäyana's view is that because [ in this view ] the form
( âkrti ) would always be [ denoted ] according to Pänini, the obstruction
of a prohibition when [ something] Is once gone,4 and obtainment of another
word [ of the same form ] 5 is not possible.
(IP ) But if the meaning of the word is substance, [the system of]
general rules and exceptions has no scope because all individual cases
would be covered by the rules. And the options assigned [to particular
cases] would have no scope.
" Both, he says " ( ubhayam ity aha; Mbh I p. 6 1. 8 ). [ Both] the
individual and the form ( âkrti ) are used by ordinary [ speakers ] for
whom the meaning is the main thing.6 And among the words of instruction
in the science [of grammar] some denote the genus, others the substance.
And such being the case they have no secondary meaning, [ for ] a word
[denotative] of the genus has only the genus as meaning, and a word
[ denotative ] of substance has only substance as meaning. Among the
words of instruction [ the following holds, that ] if indeed one resorts to a
[ particular ] meaning on the basis of [actual ] usage and of one's desire, all
varieties of derivation and of points of view become possible in the science
[ of grammar ].
" In both ways the teacher — " ( ubhayathä âcâryena ; Mbh I p. 6
1. 8-9 ). Here it is objected that for someone who holds that both [ substance
and genus ] are the meaning of the word, a plural number will be correct in
the case of many [ things ] when the meaning of the word is [ taken to be ]
substance; when [ on the other hand ] the meaning of the word is [ taken to
be] the genus, the singular will denote more than one [thing]. Indeed
( eva ), this view is [ possibly ] true. But when in teaching or prohibiting a
certain action the genus is intended, or in the context [ of words ] a word
[denotative] of the genus, then, in the case of many [things], the plural
would be used where it has no scope, because that [ genus ] is only one.
When, [ on the other hand, ] one wishes to refer to a substance and the context [ is fit ] for it, then, in case things of similar form are expressed by
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several words like in a sentence, e. g. plaksa-nyagrodha'dhava-khadiiu-palaaah
( all names of tress ), one tries to cover [ all of them ] by a single word, [ in
the present instance] by vrksa-vrksa-vrksa- ... . (This becomes vrksah
1
trees ' by P. 1.2. 64 sarüpärtäm ekasesa ekavihhaktau. )
Another way [of looking at the two meanings of a word] will here
be explained [ by studying the Bahuvrlhi compound suklaväsas < white-clothed ' ] . In " make him white-clothed ", white-clothedness itself is being made,
the substance is not being made. In «« bring the white-clothed one "7 it
is the substance that is acted upon, but the connection [ between the man
and his white clothes ] is not made. Here indeed, in (t bring the white-clothed one ", the white clothes, though only a secondary characteristic, become
involved in the action ; for [ the man ] engages in activity possessed of
this secondary characteristic, because he has them. But when [we say]
" He must be brought who is seen to be white-clothed ", the two pieces of
cloth are merety distinguishing attributes of him who wears them; they are
not however involved in the action here.8
In this connection the view of Väjapyäyana is that in like manner
( i. e., just as the word « white-clothed ' in the example " make him whiteclothed •' refers to « white-clothedness ' ) the word * ox • refers to * oxness ',
not to the substance. Furthermore, the opinion of Vyädi is that the
substance too is denoted [ like in the example " bring the white-clothed
one" ] ; oxness etc. are secondarily implied. Here however it is told that
the revered Pânini held that both are denoted by the word. And this connection9 is communicated in the words ubhayathä hy äcäryena ( Mbh I p. 6
1. 8-9 ).
[ Some further examples show that words can denote substance as well
as form.] When it is said: "What is this here? This dog is a lion,"
then, in case valour is taken [as denoted by the word * lion ',] the dog
is transformed through lion-ness. (Here 'lion' denotes the form [äkrti].)
In case one wishes to express the meaning of the root [underlying
• lion • ( simha ), i. e. hims * to harm ',10 ] ( a °d therefore wishes to denote an
individual lion), this lion is transformed through dog-ness. The same in
the case of vrlhi ( * rice ' ). Since [ this word can ] denote both [ genus
(jâti) and substance] the plural [ vrthayah • grains of rice '] is justified
when genus is treated as substance. And when substance is treated as genus
the singular number is justified [ in vrîhih • rice • ]« But [ Pânini ] recites
the two rules (i. e. P. 1. 2. 58 jätyäkhyäyäm ekasmin bahuvacanam anyatarasyâm and P. 1. 2. 64 sarüpäriäm ekasesa ekaiibhaktau] in order that not
the mention of one thing give rise to a plural form in case the process [ just
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described ] has the reverse import. The words of instruction [ in the Astädhyäyt] may be interpreted similarly. Therefore it has been said that one
[ of the two, genus and substance, ] is primary, the other secondary.11

[8]
[8. 1] "Is the word eternal or produced?11 (Mm punar nityah
éabda ähosvit käryah; Mbh I p. 6. 1. 12). Here too there is a difference
of opinion :
( 1 ) [ The word ] is eternal according to the knowers of the Veda,
non-eternal according to others.
( 2 ) Or the idea is as follows. The words « ox ' and so on are
eternal. But [ words ] the characteristic sign of which is the form ( äkrti ),
this is only something to be produced. This is the agreed opinion adopted
by the linguists ( väcika ).
( 3 ) Some think this way : Only those words are eternal which are
* basic ' ( präkrta ). « Basic * ( präkrta) is ' residing in the base ( prakrli ) •
( b\ P. 4. 3. 53 tatra bhavah ).x
(4) Others think: This is the divine language.2 But it [has
become ] confused because of the incompetence of people or their laziness.
Just as when a boy who learns [ the word ] svasti pronounces it differently.3
(5) Or, just as a material object in this world exists in two ways
because of the difference of substance and form ( äkrti ), so also a word.
[ As a result the question arises :] Are these words forms of words or
individual words ? Here the words « tree ' and so on [ in a sentence like]
'this is a tree ' have [ their sounds ] produced in sequence, not simultaneously, and are the causes of manifestation of the form belonging to the word
' tree ' ( vrksaiabdatväkrti ) which [ form ] is without sequence, just as the
dewlap etc. [ are the causes of manifestation ] of f the form ] « ox-ness ' ; subsequently understanding of the meaning [ arises] from the form belonging
to the word ' tree \ And that [form] is eternal. And that form ( äkrti) is
perceived by someone as a result of experience through the agency of several
individual speech-sounds.4
( 6 ) In the view of those [ who hold ] that, in a picture, by means
of the lines alone one knows ' this is a man depicted, not an elephant V the
word [itself] is eternal. In this connection it has been said: "With
regard to both [ r and r] only the sphota is indicated: the sound I for
the sound r >9 ( Mbh I p. 26 1. 1, on âivasutra 4 vt. 11 ).
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(7 ) The word is also eternal for him who accepts [only the existence
of] individual words. But that [eternal word] is to be manifested by
sound. [And] the sound is confined to words. Just like the eyes and so
on which manifest and are confined to shapes (rüpa) etc. that are to be
manifested; they also conform to the increase and decrease of shapes; or
[like] the raflections in mirrors and the like which are seen to be long,
round, big and otherwise. In the same way are the words, too, differentiated by the difference of sound. Just as the one moon is perceived as
many in water due to different waves,8 and the shadow [ of an object ]
differs on account of different lamps, and there is difference of reflection
as a result of different mirrors. Therefore also individual words, to be
manifested by sound confined [ to them ] and conforming to the increase and
decrease of sound, are eternal.
Some [say] that sound supports the ear. Supported by that the ear
becomes capable of perceiving the word.7 Just like collyrium, [ which helps ]
the eyes.8 Others [think that sound helps] the word only, [not the ear].
Just like sprinkling water, which [ helps ] earth only [ to manifest its smell,
but ] does not [ help ] the organ of smell.9 Others again [ think ] that
[sound helps] both [the ear and the word]. Just like the eye of someone who has his sense organs under control right from the beginning; it
helps both the rays of light and the jar [ to become visible ].
The situation being as described, speech-sounds, word, and sentence
are all eternal. But in Vedic sentences there is this difference : They are not
used with [their proper] purpose in view while [the order] of their words
is reversed. In secular speech, on the other hand, such use does occur, [as
in ] ähara

pätram

o r pätram

âhara;

tvam

pacasi o r pacasi tvam.

[Butin

the Vedic sentence ] ise tvorje tvä10 is used [ only ] in this order, not as tvä
isetvâ ûrje. The difference between secular and Vedic [language] is that
there is a fixed use of Vedic [expressions, whereas] it is not fixed in the case
of secular [ expressions. ]
Eternality, moreover, is of two kinds:11 practical (vyavahäräsrayä)
and ultimate (paramärthäsrayä). Ultimate [ eternality resides in] atoms,
ether etc. according to the Vaisesika philosophy. [An example of] practical
[ eternality is :] "The decoction of dry ginger, Indian atees and nutgrass
helps digestion of the chyme*' (Caraka Samhitä, Cikitsästbäna 15.98. p.
520).12 Here the assistance in digesting chyme provided by these [ plants]
is not brought about by the word of Caraka. What then ? [ It is brought
about] by their own nature. In a similar manner, in the present context too
the words that are merely taught by Pânini or someone else convey meaning
of their own accord; therefore only practical eternality is here helpfult
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" [ The question ] whether [ the word ] is eternal or produced has been
prominently examined in the Samgraha " (samgraha etat prädhänyena pariksitam nityovâ syät käryo veti-, Mbh I p. 6 1. 12-13 ). Fourteen thousand
topics [ are discussed ] in this book [ called ] Samgraha.1* The decision
[ reached ] in The Samgraha is : " In both cases grammar must

proceed " ( ubhayathäpi

laksanam pravartyam;

M b h 1 p. 6 1 . 14 ) because

prosperity arises from [ correct ] usage supported by [ the study
of] grammar. Katham punar idam bhagavatah...( Mbh I p. 6 1. 14-15)
[means: did Pänini consider the word ] produced or eternal? Considering
which view authoritative has this teacher proceeded ? [The view] of the knowers of the Veda or that of others ? This is what he asks. Or katham punar
idam.~[ means :] Whether Pänini favoured eternality or non-eternality [of
words, ] how was this science [ of grammar] begun ? a ) Do we really understand [ him to say ] f< I am the creator of words, meanings and their relation"
[ speaking ] the way a Brahmin [ does ] through pride in respect of begetting
offspring.14 b ) Or [ one can take ] this view. [ Pänini said : ] " Words,
meanings and their relations are already established.15 I shall transmit them
because I am a knower of the ways of the world or because I am well-read.'»
[ 8. 2 ] "Since words, meanings and their connection are established'1
(siddhe éabdârthasambandhe; Mbh I p, 6 1. 16 ). [The eternality of words
( I ), of meaning ( ll ), and of the connection between these two ( III ) is
now discussed. ]
( I ) The ultimate or practical eternality of the word resides in an
eternal word, because its presence in a non-eternal word is [pure] imagination. Sound originating from the contact of speech-organs, each confined
[ to its own word ], having speech-sounds as its range, manifests [ the eternal
word]; as a résulta memory-impression is brought about concerning the
form ( äkrti ) [ of the word ] or concerning the individual [ word ]. This form
or this individual [ word ] conveys the sense. But a memory-impression corresponding to the form [ of a word is brought about] by means of an individual
[ word ], just as the killing [ of an animal at a sacrifice is brought about by
killing a particular animal ] . 1 8 In this [context it may be observed ] for him
who holds that the word is eternal the charge of mutual dependence17 is
easily met. The restriction of [ certain ] words to particular countries is wellknown. As for example « hammati among the Surastrasf ( Mbh I p. 9 1.26),
And [ words ] like * Dittha ' occur only with reference, to a particular object,
though taught in a general way. Because this is the way these [words ] arc
used. Pänini merely taught them.
( II ) According to those who [ hold that ] the form ( äkrti ) is the
meaningi that [ form ] is what is denoted ; it is eternal. Also when substance
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is [considered to be] the meaning of the word [ there is eternality, viz.]
practical eternality.
( III ) Whenever [ words ] like « jar ' [ are used ], [ objects ] of such
and such a configuration [ are denoted ] ; and therefore ' connection * is
understood to be * fitness * ( yogyatä ), just as the eye is fit to perceive shapes
and colours, not the ear.19 Or the connection between word and meaning
is of the kind ' effect and cause ' because the meaning is caused by the
word.19 Since meaning is eternal, also such meanings as are not taught are
included: the meaning 'repetition' (v'ipsä) in saptaparna-20 the meaning
' s o many times ' in tridasa ' t h i r t y ' ; 2 1 the meaning 'sprinkled with ' i n
dadhyodana «curd-rice'. 22 And thus it has been said : " O f [these word,]
which are naturally endowed with meanings, explanation [ is given ] by way
of guidance ( or condition ). For example : [ The path ] is on the right hand
side of the well. n 2 3 Also [ in the Bhâsya ] on the rule sarup[ änäm ekasesa
ekavibhaktau ] ( P. 1. 2. 64 ) it has been said [ that ] the connection [ between
word and meaning ] is eternal : " Therefore it must be said that [ the one
remaining word in the case of ekasesa stands for two or many objects....[Two
or many objects] would be referred to, but would not be understood. Because
he who calls a cow * horse ' will never be understood. " ( Mbh I p. 240 1. 2526and p. 241 1. 5-6; on P. 1. 2. 64 vt. 29).
[ 8. 3 ] " Now what is the meaning of the word siddha ? " (atha siddha*
éahdasya kah padärthah; Mbh. I p. 6 1.17). Not the etymological meaning24 is
asked for; but the common ( lakuika ) meaning conveyed by the whole. [ The
word siddha ] is a conventional term on account of its power of expression,
u
The word siddha is synonymous with ' eternal ' " ( nüyaparyäyaväci siddha'
êabdah; Mbh I p. 6 1. 17-18), i. e., it expresses by way of a synonym the
meaning ' eternal ]. Because sometimes the word nitya expresses that
meaning, sometimes the word siddha. When the own form is resorted to
[ we get ] : The word siddha is expressive of a synonym of the word nitya,
which is the own form of nitya, and the word siddha is a synonym of the
word nitya,25 and that is what the word siddha expresses. Just as the designation ätman, which belongs to something going everywhere,26 applies to the
soul because of its omnipresence, since the soul, even though without activity
has pervasion as its universal ( sämänya ) ; so the word siddha applies to
things that are not to be accomplished (asädhya) ( i. e., that are eternal),
because [ these things ] have as their universal ( sämänya ) that in which the
completion (parinispatti) of things that are being accomplished {sâdhyamâna)
resides.
" How is that k n o w n ? " ( katham jnäyate; Mbh I p. 6 1. 18.). The
intention [ behind this question is] : A synonym, irrespective of other word.
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expresses that meaning. For example : "Indra, äakra, Purandara.27 [The
names ] * &akra ' and so on are not used with regard to other objects than
ïndra. But this word siddha expresses the sense * non-eternal' 28 when in
close connection with other words. And it is seen [used] with reference to
produced things such as jars.
" Because [ the word siddha ] is used with reference to things that are

unchangeable (kütastha) and immovable (avicälin) " (yat kutasthesv avicâlisu bhävesu vartate ; Mbh I p. 6 1. 18 ). The word * unchangeable ' ( kütastha ) : This word applies where [something] is not reduced. For example:
t(
Make the heap unchangeable, nothing must be removed from it. '* [The
word ] * immovable ' ( avicälin ) expresses not coming into contact with
another place and non-change. The idea is that something of which [even ]
a little bit is taken away or changed, is not eternal.
Also a synonymous word is seen [to occur] in apposition [with
another word ] where the relation [ between the two is ] general-special. The
word varaha is used in [the sense] * mountain ' as well as in [the sense]
' boar', although it is better known in [the sense] «boar'. Yet it occurs
in apposition with a mountain in ' the mountain Himavat ' ( varaho himavän), * the mountain Päriyätra ' (varähah pâriyâtrah)P
Just as the word
varaha, though synonymous [ with ' mountain ' ], is used in close connection
with other words in order to convey its special [sense * mountain'], so
are words like prthivi ( ' earth ' ) taken [ together with siddha ] in order to
convey the special [sense] «eternal' [of the latter]. This (iti) does not
contradict synonymity. But when • white ' becomes synonymous with * white*
cloth ', it is used [ in that capacity]. ( I. e., one cannot say ' white whitecloth ' ( suklam suklavastram ). )
*' The sky is eternal, the earth is eternal, the ether is eternal "
( siddhä dyauh siddhä prthivi siddham äkäsam iti; Mbh I p. 6. 1. 18-19 ).
According to the Jainas and Mfmâmsakas there is no destruction of these.
Or if there be destruction of these, they last longer than the use of words
by those who employ them ; therefore they are called ' eternal '. Because
they are not seen as arising and disappearing with different speakers.
" But, Sir, [the word siddha] is seen [ used ] with respect to produced
things as well " (nanu ca bhoh kâryesv api dréyate; cp. Mbh p. 6 1. 19 ).
; — We admit that [ the word siddha is here ] taken in order to express
a special [meaning], even though there is a synonym [having that
[ meaning ].
— [ Do you admit that] the word siddha is connected with eternal
[ things ] on account of the state of completion [ of these things ] ? If this
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îs [ indeed ] the case on account of the state of completion, no decision [ can
be reached] on the basis of the word siddha, because a state of completion exists in produced things too. [ B u t ] do you [really] think that,
even when there is a state of completion right from the beginning, that is
what is referred to ?
— What then ?
— The current meaning [ is referred to ]. For example : [ The
river ] gangä when referred to in its own form, having that ( i. e. gangä)
as its name, produces [the suffix] aN ( by P. 4. 1. 113 ), [ which gives rise
to ] gänga ' son of Gangä \ When it is being referred to as the goddess
etc. [ of that name, it produces the suffix] dhaK, [which gives rise to ] gängeya
(by P. 4. 1. 121 ). 30 Similarly in the case of Vâsudeva. When it is expressed that he is a SOD, the son of Vasudeva, then it is the name of a
Ksatriya. 31 But in case «Vâsudeva' means ' i n whom the gods dwell*
(vasanty asmin devah)?2 then this is the name of God. 33 When ' Duryodhana ' [ simply means] « with difficulty he is made to fight ', then the name
[of his son] is * Dauryodhani ' (by P. 4. 1. 95 ata in), which does not
apply to someone belonging to the Kuru family. [But if *Duryodhana9refers to ] the member of the Kuru family, [ the name of his son is ] * Dauryodhana ' ( by P. 4 . 1 . 114 rsyandhakavrsnikurubhyas ca ).
Just as [the word siddha], following [the context], is currently used
with respect to eternal [things], so too with respect to produced [thingsJ«
If in the case of a current term [its meaning] is dependent upon the factors
which influence it (nimitta ), the conclusion that *' [siddha] is synonymous
with « eternal ' " (nityaparyäyaväcinah;
Mbh I p. 6. 1. 22) is not in this
general fashion [possible].
" Because in the Samgraha [the word siddha is used] as the opposite
of «produced"' (samgrahe käryapratidvandvibhävät; cp. Mbh I p. 6
1.21-22). In this [context it must be said that] there are several factors
that help to bring to mind the field of application of a general term,
[viz.,] association and so on.34 For example, the general [meaning] of
the word * stone • is specified by [ the words ] associated with it. When it
is said " bring the iron rod and the stone '% this is not understood [ as
referring to] a battle. 35 And because [the iron rod] is connected with the
stone, [ * stone ' must be understood ] in the sense • expedient for grinding.' 86
Similarly, [the word räma in rämalaksmanau « Râma and Laksmana ' refers
to the son of Dasaratha, 37 in rämakesavau « Râraa and Kesava ' to Baladeva.
Some association also is by opposition, as in rämärjunau * Râma and Arjuna ';
[here] it is understood that [räma] refers to the son of Jamadagni and
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[arjuna] to the son of Krtavïrya. 38 In the same way [ the following ] has
been put forward in the Samgraha : ° Is the word produced or siddha ? *•
The word siddha has the sense of [ the word ] < eternal », because it is used in
the vicinity of the ' produced \
That is not correct. What then ? [ There is ] * produced • and siddha
which is ' not produced \ Since being produced is excluded and being siddha
is not excluded in the Samgraha, it is decided that [ there siddha is ] " a
synonym of * eternal f ' (nüyapai'yäyaväcinah; Mbh I p. 6 I. 22 ). 80 " Here
also that same [ meaning is to be understood ] " ( ihäpi tad eva; Mbh I p. 6
1.22). Why ? The Samgraha too is part of this same science. Because
then [ that book ] belongs to the same discipline and because Vyâdi is an
authority the word siddha is accepted in the same way here too.
[ 8. 4 ] " Alternatively, there are also restrictions confined to single
words " ( atha vä santy ekapadäny apy avadhäranäni; Mbh I p. 6 1. 22-23 ).
At present a statement is made which has no reference to the other ( i. e«,
preceding) passage. In the following cases (iha), where the word eva is
heard, there are some restrictions expressed in two words ; apa eva bhaksayati väyum eva bhaksayati ( " he eats only water, he eats only a i r " ; Mbh
I p . 6 1. 23-24 ).40 Of a meaning which is expressed by a certain word,
and which is being restricted, the restriction, if not [already] indicated, is
indicated by the word eva. When, however, that meaning is made manifest
on account of meaning-context ' 41 and so on, the word eva is not heard;
here the restriction is said to be «confined to single words'. It is not [ the
case ] here that someone who eats water is for this reason a « water-eater '
( abbhaksa). The word * water-eater ' excludes [ the eating of] other [ things ]
by its power of denotation. [The phrase «• bring the water-eater " therefore means : ] " Bring the one who eats only water ". And someone who
has become a water-eater recently, [his food] has become restricted
to water, to the exclusion of other things, because he partook of water
formerly as well. And just as there is a [ special ] power of denotation
in this [ word « water-eater ', so also ] in this word siddha* Which is
"that power of denotation? The answer is [as follows]: After the
use of the word siddha it is not understood in both its senses; [because]
each particular thing is either eternal or non-eternal. Nor is anything
else both eternal and non-eternal. In the present case, one accepts the
word siddha, when occurring alone, which is accompained by steady
siddha-ness ; just as, when it is said <f a daughter should be given to
a comely m a n " , one proceeds [ t o find] the most comely man, not just
any comely man.42 Siddha-mss belongs to fixed, steady things ; if unsteady,
it belongs to produced things, and therefore [the word siddha] can apply
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to produced things when in the company of other words. And, while
applying there as well, it applies to the range of eternal [ things ] when relying on [another] part [of its meaning]. Therefore it is said: siddha eva
yo na sädhya iti ( cp. Mbh I p. 6 1. 24 )• And this fits the use of the word
relying on the shape of completion,43 not the one relying on its current sense.
And such being the case, [ the examples ] f water-eater • and ' wind-eater •
are fit. But when [ the word ] * wind-eater *44 is the name of a [ particular ]
vow and is thus used in current sense, it designates a genus as well ( i. e., in
addition to designating someone who eats water or wind ) ; then there is
absolutely no restriction, because the word is used in its current sense, which
is [a particular kind of] activity.
[8. 5] " Or elision of a preceding or following member of the compound must be seen here " ( atha vä pürvoUarapadalopo'tra drastavyäh; cp.
Mbh I p. 6 Î. 24-25 ). But what way is there to elide a preceding or following member of a compound ? Certainly neither Pänini nor anyone else is
capable of bringing about the elision of [a part of] the word • Devadatta *45
when it has not [ even ] been pronounced.
In this matter some think that upon hearing one member of a
compound one remembers the whole; from that [whole] the meaning is
understood. This is not correct. Meaning is not conveyed from what is
[merely] understood;45 nor is there a memory-impression of what is [ only ]
inferred. Moreover, the eternality [of words] has been proclaimed in
grammar.
Therefore the correct view is as follows. The [ members of a naming
compound] are produced in consequence [ of the latter] at the time of
naming; because they follow immediately [ upon the compound] they [can
be said to ] originate with [it]; like the scum [ of curdled milk ]. The example
is : when someone takes milk in order [ to make ] curds, also scum comes into
existence simultaneously with the curds since it is produced by the same
means.47 In the same way are the words ' Satya ' and • Bhämä * produced
along with the word * Satyabhâmâ \ And the correctness of such words,
which are produced in consequence [ of other words], Pänini expresses by
means of [ the device of ] elision.
But not \sjye uttered [in the place] of jyesthä and the like, nor Jchä
[in the place of] visäkhä,*9 In a similar fashion the word siddha which is
produced in consequence of the word atyantasiddha (' completely siddha ') is
here specified, as follows again from the meaning-context ( arthaprakaraqa )
( in which the word is used ). But there is difference of opinion when it is
not possible [ to consider the word an abbreviation of another one ] . Some*
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it, cannot simultaneously be effected in one [ and the same ] object [ It is ]
for example [ not possible to say : ] «• Yajnadatta is different from
Yajnadatta. '' But in case one has seen [ someone as ] a child in Madhurä,
weak and brown, and later noticed him again in Pâtaliputra, dark and big,
identity is decided upon on the basis of recognition, as follows : '* The same
object which is connected with the qualities darkness etc. was seen by me
connected with childhood etc. " And recognition does not take place with
regard to something not seen. Certainly a thing is seen first, on the basis of
which it is then recognized.
Those who hold that all things have a separate genus do not disagree
with regard to the eternality [ of those genera ]- Therefore it is stated :
•' Because the form is eternal " ( akrtir hi nitya-, Mbh I p. 7 1. 9 ). But that
[form] is manifested by non-eternal things such as substance etc. Consequently substance etc. have only to this extent something to do [ with
the form ].
[ 9. 2 ]

" But if the meaning of the word is substance [ the vârttika ]

must be analyzed [as follows] " (atha dravye padärthe vigrahah kartavyah;
cp. Mbh. I p. 7 1. 9-10 ).5 Only substance is denoted [ on this alternative ],
Cow-ness etc., on the other hand, not being denoted and being accidental
qualifiers of the word, are the cause of using [ that word ]. Just as swastikas and so on which, though not designating the house of Devadatta,
mark the house. And because substance is seen to be subject to destruction,
[ the vârttika ] must, on this alternative ( atha vä ), be analyzed as follows :
" Since word and meaning-connection are eternal " ( siddhe sabde arthasam*
bandhe ca; Mbh I p. 7 1. 10 ). * Meaning-connection ' means * connection
with meaning \ Since that [ connection ] is eternal [ unlike the object, the
word ] ' object * is not used for its own sake in the sentence, but rather as
marking the connection ; just as [ the word ] num is used to mark an anusvara.6 Because if only " Since word and connection are eternal " is stated
( i. e., without the word ' meaning- ' ), also the following might be understood :
"Since the connection of the word with its own form (äkrti) is eternal".
Since however [ the word ] * meaning • has been used, we understand that
what is denoted [ by the word is meant ] .
But if the object denoted is not eternal, how would the connection
[ with that object ] be eternal ? The answer is : like inherence ( samaväya ).
Just as inherence is eternal whether it pertains to eternal things, eternal and
non-eternal things, or to non-eternal things, this [ connection ] too may be
like that.
Or, with regard to the [ mutual ] fitness ( of word and meaning ) —
Which is the occupation, all the time, of ( say, ] the word 'pitcher ' with the
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[corresponding] object, and whose range is such that the word is completely pervaded by the meaning, all the time — he says, in accordance with
the properties of words : «* Because the connection with objects of [ words ]
which denote objects is eternalSf ( nüyo hy arthavatäm arthair abhisambandhah; Mbh I p. 7 1. 10). And this is the view he'll propound in the end,
in the words : " Or what difference does it make to us that this is eternal,
that non-eternal ? " (atha vä kirn na etena idam nityam idam anityam iti\
Mbh I p. 7 1. 23-24 ).
" Even when the word refers to the substance is this analysis correct
—Because substance is eternal " ( dravya eva padârtha esa vigraho nyâyyah ...
dravyam hi nityam; Mbh I p. 7 1. 11-12), The element earth is eternal.
What is the essence in the element earth ? The differentiated idea. What
is the essence in the differentiated idea ? Consciousness. What is the essence
in consciousness? Om. And that is Brahman.7 This is [ still] said. After
this the use of words and meaning ceases, because this object is beyond [the
reach of] language. Here all indications such as " it is non-eternal " or " it
is eternal M refer to [ particular ] aspect ( avasthä ), and those [ aspects ] are
not different from that. Just as a dream or [ any ] other [ form of] consciousness, be it of the three worlds or of a [ single ] house, is shapeless and
not divided by different mountains and so on, [even] when in regions
where there are mountains, so [too] that [unspeakable ] object. That
[object, called ] purusa etc. and transcending all use of words, is conceived
of as eternal. And when that is eternal, the analysis [ proposed above ]
works out.
[ 9 . 3 ] "Also if the form (äkrti) is denoted by the word is this
analysis [ of the vârttika ] correct " ( äkrtäv api padârthe esa vigraho nyäyyah;
Mbh I p. 7 1. 18 ). The word « also ' ( api ) is meant to show that such [ an
analysis ] is suitable also if substance [ is denoted by the word ]. •' It is not
the case that when [ the form ( äkrti )] has disappeared at one place it has disappeared everywhere " ( na kvacid uparateti krtvätah sarvatroparatä bhavati;
cp. Mbh I p. 7 1. 20)8 It is not correct to say that another form arises
because one form becomes invisible while another one becomes visible.
According to the dominant view a genus does not come into existence and
disappear from existence ; it rather becomes visible and invisible.
Ignoring the two [ positions explained above ] the final position of
the revered Pânini, the composer of this traditional science (smrli), is that
both form and substance are denoted by the word.8 But even though both
[form and substance] are denoted by the word, this is not inconsistent
with, }he eternaîity [of the form] and therefore it is not possible to conceivç
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thing given ( datta ) calls attention to someone who gives, or there is such a
thing as must be done by Devadatta; as a result Devadatta (' given by
god * ) is understood by the word ' Datta \ Here ( i. e., in the case
of siddha ) also the same [ applies ]. How ? The answer is as follows. Here
too, if we take recourse to the shape * completion ' of the state of being
completed,49 that which has been completed is explained [ by the word
siddha]; and in this way the definition [ of the term siddha ] does not refer
to several things. Therefore all these - viz., what has been completed,
what is being completed, and what will be completed - are siddha. And so
the state of being completed, the state of going to be completed, and the
state of having been completed are present in ether. This [ term siddha ]
is said to be produced in consequence of [ the term ] atyantasiddha * completely siddha • because it has the power to express [ the sense ] '< these are
completely siddha »\
[ 8. 6 ] "Or the precise [ meaning of an ambiguous term ] is ascertained from interpretation " ( atha vä vyäkhyänato viêesapratipattïh; Mbh I p.
6 1. 26 ).50 This conveys that it is not the case that [a rule] does not
indicate [ something definite ] because there is doubt [ regarding its precise
interpretation ]. For it is not the case that a face etc., or hands etc., do not
characterize a post or a man when there is doubt regarding the object.
Therefore, just as it is ascertained from interpretation that [ the word vrddhi
in] vrddhir âd aie (P. 1. 1. 1 ) and the like carryover [into subsequent
rules;51 so, in the present context, one understands the word siddha to be
synonymous with ' eternal ' ( nitya ), because [ Patanjali] says so.
[ 8. 7 ] (i For the sake of what is auspicious " ( mangalârtham*, Mbh
I p. 6 1. 28 ) The attainment of an object which is desired, without being
censured, is [ called ] ' auspicious * ( mangala ), because it is for the sake of
that. Here * for the sake of what is auspicious * [ means ] ' for the sake of
attaining the intended object \
[The word] mângalika (Mbh I p. 6 1. 28 ) [means:] «[who]
effects what is auspicious \ 52 He effects [ that ] because he is a participant
in the attainment of the intended object, just as an aindramahiha [ effects
the indramaha festival ]. 63
" Of the great stream which is the science [ of grammar ] " ( mahatah
iastrdughasya ; Mbh I p. 7 1. 1 ); hereby it is stated thaf it is hard to cross.
'* They spread " prathante; Mbh I p. 7 1. 1 ). Spreading is * not
being defeated \ Someone else says [ that it means ] * no discontinuation
and so on of study \
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" Such that the men [ who study those sciences become ] valiant and
long-lived " (virapurusäny äyusmatpurusäni ca-, cp, Mbh I p. 7 1. 2 ). " And
the students [ may ] reach their aim " ( adhyetäras ca siddhärthäh) Mbh I p. 7
1. 2 ). There [ may ] be success for them, completion of [ the study of] the
science [ of grammar ] because there is no obstacle, or prosperity as a result
of that. He states that the same situation as in the case of the word siddha
[ would have come about ] even if the word nitya had been used, in the
words " in the sense repetition... " ( âbhîksnye.., ; Mbh I p. 7 J. 4 ).
[ Objection : ] Perhaps [ the meaning ] « repetition f is suitable [ only ]
because a word expressive of action is used [ along with the word nitya ].
[ Reply ; ] Even so, when it is said nitye sabdärthasambandhe, this is
understood to be an explanation of words that are 54 frequently used [by all]
down to the cowherds etc., not of other [ words ] . Moreover, in [ P. 6,
1. 147 ] äscaryam anitye what does not occur frequently is called anitya;
consequently [.the word nitya can] express repetition without [being accompanied by ] a word expressive of action.

[9]
[ 9. 1 ] " What is taken [ to be ] the meaning of a word that [ the
värttika] is analyzed as 'Since word, meaning, and the connection [between these two ] are eternal ' ? " ( kam punah padärtham matvaisa vigrahah
kriyate siddhe sabde arthe sambandhe ceti ; Mbh I p. 7 1. 8 ). The question concerns the meaning to be expressed in a word. It means : What is
taken [ to be ] the thing denoted belonging to a word that [the vârttika ] is
analyzed in this way ? " The form ( akrti ), he says " ( äkrtim ity aha-, Mbh
I p. 7 1. 8-9 ). For among genus-words ( jätieabda ), quality-words ( giina*
iabda), action-words (kriyäsabda) and chance-words (yadrcchâsabda)
alike,1 a word grasps its own form only in the genus ( jäti ), not taking into
consideration its connection with other objects. But substance etc. are
denoted by identifying [ substance etc. with the genus ], as when the word
go ( 'ox' ) [ denotes ] a Vâhîka.2 And a name ( samjnaéabda ) [ denotes only ]
a substance.3 In this [ connection it can further be stated that ] a substance
which is related to an action is denoted by means of another form ( viz.,
action ), [ as in] gäm änaya ' bring the ox \ 4 similarly in • white ox ' ox-ness
is secondarily distinguished by white-ness through [the relation] inherence in
in what inheres ( samavetasamaväya ) in the same object« In * one Brahmin '
Brahmin-ness is [secondarily distinguished ] by one-ness [ through the same
relation ]. In this way all words express the form ( äkrti ). And the two
appearances, viz. being identical with that [ form ] and being different from
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there is [that word, meaning and their relation are eternal. The answer is : ]
" From the world " ( lokatah; Mbh I p. 7 1. 26 ). For it is well-known from
the world what is eternal and what not. The treatment accorded in the
world to words is not the same as that accorded to produced things. Those
things in the world for which [ a special ] training is necessary cannot be
produced without that training. For example : Someone who is in need of
a jar and has not received training to make one [ himself], goes to a potter
who is skilled in making one [saying:] «< Make a jar [so that] I shall
make use of it " ( kuru ghatam käryam anena karisyâmi ; Mbh I p. 7
Î. 28-29 ). If words such as * ox ' etc. were produced by Pänini and other
[grammarians] in the meanings [ needed ] for our transactions — like in a
game of chess — , a man who has received no training [in grammar]
might go to grammarians, skilled in [ knowing what words ] are to be used.
But he doesn't go there.
" He uses words referring to just as many objects [ as he thinks of] "
{tâvaty evärtham artham upädäya êàbdân prayunkte ; Mbh I p. 8 1. 1 ).* He
uses [ words ] having examined the meaning in his mind.2 Therefore it
must be concluded that words, and the relations [ between these two ] are
eternal.
Others explain : [ Words, meanings and their relations ] are produced like in the game of moon and sun.3 Just as one [ can ] ask for words,
one [ can ] ask for meanings, [ as follows : ] " Which is the meaning of
this word ? " In the same way one also makes the relation [ between word
and meaning ]. Because, having established word and meaning, one does
not bring both of them together. Therefore it must be concluded that words,
meanings and their relations are eternal; because they are perceived by the
mind at one and the same time.
Others explain that by this Bhäsya the same is expressed as by ' [ the
word is eternal ] since its pronunciation is for the sake of something else,
because it is uttered by a seer'. 4 Since moreover only produced [sounds]
are used [ in actual speech] there is another view with regard to the production [of those sounds]. But the pronunciation5 as well as the perception
and production of the [word] is only for the sake of something else.
Because there is never a time when it is not for something else. Therefore it
must be understood that the [ word ] is eternal and is [ merely ] manifested by
the'contact of the organs of speech etc. of the speaker."" In this interpreation
the two ( eternal word and manifestation ) are not connected.6
" If then the world is authoritative in the case of words " ( yadi tarhi
Ipkah sabdesu, pramänam ; Mbh I p. 8 1. 1-2 ).7 Lokqtorlhaprayukte éabda»
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prayoge söstrem dharmaniyamah (second part of vt. 1, Mbh I p. 8 1. 3 ).
Lokatah [ means ] * from the people \ Arthaprayukta [ means ] « impelled by
meaning \ The people from whom one learns [ the use of words ] are sometimes wrong. They teach both correct and incorrect words. And it is the
meaning which impels in [the process of] conveying itself. Just as it
impels the [ correct ] word go ( • ox ' ), so also [ the incorrect words ] gâvï
etc. Therefore the practice of grammar is for this purpose : how can incorrect [ words ] be checked ?
And why has the word prayoga ( * use * ) been used in éahdaprayoga
( ' use of words$ ) ? Only this much should be stated : lokato'rlhaprayukte
sabde ( ' when words are impelled by meaning [ as learned ] from the people* )•
The answer is : Understanding [ consists in ] conveying the meaning.
Here the meaning is [ the grammatical object ] to be conveyed, conveying
[itself] is the result, the word is the means. An activity must be assumed
because if there were no entity which is the activity, there would be no
connection between the word and its meaning which are object ( karman)
and means ( karana ) [ with respect to the activity]. Just as there is connection with what is separated in [ the act of] thrashing rice grains by means
of raising up and bringing down the pestle;8 because of that the result
comes about, which is freeing the grain and removing the chaff. In the same
way is here the word, which is a substance, the instrument; the meaning,
which is the grammatical object, is conveyed ; its understanding is the result :
the result of an activity. And which is that activity ? The answer is : the
attention of the speaker while producing words, directed towards those
[words]. This attention is a fluctuation of the mind of the form 'this
[ word ] is fit to convey that meaning \ That is the activity. Because it
has been said : " The Self perceives the meanings through the intellect
and joins the mind with the desire to speak. " 9 Just as an inattentive eye
which is not superintended is not capable of perceiving the object with
the mind even though eye and colour are present, so is a word, though firmly
connected with its meaning, incapable of conveying [ that meaning ] without the attention of the speaker.!0 This is expressed by the use of [ the
word ] prayoga.
The view of others is : The word has several aspects. For example,
[ the root ] '* iN in the sense • going ' " ( iri gatau, Dhp II. 36 ) is understood
to be a root on the basis of the fact that it has a meaning, when by way of
agreement and difference it is learnt that it has [ indeed ] a meaning. But
when this same [root i ] is treated as a mere sound, as in [P. 6. 1. 1 ]
ekäco dve [prathamasya] (f« In the place of the first [part] tjiat contains
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of coming into existence and disappearing from existence [with respect to
form ]. Tn the same way does the unknowable, which resides inside the
fundamental substrative cause10 (pradhâna), not fall away from existence.
" It is perceived in another substance" (dravyäntarasthopalabhyate;
cp. Mbh I p. 7 1. 20).11 [This means:] it is manifested in another substance. Because there is a contradiction when both identity and difference
appear unimpaired in one substrate, they consider the form (äkrti) to be
one and not liable to destruction. Moreover, this view ( according to which
the form is eternal ) is like the one expounded [ above ] ( according to which
the substance is eternal ). What is here called « form ' is called * substance •
by you; because they do not differ [from each other].
This is not the case. If substance is eternal, form too is eternal ( but
not vice versa).
Or there is also this view. Everything, though one, has various
shapes. The reason is that among the multitude of powers ( sakti)t a particular power becomes invisible at one time and visible [again] at another
time. This way words apply.
[9.4] "Or the definition of 'eternal' is not only « fixed, immovable, unchanging ...' " ( atha vä nedam eva nityalaksaxuim dhruvam kütastham
awcäli...; Mbh I p. 7 1. 21 ). By means of this passage he says that noneternality is of three kinds.12 For non-eternality is of [ the following ] three
kinds : ( i ) non-eternality by contact ; ( ii ) non-eternality by change ;
( iii ) non-eternality by the destruction of the object. Eternality [ is established ] as the opposite of this.
( i ) An example of non-eternality by contact is as follows. The own
colour of a crystal which is hidden by certain other substances that are its
support and are in contact with it, is not perceived by itself although it is
there.
( ii ) And an example of non-eternality by change [ is provided ] by
the appearance of red colour in the jujube while the black colour
disappears.
( iii ) Non-eternality by the destruction of the object is the total
annihilation of all in the indescribable state.
*

• ' •

When these characteristics are not present, the above must be understood not [ to apply ]. That is then called ' eternal '. [This definition of
eternal ' fits the facts, ] because when this is accepted, the soul in Sâmkhya
[philosophy] will be eternal by virtue of the fact that it does not change.
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But the fundamental substrative cause (pradhana) is subject to
change, and would therefore be non-eternal. Therefore this too [ must be
accepted as ] a definition of ' eternal ' : " In which the identity is not
destroyed, that is eternal '' ( yasmims tattvam na vihanyate tan nityam ; cp.
Mbh I p. 7 1. 22 )- 13 [«Identity' (tattva) is] the property of being the
cause of the same mental impression, in the form ' this is the same as that'.
[ That is to say ; ] «« This is that same essence ( âtman ) '\ And the essence,
such as jar-ness (ghatatva ) etc., is not destroyed [ along] with the object.
Or « that * [ in ] « that is the same " is expressed by the following
situation. " Or what is the point for us in this?" (atha vä him na etenai
Mbh I p. 7 1. 23 ). [ We do not have to determine what is eternal and what
not, ] for this science [ of grammar ] is common to all and does not side
with anyone. Just as according to the Sâmkhyas etc. the understanding
derived from substance is that ajar is a collection of colours and so on,1*
or something else; 16 one uses the word * jar' with regard to what one considers to be a jar. In the same way, whatever way someone thinks
eternality to be, depending on that [ kind o f ] eternality of the object
[ the compound ] is analyzed as described. According to those who adhere
to the doctrine that [ all is ] momentary ( i. e. the Buddhists ) eternality is
uninterrupted continuation. Others speak of eternality keeping in view the
state of the fundamental substrative cause ( pradhana ).
Alternatively, [the Bbâsya] here conveys the following. What is
the point for us in this that one thing is eternal, another non-eternal ? '*( him
na etenedam nityam idam anityam iti; Mbh I p. 7 1. 23-24). [This means:]
What is the point for us to think about objects ? " This analysis is made
considering that to be the object denoted by a word which is in our opinion
eternal " ( yad asmâkam nityam tarn padärlham matvaisa vigrahah kriyate ;
cp. Mbh I p. 7 1. 24). 1 6 And for us the object (thus determined) is
denoted by the word.
Whether or not the object is eternal, the word and what it denotes
are never non-eternal; therefore a word does never not apply to the
[ corresponding ] meaning. Because they are always entered by their own
form, the word « jar ' and the word * hare's horn ' are all of them all the
time connected with, entered into by [their corresponding] meanings.
Such being the meaning of the word, the following analysis is proper :
u
Since word, meaning and their relation are eternal " (siddhe éabde arthe
sambandhe ca ) .

[10]
how

[ 10. 1 ] [ A n e w section] is commenced [with the words] " But
• ?" (katham punah •••; Mbh I p. 7 1. 26). He asks what proof
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one vowel, there are two •• ) where the meaning is left out of consideration,
then, though there is a difference [ between the sound and the meaningful
root ] u because it is the one vowel of that meaningful [ root ], [ the sound ]
is brought into connection [with that root] because it belongs to it. The
case of the words in the Brähmanas is similar. At the time of committing
them to memory they are meaningless; while one teaches them to others
with the words ' recite this way, recite this way *, they refer to their own
form; at the time of their application they are meaningful. Here the approach of [ the word,] which has meaning, towards the meanings, grasped at
the time of application [ of the word ], is the connection [ between word and
meaning ], And what is designated as the dependence [ of the word ],
that is the essential characteristic of the word. The essence of the word
is eternal. That [ essence ] is also expressed by the word prayoga, as follows :
such a word ( i. e., possessed of this essential characteristic ) is impelled by
meaning, not all [ words ].
Others explain : prayoga [ is so called ] because [ something ] is used.
éabdaprayoga [is a karmadhâraya compound, meaning] * what is word and
used '. There is no restriction for the sake of dharma in the case of words
in general, but in the case of words meant to be used.12
Others explain : Some words are used, others are not used. The
[ words intended ] in guhä trlni nihita nengayanti ... na cestante ( Mbh I p. 3

<1. 27-28 ) are not used. The fourth part [ referred to ] in turlyam väco manusyä vadanti (Mbh I p. 3 1. 28-29) is used [among human beings]. There
is restriction of [ words ] that are used. Therefore the knowledge of those
three [ parts which are not used ] derives from the characteristic par excellence [ of words ] ( i. e. from the part which is used ).
Dharmäya niyamo dharmaniyamah ( Mbh I p. 8 1. 5 ). Dharmaniyama

is a current expression. In analysis it is shown with a dative case - ending
( added to dharma, as follows : dharmäya niyamah ), because the sense * for
the sake of that ' is invariably in it. For this is a compound formed with
a genitive like the current expression asvaghäsa ( * horse-grass ' ) ; reeds etc,
belong to these [ types of grass ]. Because the sense ' for the sake of that •
is invariably in it. It is analyzed with a dative ending as asvebhyo ghasah;
but it is a genitive compound, for it has been said : « Asvaghäsa etc. are
genitive compounds.1*13
^
In dharmärtho vä niyamo dharmaniyamah ( Mbh I p. 8 1. 5 ) the last

word [ of dharmärtha ] ( i. e. artha ) is elided because [ dharmaniyama ]
belongs to [ the gana ] * iäkapärthiva etc. \ u Since it is for the sake of
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dharma this restriction [ is imposed ]. By the word « dharma ' is indicated
that [the restriction] is the proximate cause with respect to dharma.
" Bringing about15 dharma ... " ( dharmaprayojano va>, Mbh I p. 8
1. 5-6) [expresses] the view of the Mlmâtnsakas. [According to them]
dharma is eternal. ït is however manifested by [ such sacrifices as ] the
Agnihotra etc. Instigated by these [ dharma ] produces result. Just as a
lord is brought closer to his desired end by servants when they are in his
service ; in the same way is this restriction the instigator of dharma towards
the accomplishment of the desired end.
[ 10. 2] Yathä laukikavaidikesu ( Mbh I p. 8 1. 7; last part of vt. 1 ).
" Southerners are fond of secondary affixes " ( priyataddhitä däksinätyah ;
Mbh I p. 8 1, 8 ). Is it to be understood that, out of fondness of secondary affixes, [ the words laukika and vaidika ] have been wrongly used
here ? No, he says. For the parts which are in the world or in the Veda can
be covered by the words denoting the wholes without secondary affix, as
follows : « in the world » or « in the Veda \ 1 6 But this äcärya ( i. e., Patanjali ), separating the things that are not parts ( i. e., the wholes • world ' and
4
Veda • ) points out that the world and the Veda are locations. What else
than fondness of secondary affixes [ could have induced the author of the
varttika to say laukikavaidikesu ] ? The situation is exemplified when one
person says vanaspatayahc trees \ indicating the difference [ which exists
between the several trees ], while someone else [says] vânaspatya « collection
of trees ' [ referring to the trees] in their aspect of forming a collection.17
" Or the meaning of the secondary affix is appropriate here " (atha vä
yukta evâtra taddhitärthah ; Mbh I p. 8 1. 9 ). Here there is no relation of
part and whole. What then ? In the vârttika18 by [ the words ] { worldf and
* Veda • something is meant that consists of many parts.
But what is here the krtänta> i. e,, the correct opinion ? The collection
of authoritative statements. The following is [ meant to be ] said : Why is
this [collection of authoritative statements] taken as having as its object
restriction for the sake of dharma just as other collections of authoritative
statements have as their object restriction for the sake of dharma ?
" In the world [ it is said that ] a domestic cock should not be eaten •»
( loke tâvad abhaksyo grâmyakukkufah; Mbh I p. 8 1. 10). This is not an
example based on similarity, but the opposite. Because on this opposite
alternative there is restriction of dharma specifying what should not be eaten.
From the general [ statement ] we understand that eating takes place because
there is desire [ for food ] ; this ( i. e. a domestic cock etc. ) [ however should J
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not [ be eaten ] because of this prescription. Here a restriction is made of
the form ' hunger must bs allayed by this, not by something else \
In this connection some hold the view that if the reading is ' a
domestic cock should not be eaten ', dharma results from not taking [ a
domestic cock]. Others think that just as poison is not eaten because
certain death results from eating poison, so dharma results from abstaining
from something because it is an offence.
Similarly, every meaning impels both correct and incorrect words to
bring about understanding of that meaning. Here the restriction is made
that [ meaning ] must be conveyed by means of correct words, not by means
of something else.
[ Objection : ] Since nothing but ksudh participates in the action, the
krtya [ affix ] has arisen expressive of ksudh as object. [ On this account the
reading] must be sakyä cänena..,19
[Reply:] Nothing wrong here. The beginning [ of the sentence] is
general, [ but it comes to ] express something special. Here the krtya [ affix ]
has been applied after [the root] sak when the meaning 'object 1 [still]
attaches to something general. That [ krtya affix ], once it has obtained a
gender, is characterized by the peculiarity of not abandoning its gender.2?
Here the sense ' object \ [ which resides] in something special, is expressed
by the krtya [affix], and therefore [iakyam has] a nominative case-ending.
Another example [ where a neuter and a feminine word are in apposition, is
the Bhäsya passage where ] it has been said : mukhanâsikâ vacanam asya.n
It is not said mukhanâsikâ vacant yasya.
Tathä khedät ( Mbh I p. 8 1. 12 ). Kheda is the incapacity to restrain
the senses when they go out to their objects. Or passion is called kheda,
because it disturbs (khedayati). Indeed, out of passion " one approaches
women " ( strisu pravrttih ; Mbh I p. 8 1. 12 ). Or kheda is ' affliction \
Having thus far cited the tradition ( smrti ), he shows that this is also
written in the Veda : " Also in the Veda [ it is said that ] a Brahmin keeps a
vow of milk ... " (vedekhalv api payovrato brâhmana\... ; Mbh I p. 8
1. 14 ). 22 Is keeping a vow of milk for the sake of the sacrifice? No, he
Says. If it were for the sake of the sacrifice then, just as other things such
as'cutting and eating [the sacrificial cake] must necessarily be performed,
so would this too. But someone consecrated for the sacrifice does not of
necessity keep a vow of milk ; only if he has the desire to do so. Just like
[ the Vedic sentence ] " he scratches with a black horn "a3 ( TS 6. 1. 3. 8 ) ;
only the natural scratching which takes place when itching has arisen is done
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with a black horn.24 And if [ a vow on food ] is agreed to for the sake of
the sacrifice, the natural food which is forbidden [for the duration of the
sacrifice ] he partakes of at another time, if he wishes to. Just as in " t h e
ghee is beheld" ( KS 31. 9 ) ; beholding [ghee] is for the sake of the
sacrifice ; beholding other things is therefore not prohibited.
(<

The sacrificial post must be made of Biiva or Khadira wood "
(bailvah khädiro yûpah syät ; Mbh I p. 8 1. 16 ).25 A sacrificial post is used
to make the sacrificial animal lose its independence.26 For loss of independence is the visible result that is produced if the sacrificial animal it tied to
an octagonal piece of wood with a wooden ring placed on topi as
taught.27
"Like potsherds in fire ... " (yathägnau kapaläni...; Mbh I p. 8
1. 18 ).28 Here too the cooking of the sacrificial cakes is the visible result.
But we do not perceive any difference in the cooking on account of this
mantra.39 And therefore there is here also an invisible result. This is what
he conveys by this.
Even though the position taken here is that also incorrect words,
like correct ones, convey meaning,80 and that therefore also the visible result,
understanding of meaning, is equal ; there is here, as opposed to that (tu),
an invisible result, viz. that there is prosperity. Therefore he says ; " So here
too, though the conveying of meaning is the same.." (evam ihäpi samänäyarn arthâvagatau êabdena ca ... ; Mbh I p. 8 1. 20-21). And when he
says " it brings about prosperity " ( abhyudayakäri ca bhavati ; Mbh I p.
8 1. 22), it is accepted by him that by abstaining from what is not enjoined
adharma disappears. Others think that by abstaining from that adharma
does merely not come about. The prosperity is merely this that here one is
not connected with sin.

[11.1.] " There are [words] which are not used " (asty aprayuldah;
Mbh I p, 8 1. 23). It is agreed that [grammar is] the explanation of
[ words ] that are used. But these [ words ] Usa etc. are not used in the
world ; have they been written in books for the sake of grammar or have
they not ? In which book is such conduct possible 71
By way of this objection he wishes to convey that this fact that [certain]
words are not used is not established because just anyone says so ; but
because learned, cultured people, quiet in their use of words and independent^
unanimously say so.
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"This is contradictory " (idam vipratisiddham ; Mbh I p. 8 1. 25 ).
This statement ( viz., that things exist without being used ) can appropriately be made with regard to things which are known [ to exist ] without
their characteristic activity. For example, a jar is known [ to exist ] without
its characteristic activity, which consists in containing water etc. But a
word is never known [ to exist ] without its characteristic activity. For it
attains existential status by no other means than by being used. This is
therefore similar to someone saying: " [ The word exists] because it is not
used. " ( Both are equally absurd. )
" While using [ the words ] you [ say * they are not used • ] "
(prayunjäna eva khalv api bhavân ... ; Mbh I p. 8 1. 27). While the
activity of his instruments of articulation has not [ yet ] come to a standstill, he says « [ the word ] is not used '. He talks about the use [ of a
word] made just before that. [One could say:] «This [word] has been
used right now. ' Just as if someone were to say " Î keep silence as long
as 1 live, therefore I don't talk, *' in the same way you speak.
If the non-use [of a certain word] is agreed upon by you, this
would be thought because you use [ that word while saying] « it is not used'.
But if you think " I use [ these words ] but others don't, and therefore they
do not exist, because they are not used by others, " this too is not correct.
For these words may not be uttered by others, but it is not the case that
they do not exist for only this reason. After all, many words are not
uttered by women.
But, if you think "What difference does it make that I utter [these
words]? I am not an authoritative speaker**, and say this [only] in
order to start [ the discussion ] ; [ then the reply must be ; ] " Don't treat
yourself with contempt ; you are an authoritative person. " (< Which other
[ person ] like you " ( kaê cedanïm anyo bhavajjâtïyakah ; Mbh I p. 8
1. 27-28) means " which other [ man], more learned than you".
" This is not contradictory " ( naitad vipratisiddham ; Mbh I p. 8
1. 28-p. 9 1. 1 ). What he says is this: Existence occurs in two ways:
perceived and inferred. Perceived [ existence belongs to such forms as ]
dadharti and dardharti2 Inferred [existence] must be obtained through
the teaching of base and affix ; because the bases and affixes of usa and so
on have been taught. But s/w-elision of sap after [ the root ] dhrn* has not
been mentioned [ in Pânini's grammar ] because [ the forms to be derived
this way, i. e., dadharti, dardharti etc., ] have a limited field of application.
And because they are written in books, the conclusion is reached that they
exist. But they are not used in the world, and therefore we say that they
are not ues4.
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And how can I say that they are not used while pronouncing them ?
The answer is : " We do not say that they are not used by us " ( na brumo
*smäbkir aprayuktä iti ; Mbh I p 9 1. 3 ). " I am in the world but I am.not
the world " ( abhyantaro'ham loke na tv aham lokah ; Mbh I p. 9 1. 4-5 ),
Hereby the following is said : i( I do not use these words usa etc. the way the
world uses them. '•
(11. 2 ] " N o , because a word is used with respect to something"
(narthe éabdaprayogât ; Mbh I p. 9 1. 6, vt. 2). 'Things ' are time, souls
etc. Since the word is secondary with regard to things, the word must be closely
connected with the main thing ( i. e., the object which it denotes ). Or the
perception of things is the means which enables us to infer the existence of
words. Because there is nothing which has no word [ to denot i t ] . Just as
the words « heaven * ( svarga ), apürva, ' god ' ( devatâ ), when heard, are the
means which enable us to infer the existence of things which are not at all
seen by us, is not in the same way, a perceived object understood to be the
means which enables us to infer the existence of the [ corresponding ]
word ?
[ 1 1 . 3 ] " [ These words ] are not used because other [ words ] are
used [ in their senses ] " ( aprayogah prayogänyatvät; Mbh I p. 91. 9 vt. 3 ).
With respect to the reason here indicated for the existence of words ; viz.
«because there would be a meaning without [corresponding] word',
we say : If there were no [ other words ] expressive of these meanings,
we would agree that these [ words ] ( i. e.. usa etc. ) exist. But because [ such
other words] do exist, this is not an acceptable reason.
[ Reply : ] Nothing wrong here. The sentence must be used in such a
way that all meaning becomes manifest.4
[11. 4 ] '«With respect to unused [words it is] as with the longcontinued Soma sacrifices " ( aprayukte dlrghasattravat ; Mbh I p. 9 1 . 14,
vt. 4). He explains that [those words] existed in the beginning.5 Just as
long Soraa sacrifices were used formerly, and even though they are not used
now, the aim of sacrificial activity is attained since curds, honey etc. constitute dbarma ; so the laying down of rules for [words] which have been used
by others all the time is proper, even though [ these words ] are not used
now.6 But for those who [ hold ] that curds, honey etc. constitute dharma,
this is not possible in grammar, for here there is no dharma as a result of
uttering [mere] sound.
[11. 5 ] " AH [words are used] somewhere or other" {sarve
desântare ; Mbh T p. 9 1. 18. vt. 5 ). Even nowadays sacrificers who live
long say ari [instead of] hari. In the same way we say that all thçse
[ words ] are used somewhere or other.
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Väkoväkya ( Mbh I p. 9 1. 22 ). This is a passage in the form of
Statement and counterstatement, such as hmsvid ävapanam mahad ( TS
7.4. 18. 1 etc.).
Itihäsa ( Mbh I p. 9 1. 22 ) is the relating of things which took place
in the past.
From among these [ regions and literary work ] certain words are used
in some [ of them]. For example, the feminine wordpurusi, though not used
in some [books], is used in the Kalpa of the Maitrâvamnîyas ( ? ), as
follows : tasyäm anadvähtm ca dhenuke daksine dattvä kärapacavam prati
yamunäm avabhrtham abhyupeyuh ( cp. Pß 25. 10. 22-23 ). " The [ verb]
savati, meaning * to go \ "7 which takes all endings, " is spoken among the
Kambojas only, the Aryas speak it with regard to a modification, as iava corpse
( iavatir galikarmä kambojesv eva bhâsiùo bhavati vikära enam äryä bhäsante
éava iti ; Mbh I p. 9 1. 25-26 ]. A dead person is a modification of a living
one, which is the original. * Dead ' means ' gone to destruction '. Or the
modification of going is the cessation of going. With regard to someone
whose activity has ceased they speak of * a corpse \ 8
In the Nirukta, on the other hand, it is read : •« The> use the
modification [of the verbal root sav] among the Aryas" ( Nir 2. 2).
Here the meaning is: The modification of sav, with, as ending, the suffix
aC,9 is [ but ] one of the forms [ that can be derived from sav ] ; only this
[ form ] they use, not the stem sav with all suffixes as ending.

[12]
[ 12.1 ] " Is there dharma in the knowledge of words or in their use ? "
{Mm punah sabdasya jnäne dharmah ähosvit pray age; Mbh I p. 10 1. 4 ) .
This much has been said that " [ there is ] restriction for the sake of dharma
by the science [of grammar ] " (Mbh I p. 8 1. i 3, vt. 1). [ The question is ]
if this restriction for the sake of dharma [comes about] as a result of
knowledge or of usage.
An understanding [person will] ask : What traditional text [pertains]
to this [matter] ? Or someone conversant with the traditional texts [ will]
ask: A traditianal text (smrti) is at times contradicted by a revealed text
( sruti ). For example, é< Chastity must be observed forTortyeight years for
[studying] the Veda" (cp. PârGS 2.5. 13 ; MGS 1. 2. 6). This is a
traditional text contradicted by a revealed text. Because it has been said in
a revealed text: " A father must make his son sacrifice whjie hjs hair is
Still black, "
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Here [ the following rule applies ] : A traditional text is always
authoritative where [ it is confirmed ] by inference. And a traditional text
which aims at the unseen ( adrsta ) has no [ ultimate ] authority. For
example, it is accepted by some that the goose should not be eaten. By
others the marriage of people who are connected through their mothers
[ is accepted ] . This takes in such cases place due to lust or passion. The
cultured nowadays act after considering what was dharma in earlier
times.
There is a traditional text which states : " One word properly known
in agreement with the science [ of grammer ] and well-used becomes wishfulfilling in heaven and on earth. " And this [ has been said about it : ] " [ A
word ] is properly known by the very fact that it is used. But dharma
[ comes about ] as a result of knowledge alone in case [ the word ] is correctly
used. But if it is used thus it is correcty understood. Correct usage, on the
other hand, occurs when there is correct knowledge. "
Here we ask : Which is the traditional text which justifies this ? [And]
with which revealed text is it in agreement ?
[ 12. 2 ] " ïf there is dharma in knowledge, there is similarly adharma
[ in it ] " (jnäne dharma iti cet tadvad adharmah ; Mbh I p. 10 1. 5, vt. 6 ).*
When analyzed, the following is being said : If there is dharma in the knowledge of correct words» adharma results from the knowledge of incorrect
words.
With regard to this matter the following [observation] would be
possible : Adharma results from killing a Brahmin, dharma on the other hand
from keeping [a Brahmin] alive. But it cannot be said that, since adharma
results from killing a Brahmin, dharma results from killing a éùdra. In the
[ case under discussion ] it would be proper [ to say ] that if dharma results
from the knowledge of correct words, adharma would result from the lack
of knowledge of those same correct words.
In reply [ to this objection ] he states that this traditional text ( viz.^
grammar) is [ to be considered in this respect ] equal to a traditional text the
aim of which is visible. Because in a traditional text the aim of which is
visible, viz. medicine, [ it is said that ] while [an oily substance ] 2 irritates the
phlegm, the opposite of that, viz. a dry [ substance,3 irritates ] the vital air.4
( So here the opposite of irritating the phlegm, instead of not irritating the
phlegm, is said to be irritating something which is not phlegm, viz. vital
air. This justifies the belief that the opposite of knowing correct words*
instead of not knowing correct words, is knowing what arc not correct words,
viz> incorrect words. )
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Similarly others think that neither dharma nor adharma results from
the knowledge of correct words, but adharraa results from the knowledge of
incorrect words. [Or] that dharma results from the knowledge of correct
words, but no adharma from the knowledge of incorrect words. As [ Patafijali ] will say later on : <« For us words are authoritative " ( e. g. Mbh I
p . l l l . 1).
Some think: Dharma and adharma come forth from the knowledge of
correct words and the knowledge of incorrect words [respectively]. But
adharma is overcome by dharma. By the way of example he will consider
[the case of ] the digger of a well.5 There he shows that adharma results
from the knowledge of incorrect words. [In this way] a usesless [result]
has come from the study of grammar. Therefore the statement that correct
words cannot be known without grammar is [worth] nothing.6 But if it
be [thought] that there is more dharma, less adharma, [ the answer is : ] this
is not correct. Since there are more incorrect words, their result too (i. e.
adharma ) must be more. This is why he says : " Adharma would be more"
( adharmah bhüyän präpnoti ; cp. Mbh I p. 10 1. 7-8 ).

[ 12. 3] " Restriction with regard to usage " (âcâre niyamah; Mbh
I p. 10 1. 10, vt. 7). This traditional line (smrti)7 is opposed to what has
been said [ elsewhere]. And the revealed texts ( iruti) are not in agreement
with it. Therefore too [ that traditional line ] is not authoritative. The Rsi
(Mbh p. 10 1.11 ), i. e., mantra, viz, te 'suräh ••• , shows with regard to
äcära, i. e. use, that this is a [ correct ] usage. «' Therefore one should not
speak in a vulgar manner or incorrectly ] ". The present traditional text
( u e. the varttika ) states that vulgar and incorrect speech should not be
used. It does not state that vulgar and incorrect speech should not be
known.
[Objection:] Here only this much is said that these incorrect words
should not be used. But it is not the case [ that it is said here ] that dharma
arises from the use of correct words.
[Reply:] Nothing wrong here. When faulty speech is forbidden,
does one have to remain silent ? Here it is understood that the language
which is favoured is to be considered as bringing about [ dharma].
[ 12. 4 ] " [ If there is dharma ] in the use [ of words], everyone has
i t " (prayoge sarvalokasya; Mbh I p. 10 1. 13, vt. 8 ). The intention [of
this statement is: ] Taking up grammar is without purpose; because
[ correct] usage is seen also without grammar.
L
Here it is objected : " Even though [ correct ] usage is also [ possible ]
without grammar, the effort [ spent on the study of grammar J is not
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without purpose. Just as some people go on [ with their business ], rejecting the advice of the physician, because they are naturally healthy and are
therefore not brought to a physician; while others are ill and are therefore
treated medically. In the same way grammar too must be continued and
studied. Tt must be promoted for this reason that someone who wishes to
use correct words be made to study [ it ]. "
The answer to this objection is : '* That is true. But in that same
[science of medicine] it has been said with respect to those [healthy
people ] :. < with reference to those whose digestive fire is inflamed, who are
accustomed to hard articles of diet, who are given to constant labour and
have a huge capacity for the consumption of food, the consideration of heavy
and light qualities of things is not necessary. ' ( Caraka Samhitä Sütrasthäna
27. 344 p. 174 ).8 But here ( i. e. in grammar) there is nothing like that.
This much is said : Correct words cannot be known without grammar. "
[12. 5] "There is prosperity in usage preceded by grammar '•
( éâstrapûrve prayoge 'bhyudayah; Mbh I p. 10 1. 21, vt. 9). 9 Prosperity
arises from usage which takes place while there is knowledge based on
grammar. " He who uses correct words, " knowing them " in accordance
with grammar, is connected with prosperity" (yah eästrapürvakarn iabdän
prayunkte so 'bhyudayena yujyate ; Mbh I p. 10 1. 22 ).10 This explains that
traditional line " One word correctly known .„ " . u
Tat tulyam vedasabdena ( Mbh I p. 10 1. 22 ) : Similar to the meaning
expressed by the Veda.12 [That is, similar] to the meaning expressed by
[ the following passage from ] the Veda : yo 'gnistomena yajate ya u cainam
evam veda*12 This Vedic utterance conveys the following meaning. He who
knowingly performs the Agnistoma [ sacrifice ] is connected with prosperity,
because [only] a knowing person is entitled to sacrifice.
" Someone else s a y s " (apara aha ; Mbh I p. 101.24). Now all
Vedic sentences serve as examples. It is determined that just as those
[ Vedic sentences] when memorized under observance of such restrictions as
chaste studenthood ( brahmacarya ) give rise to dharma, so prosperity results
from the use [ of words ] which is characterized by the circumstance that the
knowledge [ accompanying that use] is derived from grammar, because use
is the means of obtaining dharma.
" Or again, let there
correct words ] " ( atha va
traditional science ( smrti
science ] the aim of which

be [ dharma ] only in case there is knowledge [ of
punar astn jnäna eva ; Mbh I p. 10 1. 26 ). This
) is not on a par with [ the other traditional
is visible ( i. e., medicine ). M It has been hand-
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ed down through an uninterrupted tradition that dharma arises from knowledge. [And] only what is enjoined or forbidden on the authority of
tradition is done or shunned.
[ The objection can be raised that] here it is stated either that adharma
arises from a knowledge of incorrect words, or that no dharma arises
from a knowledge of incorrect words. And there is no virtue or vice
in doing or leaving what has been neither enjoined nor forbidden.
This is why he says (iti) : <fOr knowing incorrect words is nothing but
a means for knowing correct words " ( atha väbhyupäya evâpaêabdajnânam
eabdajnanasya; cp. Mbh I p. 11 L 4). 1 5 If one thing is a means for something else, the latter does not take place without the former. As a result the
[ knowledge of incorrect words ] is subordinate to [ and inseparable from}
the [ knowledge of correct words ]. It is as if someone were to think that
whiteness is a quality of earth and that dharma arises from seeing it. [ In
reality ] it ( i. e., earth ) is black. So that [ person ], though looking, cannot
see [ anything ] white there. Therefore [ the black colour] is only a means
for seeing a white [ object ]. 1 6 Another example is the injury inflicted during
the Aâvèmedha [ sacrifice ] and the like, which is nothing but a means for
[obtaining] dharma. In the same way is the knowledge of correct words
inseparably connected with the knowledge of incorrect words. The [knowledge ] of incorrect words is not connected with adharma. In this way the
traditional discipline ( i. e. grammar ) is vindicated. [ And ] thus the traditional discipline is not without purpose.
" Or like the digger of a well " (atha va küpakhänakavad ; Mbh I p.
11 1. 6 ) . The argument here [ r u n s ] : Even if adharma results from the
knowledge of incorrect words, it is [ but ] little. But the dharma derived
from the knowledge of correct words is excellent and more. Therefore he
continues in his study even though [ some ] blemish attaches to it. Because
it is shown in the traditional texts, it is understood that superior dharma is
the result of the knowledge of correct words. The example which illustrates
this is the digger of a well : Expecting to be joined to more prosperity, he
continues to dig even though this work makes him dirty, thinking f< I shall
be able to remove this dirty too". By this [example] the knowledge of
correct words is praised. Just as it has been said : " Not should one who
keeps his head down heap up an altar in the shape of a falcon, for the
sacrificer of that is likely to perish. " l7 This does not censure him who
keeps his head down. What then ? By this means he who keeps his head
high is praised. " Know this: Who have died ? Women. "18 After this the
following statement of Yajnavalkya will be uttered : " These hoary
- what in the world has become of the Brahmin's word ? ( &B 3. 8. 2.
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25 ). 19 That is to say {iti)> if one who keeps his head down causes the
death of the sacrifices I who know this would not have been here. [But
I am here, and ] that is why you see also this rite [ being performed
by me ].
The view of others is that this is nothing but censure of one who
keeps his head down.
1
Restriction in case of a sacrificial rite " ( yajhe karmani... niyamah;
M b h l p. 11 J. i l ) . This is said: That revealed text (éruti)2Q does not
concern [correct speech] in general, but in a [ specific] context. Such a kind
[ of restriction ] for the sake of a [ specific ] context exists in other cases as
well : illicit intercourse with a woman in the case of the Gosava [ sacrifice]»,
drinking wine in the case of the Sautramanf [ sacrifice] ; killing a Brahmin
in the Sarvamedha [ sacrifice ]. And when for example no tortoise is available, its substitute is of a specified kind: " If one doesn't find a tortoise,
[one should use a white t u r t l e ] " ( M^S 3. 6. 16). (Another restriction
which is confined to a specified context can be seen in the following : ) " [ At
the end of the Avabhrtha sacrifice ] one should offer the oblation on the
head of an Ätreya [ priest ], tawny, bald-headed and moist with perspiration,
who has bathed in water, saying jumhakäya svähä, " 21 Because of all this
he informs us that " this restriction applies to sacrificial rites ", not
elsewhere.
%<
Because it is stated in the revealed texts " (evam hi srUyate ; Mbh
I p. 11 1. 11 ). In a previous era. The characteristics of the world which
are invisible to the world are visible to those who are pratyaksadharmänah
(Mbh I p. 111. 12). Pamparajnâh ( Mbh I p. 111.12) [means] «those
who know what is proper and what is not \ There may be people to whom
the characteristics of the world are visible due to the tradition, but they do
not know what Is proper and what is not. ** Who know what must be
k n o w n " (vidüavedüavyäh ; Mbh I p. ll 1. 1 2 ) : those who are fit to
sacrifice are not overcome even if they speak incorrect language outside the
sacrificial rite.

[13]
[ 13. 1 ] " And what is the meaning of the word vyâkarana f " ( atha
v y ä k a r a n a m ity asya sabdasya
kah p a d ä r t h a h ; M b h 1 p . 11 1. 1 5 ) . B y
using the word ' meaning ' ( padärtha ) he asks what is denoted by this
[word vyäkararia], to what does it conventionally refer? Because some
words, though having the same form with regard to each other, have
different meanings and different conditions of application
(pravrtti-
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nimitta ). For example, the word asvah is both noun and verb.1 Some
[ words which have the same form ] are used because they have the same
conditions of application. For example, the word ap ' water ' has [ the
same] genus as condition of application both when it refers to the ocean
and to a drop. 2 Some [words] are used [to denote different things] even
though the genera are different, because the same action [ common to them
all] is covered by the conventional meaning [of those words]. For
example, all [ things denoted by the word] aksa derive from asnoti, [ a l l ]
päda from padyati, [ all ] mäsa from mimiti? This is attained because the
activity is the same.4 Some [ words are used to denote different things even
though the genera are different ] because [ one thing ] has attained the state of
the [ other thing ] or because [ the properties of one thing ] are attributed [ to
something else]. For example, the word go * ox ' [is used] to denote a
Bâhika, the word sarpa to denote a rope«
Here [ the question is ] " what is here being referred to that is called
vyälcarana ** ? Desiring to explain the condition of application [ of the word
vyäkarana ] by this means, he makes this statement. Because [ someone
might s a y : ] " You must explain the meaning of this [word vyäkarana]
because again and again you said [ such things as ] ' not without vyäkarana '
( na cäntarena vyäkaranam ), ' therefore one who is not a vaiyäkarana '
( tan nävaiyäkaranah ). f>5
Sütram ( Mbh I p. 11 1. 15). [This means] that the collection of
sütras in the Astâdhyâyï are referred to by this [ word vyäkarana ].
" The meaning of the genitive case-ending doesn't fit " (sasthyartho
'nupapannah ; Mbh I p. 11 1. 16, part of vt. 10 ). But isn't it the case that
the use of word sütra doesn't fit either ? The answer is that sütra [ is used i
when the designation concerns something general. [ Upon the question ]
• which sütra ? ' the specification * vyäkarana ' is added. Like in " the tree is
a âimsapâ. " e But [ that] meaning of the word [sütra] is not used, because
it is not different [ from the meaning of vyäkarana ]. But when the word
vyäkarana refers to the collection, and the word sütra is used with regard
to some part ( of that collection), such as vrddhir ad aie ( P. 1. 1.1 ), then
the meaning of the genitive case-ending fits. When however both these
words ( sütra and vyäkarana ) designate the collection, the meaning of the
genitive-ening is not present ; this is what the objection amounts to.
[ 1 3 . 2 ] '' Non-comprehension of words" (sabdäpratipattih ; Mbh
Ï p. 11 1. 19, vt. 11). For we do not comprehend words from the [sütra]
vrddhir äd aie» " What then ? From explanation f* ( kirn tarhi/vyäkhyänatah •
14bh I p. 11 1. 21 ). 7 From an example we comprehend words that are of the
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same kind. " But doesn't that same sütra when analyzed become the
explanation?" (nanu ca tad eva sutram vigrhUam vyäkhyänam bhavati I
Mbh I p. 111. 21-22 ). * Explanation ' is the means of making the meaning
of a sutra manifest. For example, the meaning of vatavrksasthito damstri
* the boar is in the Banyan tree1 is made manifest in vate vrkse sthito datnstrt.
14
Not only the repeated words" {na kevalâni carcâpadâni; Mbh I p. 11
1. 22). Tbe meaning is not made clear from an analyzed sutra as it is from
the repeated words vate vrkse..,.
[ 13. 3 ] " If [ vyäkarana means ] * word ', the meaning of [ the suffix ]
lyut [does not fit ] " ( sabde lyudarthah; Mbh I p. 11 1. 25, vt. 12 ). [ Only ]
when there is a difference [can ] the meaning of the genitive ending be understood ( in éabdasya vyâkarartam ). For the sütras are connected with words
in that they explain the latter. But " the meaning of [the suffix] lyut does
not fit" {lyudarthah ... nopapadyate; Mbh I p. 11 1.26). For the word,
which is being completed, is the main thing because it is not for the sake
of something else.8 And it is not proper [ to ascribe ] instrumentality to
the main thing. Just as the sacrificial cake (purodäia) is the main thing,
because at the production [it is the sacrificial cake that ] is to be produced,
at the consecration [ it is the sacrificial cake that ] is to be consecrated, at the
conclusion [ it is the sacrificial cake that] is to be concluded; 9 the understanding of words is secondary.
[ 13. 4 ] " And in the sense < being ' " ( bhave ca) Mbh I p. 12 1. 2 ).
Are [rules] not in the [words] on account of the fact that [the latter]
explain [ the former ] ? If such were the case, every possible rule would be
vaiyäkarana.10 Therefore a part-whole relation is here intended.
[ 13. 5 ] "[ Taddhita-suffixes in the sense ] * uttered [ by him ] • and so
on do not fit either " ( proktädayo 'pi nopapadyante-, cp. Mbh I p. 12 1. 5), 1 1
" For the words were not uttered [by Pânini] 1 ' (na hi... èabdàh proktah;
Mbh I p. 12 1. 6 ). " This was formerly ... " ( purastad idam; Mbh I p. 12
1. 8 ). Since [ questions of] prolixity and brevity are not takenjinto consideration in Bhäsya sütras,12 and since both general injunctions and specific amplifications are used in the basic sütras, 13 [the author of the varttikas] proceeds
here too by way of general rule and specific amplification.14
" F o r example, praskandana and prapatana M [tad yathâ praskanda*
natn prapatanam iti Mbh I p. 12 1. 12). Are these [words] not included
in [ the gana ] * bhtma etc. ' ? The answer is that this very [ passage in the
Bbäsya ] indicates that [ the gana ] * bhtma etc. ' is a specific amplification of
[ the sütra ] krtijalyuto bahulam ( P. 3. 3. U3 ).
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Or words are explained by means of words as well " ( atha va éabdair
api éabda vyäkriyante-, Mbh T p. 12 1. 12-13 ). Because a word directs atten«
tion towards the own form of an utterance, and it makes manifest that what
is different is excluded,15 It brings to mind other words of the same
kind, and excludes completely words of a different kind, even if correct.
[ The passage ] in the Bhäsya (> not a horse, not a donkey " ( näivo na gardabhah; Mbh I p. 12 1. 13 ) concerns one aspect of these.16
[ 13. 6 ] " Let then forms to be derived and rules [ together constitute ]
mjakarana " (evam tarhi laksyalaksane vyâkaranam, Mbh Ï p. 12 1. 14-15,
vt, 14 ). It should not be thought that [ one word vyâkarana denotes the
forms to be derived, and another identical word the rules, ] just as one word
bilva denotes the tree and another [word bilva] the fruit. Nor are they
one single word on account of the fact that they have one single condition of
application, like the word * water ' ( a p ) ; 1 7 nor because their activity is
the same, as in aksa.18 Nor can ekasesa be resorted to, because once that is
supposed to be the case every word is in agreement with the Bhäsya.10
[Moreover,] if one [word vyâkarana] denotes what is to be derived, i. e. t
what is going to be spoken, another one rules, and a third one the totality [of
rules and words to be spoken ], why then is it stated " words denote totalities
fand p a r t s ] " (samudäyesu ca éabdah pravrttah; cp. Mbh I p. 12
1. 18-19 )? 2 0
— In order to account for this ( tasmät ) [ we say ] that also the word
yyäkarana denotes the totality but not the parts, just as the words sangha
4
community \ mandata * multitude ', senä ' army ' and vana * forest ' denote
totalities but not parts. " So also the following undesired consequence
[ would arise ] " ( evam apy ayant dosah; Mbh I p. 12 1. 17 ). [ This means : ]
as these [ words ] vana * forest ' etc. do not refer to the parts, so does also
this [ word vyäkarana ] not refer to the parts.
Pürve pancâlah ( " Eastern Pancâla " ; Mbh I p. 12 1. 19 ). What has
reached the state of being a totality is indicated with the help of a word
expressive of a totality. Just as a Bâhîka who has reached the state of an
ox is indicated with the help of the word ' ox '. For it is not possible for a
word [ expressive of a totality ] to denote a part, leaving the totality. From
this it follows that a word expressive of a totality is used when the totality
superimposes itself fully on a part. In this same way also the word vyäkarana, which is expressive of a totality ; if it causes itself to enter into a part,
S. e. the sütras, who then has to bring about the applicability of that
[ word with respect to that meaning ] ?21
" Oil has been eaten, ghee has been eaten " ( tailam bhuktam ghrtam
bhiiktam ; Mbh I p. 12 1. 20 ). The whole resides in the parts, having assign-
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cd the word ( viz. ghrta and taila respectively ) to ghee and oil ; who is there
to promote this ? Similarly with respect to ' white ' etc. : this totality called
* cloth f has been given another colour because some part of it has been
made white ; for this reason the word expressive of the totality refers to the
parts. Just as one does not perceive a jar in its entirety, yet there is the
notion of a jar [which rests] on but some parts; just so does someone use
the word vyâkarana only with regard to the sütras, \î he knows the totality merely on the basis of them. [ Or take the following] example : Someone uses the words ' he cooks • when he sees merely [the act of] putting
on the fire, because [ putting on the fire is usually ] for the sake of
[cooking];92 he is [however] told : " That [ man] is not cooking ; he puts
on the fire, [ to be sure, ] but he is preparing water. "
[13.7] " It will be [ all right ] because [ sütras ] are like what is denoted [ by the word vyâkarana ] " ( vyapadeiivadbhävena bhavisyati ; Mbh I p. 12
1. 22 ), c Being like what is denoted ' ( vyapadeèivadbhâva ) [ is met with ] here
and there, in one way or another. In the context of [ P. 6.1.1 ] ekaco dve
prathamasya « In the place of the first [ portion, ] containing a single vowel,
there are two' [*is] verbal root — because its meaning is understood by
means of agreement and difference — as well as sound. In this case something which is resorted to in one capacity ( viz., that of being a sound ) has
a designation connected with its other capacity ( viz., that of being a root ).23
Alternatively, on the supposition that totality connected with usage
[ accounts ] for the difference between the words eti, itah and ayana ( all
derivatives of i ) ; on this [ supposition ] eti is a part [ of the totality of derivatives from i].u [Another] example is the following: "The grindstone
here, which is seen as having several activities, has this body. " 28 But in
** Râhu has a big head " there is the designation [« Râhu ' as if the head were
a part of Râhu ] even though there is no part-whole relation, since there is
no difference, merely because the words are used [that way]. For a word
is applied, without regard for the correctness or incorrectness of the knowledge of the thing, after only a part of the meaning has been ascertained.
For example, the word *fioger' does not express the fact that a finger is a
limb [ of the body ] even though it is one. In the same way does the word
• Râhu * not express the fact that Râhu consists of a head only, even though
that is in fact the case, For only that much meaning is expressed as is
denoted by the word ' Râhu \ [ And ] his designation is connected with his
head ( because there is no more ).
Just as a suffix of the comparative degree [ can be used ] even though
there is only one thing, on account of the fact that the state of that thing is
referred to, as in " Last year you were clevçr, this year you are more clever"
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( Mbh II p. 417 1. 2-3, on P. 5. 3. 57 vt. 1); so in our present case vyäkaraya
can be a collection of texts, and a part [ of that ]. Because of the differences
of state [ between these two ] the [ same ] designation is appropriate. Or
because the relation general-particular exists [ between them ], Here sütra
is known to designate the general [ notion ]. [ Upon the question ] ' [sütra]
of what ? ', when particularity [ is asked for, the reply ] vyäkararia is accepted even [ in the opinion ] of him who maintains that there is no difference
[ between sütra and vyäkarana ]. When the word vyäkarana [ is used ] in
its collective sense and the word sütra [refers] to some particular Sütra
only, there is no difference [between the two] occurring in their primary
senses. In that case only the particular [meaning of sütra prevails], or
only the general [ sense of vyäkaraya ].
[ If vyäkararia and sütra are synonymous, the expression vyäkaranasya
sütram ] is not a case of « being like what is denoted • ( vyapadeeivadbhäva ),
[ as little as ] ' sandalwood of sandalwood ' and * colour etc. of colour etc.'
[ are cases of • being like what is denoted ' ]. If, on the other hand, the
relation [between sütra and vyäkarana] is that of general and particular,
even thoss who hold that there is no difference [ between the two, must
admit that ] the designation of sandalwood [ would ] be « smell ' ( just as the
designation ofvyäkararia is sütra).
" This is so for the ignorant " ( avijänata etad evam bhavati ; Mbh I
p. 12 1. 26), This has been said: Some do not even understand from
explanation, but [onJy] from winking and the like. What can be said in
such a case ? Because [ such people] understand words [ only ] from gestures.
Here the following must be understood. These means ( such as winking,
and gestures ) do not [ work ] for every word. But there is manifestation
[of meaning] on the basis of the sütras. Because words are used on the
basis of the sütras only, once their meaniags are manifest. One should not
say that the use of examples etc. belongs to the vârttikas ( anutantra )26 or
to the Bhäsya so that one might understand other words. What then ? So
that it may make manifest what is not manifest in the sütras. And it
determines the same meaning ( as that expressed by the sütra ).
" Who speaks what deviates from the sütras, that is not understood "
(yo hy utsütram kathayen nädo grhyate; cp. Mbh I p. 12 1. 27). [Na
grhyate means: ] that is not understood.27 Why is that what deviates from
the sütras not understood ?
The answer is » This is a traditional science ( smrtisästra ). When
someone says * this is a correct word • he will certainly be asked ' How is
that to be known by us ? If [ then that person ] utters [ the appropriate ]
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sütra from the traditional science, people agree and understand that his is
no idle talk. For example, nyankoh pratisedhah is no sütra of Pänini.28 In
connection with this [sütra] the following controversy exists: *[The
correct form ] must be naiyankava. ' But if someone were to use nyänkava
we would not consider it an incorrect word. But if he shows one traditional passage (viz. P. 7. 3. 3, which prescribes ai before y), [ the answer
is:] there is prohibition of that in another traditional work ( i. e., in
Äpisali's grammar).
In the case of nyagrodhasya ca kevalasya (P. 7. 3. 5 ), for example,
we understand without doubt that this ( viz. naiyagrodha ) is a correct
word. Therefore it must be understood that examples etc. are obtained on
the basis of the sütras alone, once their meaning is known, [ and thus ]
correct words are used.

[14]
[14. 1 ] " For what aim teaching of sounds ? " ( kimartho varnänäm
upadeéah ; Mbh I p. 13 1. 1 ). There is restriction of dharma when words
are used instigated by meaning ( cp. vt. 1) . [But] these [sounds] here
have no meaning. Teaching them is aimless. Nor is it possible that they
are taught for the sake of the wholes [of which they are going to be parts ],
because when verbal roots, nominal stems and suffixes are taught, also the
sound contained in them are taught.
lf
The teaching [ of sounds ] has as aim their grouping for the sake
of the progress [ of grammar ] " (vrttisamavâyârtha upadeéah; Mbh I p.
13 1. 2, vt. 15). They are not taught in order to determine their own
form, but rather for their sequence, so that they may have some effect in
the science [of grammar] by virtue of this sequence. Or he explains [ that
they are] for this purpose that it may serve the aim of collecting the
elements auxiliary to the science [ of grammar ].
Vrttaye saniaväyo vrttisamaväyah ( Mbh I p. 131.4 ). This is a genitive
[tatpurusa] compound. Its analysis is shown as [containing the sense]
1
for the sake of that *, like äsvaghäsa.
Vrttyartho va samaväyah (Mbh I p. 13 1.4), The causal nature
of grouping for the sake of the progress [of grammar] is explaind with
respect to that progress. Because [ the device referred to as ] c in accordance with the order of enumeration ' (yathäsamkhyam)1 applies only by
virtue of this arrangement. [ The word ] pravrUisamavaya2 [ is a karmadhâraya compound to be analyzed as ] * for the sake of progress and
grouping1 (pravrttijarthas cäsau samaväyas ca), like éâkapârthiva*
Vrttiprayojano va (Mbh I p. 13 1. 4-5). The causal relation
[between the grouping of sounds and the progress of grammar] is shown.
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to work both ways.4 The progress of the science [ of grammar ] indirectly
prompts the grouping [ of sounds]. [And] this grouping is indirectly the
cause of the progress of the science [ of grammar ], characterized by indicatory letters, as in akah savarne (P. 6.1. 101). And this same thing will
be seen in the Bhâsya as well.5
« What then is [ this ] vrtti ? It is the progress of the science [ of
grammar] 1 ' (kä punar vrttih j éâstrapravrttih/ ; Mbh I p. 13 1. 15). Why
this ? Vrtti is action. And an action requires means. The science of
teaching words, which is here topical, is understood to be a means. [The
värttika vrttisamavâyârtha upadesah ( vt. 15) now means:] Teaching
sounds is for the sake of grouping [ them, to be used ] in the progress by
means of the science [of grammar].
Does ' teaching ' ( upadesa ) mean that something is taught
(upadisyate) by it ? No. For nothing is taught by these [ sounds].
Someone else explains that [ upadesa itself ] is a means connected
with an action [ as follows ] : " [ Upadesa means ] uttering. Why so ?
[ The root ] dis refers to the action of uttering, for having uttered sounds
one says * Sounds have been uttered ( upadistßh ) by me ' " ( uccârayam /
kuta etat / diéir uccârariakriyah / uccârya hi variiân âhopadistâ maya varriâ
itil ; Mbhlp. 13 J. 6-7 ).6
Here [ it must be observed that ] the word which is used immediately
after an activity is completed, is understood to refer to that [ activity ].
For example, when Brahmins have eaten, [ it is said ] • The Brahmins have
eaten *, when they have entered [we say ] « The Brahmins have entered \
It is then understood that this is the meaning of bhuj * eating ', that of
pravis * entering. • In the same way in our present case [ Patanjali] asks
the question * For what aim upadesa [ of sounds ] ? ' immediately after the
sounds have been uttered. [ From this] we know that die means * uttering'.
[14.2] " And for the sake of attaching markers" (anubandhakaranârthaê ca\ Mbh I p. 13 1. 8, vt. 16). Attaching markers, which is
auxiliary to the progress of the science, must necessarily take place. And
that is not [ possible ] without teaching [ sounds ]. The markers here ( in the
éivasotras ) are only consonants, but there is one marker which is a vowel,
viz., a in la of Ian ( Sivasütra 6 ). Its purpose is that [ the vowel replacing ]
r and I be followed by r and /, in accordance with" [ P. 1. 1. 51] ur ay,
raparah.
*' For the sake of abbreviations" ( pratyâhârârtham ; Mbh I p. 13
1. 11). An abbreviation (pratyâhâra) is an abridged form of something
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extensive. Here it is stated that the abbreviations formed with the help of
[P. 1. 1. 71 ] ädir antyena saha [itä] are not possible without the arrangement [of sounds] and markers. «« Grouping and attaching markers is for
the sake of abbreviations. Abbreviations are for the sake of the progress
[of grammar]." (samaväyae cänubandhakaraxtam ca pratyähärärtham /
pratyähäro vrttyarthah / ; Mbh I p. 13 1. 1 /~12 ). 7 [ Examples of the use of
abbreviations are] akah savarne dirghah ( P. 6. 1. 101) and eccTyaväyäväh
( p. 6. 1. 78 ).
[ 1 4 . 3 ] "Teaching sounds is meant to create a notion of [which
sounds are ] desired " (istabuddhyarthaê ca varnänäm upadeéah; Mbh 1 p. 13
1, 13 ). Because when [sounds] are taught [ we know ] that they are correct
as uttered, but incorrect when different. For this reason [ sounds] must be
taught so that it be known what is correct.
"Also udätta etc. must be taught" (udättädlnäm apy upadeéah
kartavyah; cp. Mbh I p. 13 1. 17). Because these sounds form a list of
vowels that is recited without accents (ekaêrutyâ).
It would follow that
[ these vowels enumerated ] here are correct when distinguished [ from each
other by accents,] udätta etc., and when their durations differ ; consequently
all of them should be taught.
— But are not all these, udätta e t c , explained by the science ?
— The answer is: How should udätta etc. be understood if [the
vowels ] to which they belong are not taught ? Therefore, since [ udätta etc. ]
have not been taught in their own form, an understanding with regard to
them is not possible.
[ 14. 4 ] " Since it is the form ( äkrti) that is taught [ the desired end ]
is obtained " (äkrtyupadesät siddham; Mbh I p. 13 1. 19). Where the form
is taught, the particular is inseparable [from it]. But the particular [sound]
is not refered to at that time, and since the form resides in [sounds] which
differ [from each other] in the characteristic which is duration, [people]
will understand : " This is that same sound which is taught in the enumeration of letters". Just as when a single form (äkrti) is taught even with
regard to different [ particulars ], one understands that what resides in the
particulars connected with [that] form is the same as that. Here, just as
[sounds] which differ [from each other] in the characteristic which is
duration, are [all] correct because there is a form ( äkrti) [ which resides in
them all], so would also [the sounds] which differ [from each other] in the
characteristic wh'ch is [ the exact ] sound be correct because there is [ such ]
9 form. To avert this an offort has to be made. That is why he says *
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•' The exclusion of [the defects called ] samvrta etc. must be stated
tâdïnâm pratisedho vaktavyah-, Mbh I p. 13 1. 22 ). The external effort called
samvrta [ is here intended ], for the internal effort [ of that name ] brings
about the sound a.8 Such is not the case with kala» Dhmâta is too much
of breath. Enlkrta is indistinct.
Etah svaradosabhâvanâh ( Mbh I p. 13 1. 26 ) [ means : ] These are
the kinds of defects relating to vowels. For it is understood that defects
relating to vowels find their origin in carelessness and incompetence on the
part of the speakers.
"There will be exclusion of samvrta and so on by virtue of the fact
that [ganas like] garga etc. and bida etc. are enumerated [without these
defects] '• ( gargâdibidâdipâthât samvrtâdïnâm nivrttir bhavisyati; Mbh I
p. 131.27 - p . 14 1, 1). He thinks as follows. Sounds are nowhere uttered [in
isolation ]. They are, on the contrary, only recited in the collection which is
the word. Such a collection consists of sounds, and such a collection is recited without kala etc. [In this way] the exclusion of samvrta etc. has been
accomplished in these case.
" The recitation of garga etc. and bida etc. serves another purpose "
( asty anyad gargâdibidâdipâthe prayojanam ; Mbh I p. 14 1. 1 ). • It has been
said that reciting garga etc. and bida etc. serves this purpose that [it be
known that] the word is correct in this arrangement, garga, and that it
should not be [ used ] in another arrangement. What else should be done ?
Let kala etc. be excluded from [words] enumerated [in the ganas]. But
kala etc. may not be excluded in the case of words that are not enumerated
[ in ganas ].
[ This explains Patanjali's remark which can be paraphrased as ]
" A n d therefore I shall [ restore these sounds,] taking as example the restoration, at the end of the treatise, [ of vivrta a to samvrta a ] which is of eighteen
varieties. " 9
But why should the word nivrttakalâdikâm ' without kala e t c ' ( Mbh
I p. 14 1. 2 ) be used, not nivrttasamvrtâdikâm ' without samvrta e t c ' ?
Because [ the sound a ] is samvrta.
[ Now ] kala etc. are accepted to bring about [ certain ] effects. [ Take
e- g. \itn ( Dhp II. 22 ) and äsa ( Dhp II. 11). I shall recite kala or dhmâta
[ as markers instead of n and a ]. And I shall say : There are ätmanepadä
[ endings ] after kala and dhmâta.
— But on this [alternative] it is not possible to understand [rules
like ] iko yan act ( P. 6.1. 77 ). And without markers rules which use the
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designation ft, [such as] Mir antyena sahetä ( P . 1 . 1 . 71) cannot exist
[ either ]. In this case all [ the abbreviations ] have to be taught.
[ 1 4 . 5 ] "Then both [purposes] are served by this" (evam tarhy
ubhayam anena kriyate; Mbh I p. 14 1. 10-11 ). The whole <L e., garga
etc. ) is made known to be correct. [ And ] the sounds a etc. are taught [to
be correct ] only in the form in which [ they occur in these wholes ]. Kala
etc. are incorrect wherever [ they occur ] .
" But how can both [ these purposes] be served by a single effort? "
( katham punar ekena yatnenobhyam labhyam; Mbh I p. 14 1. 11-12). As
far as the diphthongs are concerned, the teaching here [in the &ivasütras]
is confined to the whole; as a result the two parts [which make up a
diphthong] are not taught as sounds [by virtue of the fact that the diphthong which combines them is taught].
[ Reply : ] Just as the teaching of sounds [ takes place ] in order to
distinguish the part, [ not to make the whole of the Sivasütras known, ] so
that in [ this ] enumeration of letters only the parts ( i. e., the sounds ) count,
not the whole ; so only the parts may be intended to be distinguished in the
lists garga etc., bida etc. The wholes, on the other hand, have been
adopted in accordance with that [ aim ].
— Or only the wholes [ are intended to be made known ] .
— If [only] wholes [are meant to be made known] there will bo
absence of kala etc. in the parts ( i. e., sounds ) that belong to those [wholes],
[but ] elsewhere there will be no [absence of those faults]. But if [ wholes
are used ] for the sake of the parts, it is not possible to know that [ these ]
wholes are correct. And as a result of this [ the wholes ] garga etc. would
be as if not produced.
" [ Both purposes ] can be served, he says. How ? There are also
causes that serve two purposes " (labhyam ity aha / katham \ dvigatâ api hetavo
bhavanti I; Mbh I p. 14 1. 12). Dvigatah * that serve two purposes'
[ means ] ' reaching two aims \ Hetavah • causes • [ mean ] « capable of
bringing about effects \ In this world one single cause is seen to bring
about two things. [ For example, ] one [ quantity of] water; the action
performed with it on the root of a mango tree, if characterized by renunciation, is the same single cause both of refreshing the manes and of watering
the trees. Elsewhere that same water does not serve two purposes, [as] when
both Devadatta and Yajnadatta are to be refreshed. Besides, mango trees
must be watered from a far-away place.10 Just as in this case the visible
[ activity which consists in ] giving water is capable of leading to something
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invisible, and therefore [giving water,] when it takes place, brings about
both [ the effects, ] provided that it is done by someone who keeps this in
mind; so the enumeration of garga etc. and of bida etc. is capable of
producing both parts and whole, while performing its task.
Or the attainment of the object is characterized by prasanga. If
[something,] while not aiming at an object, attains [ that] object through
something else, that is called prasangaJ1 For example, someone wishing
to eat aims [ at that, but ] does not [ primarily ] aim at [ such constituent
activities of cooking as ] * putting on the fire ', as little as someone who
cats remains of food (vighasâsin) [aims at these activities ]. For [only
someone ] who has [ food ] cooked again even when food is ready, is such
( i. e., aiming at « putting on the fire ' etc. ), when for his sake much food
is [ again ] prepared. [ In the present context ] prohibition of samvrta etc.
is urged. What fault would result here if the parts ( i. e., the sounds )
made their own form known as throughout qualified by a word whose main
function is to teach the whole? The mango trees, similarly, instigate the
watering separately ( i. e,, on their own ) ; the manes do not instigate
[anything]. They experience the pouring of water in this case, instigated
[ by the mango trees ], by virtue of prasanga.
" Sentences are also seen to perform two functions ' ' ( tathâ dvisthany
apiväkyäni dréyante; cp. Mbh I p. 14 1. 14).12 He tells [ us] that this is
not only a characteristic of things, but also of words. Among these [latter]
there are some words in which power of denotation has accumulated. Of
these only a part of the denotative power is used [ in a particular context]. 13
Just as the single word purä is expressive of [ the two meanings ] ' formerly*
and « along with \ 1 4 and the word ärät is expressisve of [ the two meanings]
« nearby ' and * far off';15 so is the word svetah [ a word ] in which the power
of expression connected with several [expressions] has accumulated. Of
this only a part of the denotative power is used [ in a particular context ].
A speaker uses [ one part of the denotative power] in sveto gauh * the white
ox ', [ another part in svetah meaning] c that dog is gone • ( êvâ sa Uah).
The listeners understand the meaning in accordance with the part of the
denotative power [ that is used ]. 16 [ In case they understand the word ] in its
other meaning [as well, they think that] two words have been uttered. Just as a
lampi operating in accordance with [the principle called] tantri.}1 accomplishes
the intended object of [ several people ] who are in nee^d of it. Or it brings
about [more than one thing at a time,] knowledge and the like, by means
of tantra, even though the observer ( lit., the one desirous to see ) is alone.18
It is similar in the case of words : [ a word may express ] such an activity—
[ an activity ] by which a change of expression ( kararta ) is effected19—that
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[really] two words are uttered by means of tantra. Two ways, moreover,
[ are possible ] in the world: the [actual] use of [both] words, of simultaneous expression. Sometimes one uses words in succession. How ? " One
aksa («axle*) must be broken, aksa ('dit') must be played with'».
Sometimes one utters them simultaneously, contracting [ them to the extent
that ] the order [ disappears ] : " The aksas must be broken and played
with. " 20
" There are two established ways of using words : successive or
simultaneous use; the world cannot do without them" (VP 2. 467y.
Therefore here too, the enumeration of garga etc. and bida etc. [in grammar]
is a means, making use of tantra, which makes known both wholes and
parts.
14

Or rather the [objector] should be asked this " (atha vedam tävad
ayam prastavyah; Mbh I p. 14 1. 15). The intention [ of this statement
i s ] : The [sounds] which occur in [these] wholes are taught to occur in
all [words]. It is [therefore] well-known that there is absence of kala
etc.
" Also the verbal roots are enumerated '- ( dhätavo'pi éuddhâh
pathyante; Mbh I p. 14 1. 17). This means to say that also culump etc.
[which occur] only in the Bhâsya,21 are uttered [pure].
" The nominal stems which are not listed [ in grammar ] " such as
dittha etc., " their teaching too must " necessarily " be done, to make
known their accent and the order of their sounds *' ( yäni tarhy agrahanâni
... etesäm api ... svaravarrtänupürvijnänärtham upadesah karlavyah cp. Mbh
I p. 14 1. 18-19). Or garga etc. and bida etc. must be taught for the sake
of their accents and the order of their sounds, It is [to be] remembered
that these [ forms ] are here uttered for the sake of prescribing suffixes
[after them].
OrfPânini], while uttering [these words] did so because all these
are used in derivations. What is the point in [enumerating] those words
which are not used in derivations ?
Response : He makes known that not even these [ words] garga etc.
which are enumerated [ in the grammar ], are produced by Päninu What
then ? They are handed down in this form. Just as those [ words ] are
handed down exactly in these forms, so also other words, viz. [ all those]
which have been taught in a general way by [P. 3. 3.1] uriädayo bahulam.
[That is why it is said ; ] "That is to be inferred on the basis of suffix and
base '• ( P. 3. 3. 1 vt. 2 )22. Observing the usage of the cultured, the base is
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to be inferred as well as the suffix. And this must necessarily be under*
stood thus. Because even if udäüa etc. are taught and kala etc. excluded,
[we must be informed that] fittha is correct, not duttha. The knowledge
of the cultured must be relied upon. Therefore, without the usage of the
cultured it [would] not be [possible to say] that the exclusion of kala
etc. is proper everywhere.
Thus the first Ähnika of the first Adhyäya in Bhartrhari's Tïkâ
[ is completed ].

NOTES
1. Prädhänyasya in the sense pradhänasya may be explained by P. 5.
Î. 124 vt. 1 brähmanädisu câturvarnyadïnam upasamkhyânam; or it is a
scribal error due to prädhänya in the ( reconstructed ) earlier sentence and
to similarly formed sämänya in the same sentence.
2. This may be the earliest reference to the ' Brâhmana-Vasistha
Nyäya '; see Kane, 1962 : 1347. - Correction Î For sm^T ( line 3 ) read
and delete
3. The words drstßnuvidhüvät tern refer implicitly to P. 1. 1. 6 vt. 1
... drstßnuvidhitvac ca cchandasah ... and the Bbâsya thereon : drstßnuvidhis
ca cchandasi bhavati ' with regard to Vedic forms, there is exposition of what
is seen [ only ] '. This principle is listed e. g. in Vyâdi's Paribhâsâpâtha no.
68 ( PS p. 40 ) and discussed by Bhartrhari himself in the fourth Ähnika of
his commentary, on P. 1.1. 6 (Ms 42 a 5-7; AL 126. 3-7; Sw 147.7-13).
4. The predilection for retroflex n instead of dental n among the
Taittiriyas finds expression in TB 3. 3. 11. 3 indra enam for ... enam; TÄ
6. 7. 1 enth for enïh. The form agni is not attested in Vedic literature as now
known, but Jayanta Bhatta's Nyäyamanjari was acquainted with it where
it says ( I, p. 263 ) : yady api ca agnir vrtrayi janghanad iti vede krtaqatvam agnisabdam pathanti... . The mantra agnir vrträni janghanad ...
occurs TS.4.3. 13. 1; 5 5. 6. 1; TB 3. 5. 6 (and elsewhere). Sabara on
Mîmâmsâ Sütra 1. 3. 30 ( p. 230 ) remarks : * agnir vrtrâni janghanad ' Uy
anyad idarn rupam lauhihad agnisabdät.
5. Cf. TS 2. 6. 3. 5, which has samkhyäyodväsayati in a context that
deals with potsherds.
6. Untraced.
7. The Bhâsya in its present form has the words êahunir mrgo inserted between hast] and brähmana.

C2]
4

1. Avayavaidbda can have either of the following two meanings : ( i)
word [ denoting something] that has parts \ which might then refer to thp
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enumeration of the parts of an ox in the Bhäsya {säsnälängüla-kaJcudalchuravisänyartharüpam; I p. 1 î. 6 ) ; or ( ii ) ' word that has parts % possibly
referring to the analysis of go into gam + dos by Unâdi sütra 2. 26 gamer
4oh.
2. The well-known meaning of words is ' sound '. This will be stated
explicitly in section 2. 3 below ( p . 3,1, 23; AL 4. 8-9; Sw 5. 2 ) in the
words : éabda ity etasya pratïtah padârthah dhvanih.
3. This is a parody of the style of a sütrakära.
sütra 1. 1. 1 '. athäto dharmam vyäkhyäsyämah.

Compare Vaiâesika

4. The pointlessness of teaching known meanings is emphasized in
the Mahäbhäsya on P. 2. 1. 1 ( I p. 363 1. 26-27): na khalv api nirjnätasyärthasyänväkhyäne kimcid api prayojanam asti.
5. Compare this passage with Mbh I. 370. 9-12 (on P, 2 . 1 . 1 vt. 21 ):
dravyapadârthikasyâpi tar hi gunabhedât sâmarthyam bhavisyati / asakyo
dravyapadärthikena
dravyasya gunakrta upakärah pratijnâtum / nanu
cäbhyantaro'sau bhavati / yady apy abhyantaro na tu gamy ate / na hi guda
ity ukte madhuratvam gamyate ....
6. Compare this with Mbh I. 38. 26-27 ( on P. 1 1. 1 vt. 6 ) : loke'pi
hy âkrtimato mâmsapindasya devadatta iti samjnä kriyate.
7. The example of ekasesa of numerals must be understood as an
example how words are not used in the case of substances. Normal application of ekaêesa leads, where two objects are referred to by the same substantive, to a single mention of the substantive with a dual ending : purusaé
ca purusaé ca becomes purusau. The case of numerals is different: ekai
ca ekai ca does not become ekau*, but dvau. Substances are not like numerals; they are not at one time designated as, say * ox ', and at another time
as u the word * ox • ".
8. Here Bhartrhari explains the terms ingitaf cestita and nimisita as
meaning different things. Mbh I. 3, 28, however, explains the first word
with the help of the other two : guhäyäm trtni nihitäni nengayanti / na
cestante / na nimisantlty arthäh. Bhartrhari seems to accept their synonymity
commenting on the passage ( see below ).
9. The ' etymology • of go is also dealt with in VP 2. 174 : kaiécin
nirvacanam bhinnam girater garjater gameh / gavater gadater väpi gaur ity
atrânudarêitam //.
10. This is an obvious misquotation (from memory?) of Mbh
"î, 25L 5-7 (on P. 1. 2. 71 vt. 4 ) : samäne rakta varne gaur lohita ( ! ) iti
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bhavaty aévah éona iti / samäne ca kale rarne gauh krsna iti bhavaty asvo
hema iti / samäne ca éukle varne gauh àveta iti bhavaty aévah karka iti.
11. This discussion on jäti ' genus • and sämänya ( universal ' is very
difficult. Bhartrhari seems to distinguish the two, while admitting their
similarity. The universal (sämänya) is a quality, the genus (jäti) is *a
different thing' (arthäntarabhütä).
Perhaps this kind of sämänya is meant
in VP 2. 44 : sarvabhedänugunyam tu sämänyam apare viduh / tad arthäntarasamsirgäd bhajate bhedarüpatäm //. A similar distinction between the
words sämänya and jäti prevails in the Mahäbhäsya according to Biardeau
( 1964: 52 în. 3; also pp. 293-94 ). These meanings had however completely
merged in the time of Bhartrhari, Biardeau maintains. Note that Kaiyata
does not make a distinction between sämänya and jäti. In point of fact,
he uses sämänya where Bhartrhari has jäti: bhinnesv abhinnam iti / anena
sämänyasya ekatvam kathyate / chinnesv acchinnam ity anena tu nityatvam /.
Kaiyata distinguishes between a mahäsämänyat which is satta, and
a sam%nyaviéesa> i. e. gotva etc., in order to be able to follow Bhartrhari
in interpreting -bhüta as 'similar t o ' . The sense of -bhuta is,
incidentally, attested in the Nirukta and its commentaries. Nighantu
3 , 13. 8 h a s : meso bhütozbhi

yannayah.

The Nirukta

( 3 . 16) e x p l a i n s :

mesa iti bhütopamä* Durga in his turn comments ( ed. Bhadkamkar vol.
I p. 308 ) : mesa ity esä bhütasabdenopamä / . . . meso bhütah: mesa iva ... .
Similarly MaheSvara on Nir 1 . 1 : bhütasabdah pitrbhüta ity ädivad upamäyäm
drasiavyah.
12. The reference is to P. 1. 2. 64 vt. 35 : äkrtyabhidhänäd
vibhaktau väjapyäyanah.

vaikam

13. This idea of words without sequence that reside in the mind is
also met with in the Vakyapadïya, e. g. in verse 1. 47 : aranistham yathä
jyotih prakähäntarkäranam / tadvac chabdofpi buddhisthdh srutlnäm käranam
prthak //.
14. This may possibly refer to the state called vaikharï.
15. The two powers of the word are also described in VP 1. 56
grähyatvam grähakatvam ca dve sakti tejaso yathä / tathaiva sarvasabdänäm
ete prthag avasthite jj. The example of a lamp, or fire, which illuminates
both itself and its object, is already used in Nyäya sütra 2. I. 19 to illustrate
the self-illuminating nature of the means of knowledge (pramäijLa) and in
Nägärjuna's discussion of this problem ( see Bronkhorst, «« Nâgârjuna and the
Naiväyikas " ). Bhartrhari's denial that the senses illuminate themselves^
here and in VP 1. 58 (nendriyäriäm prakäsye'rthe svarüpam grhyate tathä)
may show his disagreement with Nyäya sütra 2 . 1 . 19.
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16. On the meaning and analysis of the compound arthaprakarava
see Bronkhorst, " T h e meaning of arthaprakarana in Bhartrhari's
Mahäbhäsyadipikä ". Also note the similar line in the Yuktidïpika p. 56 :
sämänyasabdäe ca närthaprakaranasabdäntaräbhisambandham
antarena
visese'vatisthante.
17. This has a curious parallel in P- F. Strawson's " On referring ••
( Logico Linguistic Papers, London 1971, p. 27 ) : '• A literal-minded and
childless man asked whether all his children are asleep will certainly not
answer * Yes ' on the ground that he has none; but nor will he answer
' N o * on this ground. Since he has no children, the question does not
arise."
18. This line occurs in the Vrtti on VP 1. 23 ( ed. Iyer p. 62 ) in the
form sphotah sabdo dhvanis tasya vyäyäma upajäyate. The Paddhati ascribes it to a elokavärttikakära.
19. Bhartrhari accepts here, at least in the context of grammar, the
meaning * sound ' for « word \ It is interesting to see that Sivaramendra
Sarasvati's Eatnaprakäsa takes the same position while criticising Kaiyata,
making an explicit reference to Bhartrhari's commentary. Kaiyata states :
anyatra dhvanisphotmjor bhedasya vyavasthäpüatvät ihäbhedena vyavahäre'pi
na dosah dravyädayo na sabdaiabdaväcyä üy atra tätparyät» âivarâmendra
Sarasvati rejects this ( M P V

I p. 2 4 ) : etena

l

dhvanisphotayor

bhedasya

taparasütre vyavasthäpitatväd ihäbhede'pi na dosah, dravyädayo na eabdaväcyä
üy atra tätparyät ' iti nirastam / sphotasyaiva sabdaväcyatvam na tu diwaner
üy atra mänäbhävät /• * sabde ninädaninadadhvanidhvänaravasvanäh'
( Amarakosa 1. 6. 22 ) iti dhvaniparyäyatvena sabdasya bälakenapi jnätatvät /
' uktah éabdah * « svarüpam apy uktam * üy uttarabhäsyena taddharigranthena ca virodhäc ca j . The reference is to section 6. 1 below, where Bhartrhari sums up : uktah éabdah \ svabhâvo'py asya vyäkhyätah dhvanih sabda iti.

[3]
1. Note that Bhartrhari says the opposite in section 3.3 below
( idam tu vyäkaranädhyayanarn nityam karmävasyam kartavyam upanayanâdivat )and in section 4. 11 (iti nüyakarmatäm eva samarthayate ). Perhaps
Bhartrhari would have agreed with Sîivaramendra Sarasvati, who makes the
necessity of studying grammar dependent on caste ( MPV 1 p. 35 ) : ...
ksatriyavisor vedädhyayanajnäne na nitye . . . . Nâgesa refers to this ( NSP I
p. 2 2 ) : atra brähminenety ukter anyasyaioam adhyayanam kämyam eveti
sucayatUi kaécit.

2. This is a quotation from Mbh TIL 175. 6-7 (on P. 6. 3. 109 vt. 6):
plvopavasanâdînâm chandasi lopo vaktavyah / pioopavasanänäin payopavasa*
nänäm ériyedam / / .
3. The rule nicäyä duk chandasi is untraced. The augment duk
occurs in P. 6. 3. 99. The indeclinable nîca, on the other hand, is unknown
to Pänini's grammar. The form ntcad ucca is found in RV 1. 116. 22, KS
10. 13 and TS 2. 3. 14. 6. It is explained in the Taittirlya Prätisäkhya ( 5. 8 ):
nlcäpürvo dakâra uccäparah.
4. This quotation is clearly related to SB 4. 1. 5. 8-9 : tau ( i . e .
asviiiau) sukanyäm upeyatuh / tasyäm mithunam ï sate ... /tau
hocatuh:
sukanye kam imam ßrriim krtyärüpam upasese / äväm anuprehiti / , Also
the word anarthyam occurs nearby ; 3B 4. I. 5. 2 : tasya kumäräh krïdanta
imam krtyärüpam anarthyam manyamänä lostair vipipisuh / /. The essential
word for Bhartrhari is of course jarbhuratyam, which he apparently considers
a derivative of hr even if the shape of the derivation is not clear. Whitney
( Roots p. 113) lists a root bhur, which does not however occur in the
Pâninian Dhâtupâtha.
5. This example is also given • at Mbh 111. 404. 11 ( on P. 8. 2. 32
vt. 1 ).
6. This phrase is given at Mbh 1.315.11 ( on P. 1.4.9) as an
example of lingavyatyaya : madhoh instead of madhunah.
Bhartrhari apparently considers this a Vedic quotation.
7. What follows ( syädinäm ... präpnoti ) is influenced by the Bhâsya
on P. 3 . 1 . 85. So Mbh II. 64. 17 vyatyayo bhavati syädtnämt 1. 18 tato
bahulam.
8. tato sc. anyatra.
9. bähulakena, i. e. by the word bahulam in P. 3. 1. S5 vyatyayo
bahulam. The Bhäsya on this rule contains the following stanza ( Mbh If.
65. 5-6 ) : suptinupagrahalinganaräriam / kälahalacsvarakartryanäm
ca /
vyatyayam icchati sästrakrd esäm / so'pi ca sidhyati bähulakena / / •
10. The Mahäbhasya on P. 1. 4. 9 ( I. 315. 10-11 ) and on P. 3. 1. 85
( I I 64. 28) gives the same quotation as an example of varyavyatyayat
adding : suhitam iti prâpte.
11. upaélisyeU Also Kaiyata ( NSP I p. 24 ) uses this verb in the
sense ' approach ' (na caeabdcißtam tarn upaslisyanti sisyä iti).
12. Kaiyata gives more details ( NSP I p. 20) : taträgner mantro'sti
* agnaye tvä justarn nirvapämi * iti, tatra * sauryam carum nirvap
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varcasakämah ' iti sauryacarau mantra ühyate l süryäya tvä justam
nirvapämi* iti. Kaiyata further observes that Bhartrhari has dealt with the
topic at length ( vistarena bhartrharinä pradarsita ühah). Two subcommentaries, the (Brhad-)
Vivarana and Annarnbhatta's Uddyotana ( MPV Ï
p. 28f. ) give further examples which also occur in Bhartrhari's commentary
and may been taken from the latter.
13. âivarâmendra Sarasvatl's Ratnaprakâèa ( MPV I p. 30-31 ) and
Punyaräja1 commentary on VP 2. 258 (ed. Iyer p. lOo ) give and discuss
the same example.
14. If one accepts the view that a prätipadikärtha comprises five
things, viz., genus, individual, gender, number and noun-verb relation
( pancaprätipadikärthapaksa ; see S. D. Joshi, 1968 : tr. p. 13 ), the result
is that suddham has the same gender and number as äjya.
15. See Sahara's Bhâsya on PMS 2. 1. 41.
16. This example is discussed in Sabara's Bhäsya on PMS 9. 3. 10-14,
and in Bronkhorst's forthcoming article " Bhartrhari and Mîmâmsâ".
17. This passage has been discussed in Bronkhorst, " On some Vedic
quotations in Bhartrhari's works " .
18. This incomplete and corrupt passage seems to refer to KS 30.
8-9. KS 30. 9 has ... stambham va dâru vâbhidadhyât pâéam eväsmin
pratimuncati ... KS 30. 8 contains the mantra referred to ; see next
note.
19. The original must be ta asmai prativedaya which occurs KS
30. 8.
20. The root ghas (Dhp. I. 74) ought to take the aorist suffix aN
by P 3. 1. 55 pusadidyutâdylditah parasmaipadesu. P. 2. 4. 80 prevents that
in the case of mantras. It seems that Bhartrhari's question regarding
aghastäm is inspired by MSS 5. 2. 9. 6 : havisi praise süktaväke ca adat
adatäm adan, ghasat ghastäm ghasa?i, aghasat aghastäm aghasant karat
karatäm karan, agrabhtt agrabhïstâm agrabhisuh, aksan. This passage
lists the forms to be used in case of modification. As far as the root ghas
is concerned, ghastämt aghastäm and aksan agree with P. 2. 4. 80 and are
therefore ' mantric ', the other forms are * non-mantric \
21. This is the basic mantra which is to be modified ; the * mantric '
form aghastäm is therefore appropriate. After modification only'nonmantric ' forms are allowed.

6. 15 ]
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22. The root tap occurs thrice in the Dhatupatha, in the first ( tap A
samtäpe ; I. 1034 ), fourth ( tap A aisvarye ; IV 51 ) and tenth gana ( tap A
dahe ; X. 275 )• The context in gharmasya tapasä tapyadhvam excludes the
meaning aièvarya, so that tapyadhvam here is a Vedic irregularity justified
by P. 3. 1. 85 vyatyayo bahulam. The same Vedic irregularity can be
maintained after modification only because modified mantras are mantras
in their own right. (This passage is also discussed in Bronkhorst, 1981 a :
353-54. )
23. Cf. the Vrtti on VP 1. 11 ( ed. Iyer p. 40 1. 3-4) : idam uhyam
idam anühyam iti nyayäd avasthite samyag vipaririatau lingavacanâdïnâm
vyakaraqam nihandhanam iti.
24. This stanza is quoted by Kumârila Bhatta in his Tantravärttika
and ascribed to a tîkâkara whom he also credits with the authorship of the
stanza that we know as VP 2. 14. Swaminathan (1963 : 69) concludes
from this that in Kumärüa's opinion Vâkyapadïya and Mahäbhäsyadipikä
had one and the same author.
VP 3. 14.591 seems to make an implicit reference to this stanza:
ühas tathopamänänäm afigavan nopalabhyate. Heîârâja thereon actually
quotes the stanza and gives some explanatory remarks.
Something comparable is found in é$S 6. 1.6: barhié caksuh srotram
präno'sus tvan näbhir üsmä jnâtinâmâni syenam salä kasyapä kavasä srekaparnovadhyagohamasneti yathäsamämnätäm.
25.

See below.

26. This quotation is given at MSS 5. 2.9. 4 to illustrate the rule
dvipastiprabhrtipratyangänäm bahuvacanäni l For the limbs of two or more
animals the plural ( is used instead of the dual ) * ( tr. van Gelder,
p. 174).
27. This interpretation is based on M^S 5. 2. 9. 5 yäny avyayäny
anekäni täni dvir abhyasyante ... yathaikadhaikadhä ... sadvimsatih sadvirnsatih ... éSS 6. 1. 10-11 is similar; ekadhaikadhä sadvimsatih sadviméatir iti
samâsena vâj esa sankhyänyäyah /. See also PMS 9. 4. 1-16 and âabara's
Bhâsya thereon.
The whole of MS 4. 13. 4, including the words that follow the present
passage, is given below.
28. This must be the correet reading of MäS 1. 8. 3. 34, with ähata
rather than âhutah; see Bronkhorst, *« Further remarks on Bhartrhari's Vedic
affiliation tf . .
. •
.
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HeJäräja on VP 3. 14. 590 (éd. Tyer p. 413-14) explains : angânâm
anüho yathâ\ ' yat paêur mäyum akrtoro va padbhir âhatâgnir ma tasmâd
enasah pramocayatu ' ity atraikapaéuhe prakrtiyâge ura ity ekavacanam
anganâma / dvipaéuke'pi vikrtiyäge asyohäbhävät pasïï ity âhamsâtâm iti
casyaiva vipaririämo na punar urasï iti viparinamyate j angibhedäd evängänäm sankhyäbhedasyävadhäranäd iti cätra nyäydh j .
29. The words denoting « limbs of the body ' in this passage are
mäyum, uro, padbhir; they do not undergo modification. The words paéur,
akrta and ähata, on the other hand, are not covered by anything in the
quoted stanza and do undergo modification.
30. Cp. MâS 5. 2. 9. 7 : mätä pitä bhrätä sagarbhyo{, nu ) sakhä
sayüthyo näbhirüpam äsamsargisabdäs cafcsuh érotram vän manas tvan
medo havir barhih éyenam vaksa ity anühyam. The similarity with Bhartrhari's words is obvious, but it seems that Bhartrhari interpreted ( and perhaps even changed ) this passage after his own fashion. Jeannette M. van
Gelder translates (p. 174) the words näbhirüpam äsamsargi as « the form
of näbhi, joined with the ending 5 ', i. e. näbhyä. It is also possible that
Bhartrhari's is the original text of Mas D. 2. 9. 7 ; see the one but preceding note.
31. The adhrigu passage which now follows occurs with minor
variations at MS 4. 13. 4; KS 16. 21 ; TB 3. 6. 6; AB 2. 6-7 ( 6. 6-7 ); ÂSv&S 3. 3; &S 5. 17; it is discussed in KB 10. 4; PMS 9. 3. 2 2 - 9 . 4. 27
(+Bhâsya). It appears that Bhartrhari quoted this passage from the
Maiträyarit Samhitä, but a subsequent scribe substituted some features of
the Taittirïya version? see Bronkhorst, "Further remarks on Bhartrhari's
Vedic affiliation ".
32. It seems that we have to understand this in the light of MES 9. 5.
6. 23 : govarcasam guptasyeti sarpim * ubhayesäm tvä devamanusyänäm iti
vyäkhyätam ' priyam karomtti srotriyasya priyäm karomïti kumâryâh patikämâyâs câmusya cety avabhrthe. (t As govarcasa ( cow lustre ) ( he shall rub
the face of a cow) with preserved ghee, with: ' I make thee dear to both
gods and men ', as is explained; thus also ( the face ) of a learned brahmin,
of a girl and of one desirous of a husband ; at the lustral bath ( he shall add
to the/ormula ) : « and to yonder one, ( the sacrificer ) \ •' ( tr. van Gelder,
33. The definition of ägania here given is close to the sense in which
this word is often used in the Väkyapadtya; see Iyer, 1969: 92. The idea
that ägama covers both sruti and smrti was not generally accepted. NägesVs
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Uddyota ( NSP I p. 22 ), the Vivarana ( MPV I p. 32 ) and äivarärnendra
Sarasvatî's Ratnaprakäsa (MPV I p. 35) agree that only sruti hägama.
Bhattoji Dîksita's Éabdakaustubha (Ï p. 10-11 ) includes smrti'. srutir eseti
haradattädayah / smrtir iti tu bhaiiäcäryäh / taira yadi smrtii eveti prämänikam tarhi « ägamah khalv api ' iti bhäsye'py ägamamülakatvad ägamah
smrtir eveti vyäkhyeyam /. Note that the allegedly agamic line brähmanena
niskärano dharmah etc. remains untraced both in éruti and smrti ( Limaye,
1974 i 5 ).
34. The absence of jîieyah in this quotation from the Bhâsya may
not be without significance. Also Kumärila's Tantravârttika on PMS 1. 3.
24 ( p. 199 ) ( probably under the influence of Bhartrhari's commentary )
and one of the Mss used by Kieihorn for the preparation of his edition of the
Mahabhâsya quote the line without jneyah. See further Bronkhorst ( forthcoming), '* Bhartrhari, Kaiyata, and the tradition of the Mahäbhäsya ".
35. We saw in the beginning of section 3 above that there grammar
was said to be not an obligatory activity. Perhaps the contradiction can be
solved by taking adhyayana in the sense * memorizing without understanding'. This sense is supported by Mbh I p. 2 1.15-16: yad adhltam
avijnâtam nigadenaiva éabdyate / anagnäv iva suskaidho na taj jvalati karhicit/ll and Mbh I p. 446 1. 6-7 (on P. 2. 3. 6 ) : mäsam adhïto'nuvâko na
cänena grhïta iti. Possibly only memorizing {adhyayana) the Jstädhyäyi
is an obligatory activity. This meaning of adhyayana may also explain the
absence of jneyah in the earlier quotation from the Mahäbhäsya ( see the
preceding note). In this connection NâgesVs remark is of interest ( NSP I
p. 2 3 ) : ...jneyah ity asya samyagarthabodhaparyavasäyy adhyayanam
käryam ity arthe tätparyam.
36. Cf. Manusmrti 1. 88 : adhyäpanam adhyayanam yajanam
yäjanam tathä / dänam pratigraham caiva brähmanänäm akalpayat //
Also see Manusmrti 3. 69-70 and 10. 75.
37. We interpret apasabdajna in the same way as väyubhaksa and
abbhaksa in Mbh I p. 6 1. 23f.
38. On upäya * method ' cp. VP 2. 38 ( which may really contain an
«etymology* of the word): upädäyäpi yeheyäs tän upayän pracaksate /
upäyänäm ca niyamo nävasyam avatisthate //. In VP 3. 14. 77 Bhartrhari
warns not to take the methods of grammar as real : aviprayogah sädhutve
vyutpattir anavasthitä / upayän pratipaUfnäm nabhimanyeta satyatah //.
39. The sentence quoted in the Mahäbhäsya ( sthülaprsattm ägnivä*
ru%iïm anadvâhïm älabheta) is untraced; ägnivärunim anadvähtm älabhet<%
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occurs KS 13. 6» The fact that Bhartrhari quotes another Vedic sentence
containing sthülaprsati suggests that he could not trace the sentence quoted
in the Mahabhäsya either.

[4]
1. Limaye ( 1974: 5-6), following Bhattoji Diksita ( éabdakaustubha
p. 14 ) points at the close resemblance of this passage with e ß 3. 2. 1. 23-24
and quotes Renou's remark to the extent that the quotation in the Bhâsya is
a corruption of the SB passage.
2. Bhartrhari's ideas aboul both kinds of arthavada are again dealt
with in VP 2. 319-23, where also the second example of the Dtpikä
is referred to :
yä pravrttinivrttyarthä stutinindäprakalpanä /
kuèalah pratipattä tâm anyathärthäm samïhate // 319 //
vidhlyamänam yat karma drstädrstaprayojanam /
stüyate sä stutis tasya kartur eva prayojikâ // 820 \\
vyâghrâdivyapadeèena yathâ bâlo nivartyate /
asaty&pi tathâ kaèdt pratyavâyo'bhidhïyate // 321 //
na samvidhänam krtväpi pratyavâye tathâvidhe /
èâstreya pratisiddhe'rthe vidvân kaèdt pravartate // 822 jj
sarpesu samvidhâyâpi siddhair mantrausadhädibhih /
nänyathä pratipattavyam na dato gamayed iti // 823 //
3. The Ms ( 3 d 3 ) reads taträym pravartako nivädah. AL p. 9 1. 12
change the last word into nigadih. But a nigada is a sacrificial formula to
be uttered aloud, the meaning of which is not taken into consideration. See
section 4. 3 below where nigadena is explained as äcäryopadesenaiva kevale*
nety arthah. Durga on Nir 1. 18 (ed. Bhadkamkar p. 140) remarks:
nigadenaiva sabdyate : nigada-matrenaiva nityakälam sdbdyate uccäryate na
punar arthatah vicäryate. We therefore opted for vädah.
4. Punyaräja ( on VP 2. 323 ) explains the arthaväda na dato gamayed ... as follows ( ed. Iyer, p. 133 ) : * na dato gamayed, yad dato gamiyet
sarpä enam ghätukä bhavanti ' ity anena purodäsasya dantopadaméana.pïïrva*
kambhojanam nisidhyate.
^
5. Kaiyata gives the same four opinions divided in two groups of
two ( NSP I p. 26) : taira kedd ähuh « haiheprayoge haihayoh ' iti plute
prakrtibhäve ca kartavye tadakaranam mlecchanam iti I padadvirvacane kärye
yâkyadvirvacanam latvam ça mlecchanam ity apare / .
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6. P. 6. 1. 125 plutapragrhyä aci nityam prescribes that pluta and
pragrhya vowels keep their original shape before a vowel,
7. P. 8. 1. 8 väkyäder
ämantrüasyäsuyäsammatikopaJcutsanabhartsa"
nesu prescribes doubling of a vocative at the beginning of a sentence to
express envy, praise, anger, blame or threat. This however concerns doubling of a single word. See Kaiyata's observation quoted in note 5
above.
8. Another possibility is to read arir where the Ms has lapir and
our edition lepur. The reading arir is supported by Bhattoji DIksita's
comments on this same Bhâsya passage in his tfabdakaustubha p. 14 : ...
ariéabde rephasya latvam apaéabda ity avadheyam. Similarly Haradatta's
Padamanjari ( I p. 12 ) : ariéabde rephasya latvam ity apare.
9. Bhattoji Dîksita may have been influenced by this passage in his
äabdakaustubha p. 14 : ata evehäpi parabhùtà ma bhümety adhyeyam vyäkaranam üi nopasamhrtam kirn tu mlecchä nindyah / sastrdbodhita-viparUänusthänäd üi bhävah / . The Vivararia ( MPV I p. 39 ) ascribed the same
ideas to Kaiyata : tasinät i paräbhütä mä bhümety adhyeyam vyäkaranam •üi vaktavaym ity ata âha : nindärthavädeneti.
This introduces Kaiyata's
remark ( NSP I p. 26 ) : nindärthavädena c na mlecchitavai ' iti mlecchanam
riisidhyate.
10. It is not impossible that svaravarnàbhyâm has an instrumental
ending. This is suggested by the following remark in the Kâéikâ on P. 5.
4. 45, which explains Päniniya ätksä 52 ( in the Rk recension ; see Manomohan Ghosh, 1938 : 44 ) : katham c mantro hinah svarato varnato vä ' iti /
naisä pancamt / Jam tarhi / trtïyâ j svarena varnena va hïna ity arthah / .
Kaiyata has ( NSP I p. 28 ) : svareya svaratah* ädyäditvät tasïh. Bhartrhari*s
line has been quoted by Vardhamana in his Gariaratnamahodadhi ( ed.
Eggeling, p. 220 ), mentioning Bhartrhan's name ; see Swaminathan,
1963 : 61.
11. The idea is found in TS 2. 5. 2. 1-2 ... yad abravit svähendraèalrur vardhasveli
tasmäd asyendrah satrur abhavat ... and more
clearly in MS 2. 4. 3 : suähendrasatrur vardhasva üindrasyähainam satrum
acikirsad indram asya satrum akarot. See also &B 1. 6 3. 10.
12. * Friend of Soma ' and ' friend of the king f amount to the same
as ' whose friend is Soma * and « whose friend is the king \ See Mbh I p.
384 1. 7-8 ( on P. 2. 1. 24 vt. 5 ) : räjnah sakhä räjasakhah / sambandhäd
etad gantavyam nünam räjäpy asya sakheti j ubhayam khalv aplsyate j
svasti somasakhä punar ehi / gavämsakha üi j .
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13. See Bronkhorst, " The meaning of arthaprakarana in Bhartr«
hari's Mahâbhâsyadlpika ".
14. Cp. VP 3. 7. 163 : siddhasyäbhimukhibhävamätram sambodhanam
viduh I präptäbhimukhyo hy arlhätmä kriyäsu viniyiijyate j j .
15. Cp. VP 3.10. 5 : sambodhanarn na loke'sti vidhätavyena vastunä /
svähendrasatrur vardhasva yathä räjä bhaveti ca / /
16. This line occurs also at Nir 1. 18, with this difference that
adhitam here is replaced by grhttam there.
17. This is not actually stated in the Nirukta ( 1. 18) but is clear
from the context. The present line is e. g. preceded by the clause . .
adhltya vedam na vijänäti yo'rtham*
18. The reading here adopted has been influenced by Kaiyata who
probably based himself on Bhartrhari's text as he knew it. Kaiyata states
(NSP I p. 31 ) : sa eva sabdah koacid arthe kenacin nimittena prayuktah
sädhuh, anyathä tv asädhuh.
19. nimittäntarät is to be understood as pravrttinimittäntarät*
20. Cp. VP 1.176: asvagonyädayah sabdah sädhavo visayântare /
nimütabhedät sarvatra sädhutvam ca vyavasthitam / /. The Vrtti thereon
reads (ed. Iyer p. 229 1. 9 - p. 230. 1. 3) : âvapane gonïti svaviprayogäbhidhäne câsva ity etayor avasthiiam sädhutvam / tathä säsnädimati hresitädilinge ca nimittäntarät pravrttäv etayor anyatra visaye labdhasarnskärayoh
sädhutvam eva vijnäyate j gonlveyam gaur gonïti bahuksïradhâranädivisayäd
äuapanatvasämänyäd abhidhïyate j tathävidyamänam svam asya so'yam
asva iti /.
21.

In P 4. 4. 2 tena divyati khanati jayati jitam.

22. That is to say, no such formations as * värksamüla ( with aN )
and * ängulika (with thaK) are permitted.
23.

Cp. Kaiyata ( NSP I p. 31 ) : paramatäpeksayä prakarsapratya-

yah»
24. Similarly VP 1 177-80 : te sädhuso anumânena pratyayotpattihetavah j tàdâtmyam iipagamyeva sabdärthasya prakaiakäh / / na èistair
anugamyante paryäya iva sädhavah / te yatah smrtiêâstrena tasmät säksäd
avaeakäh j / ambv ambo iti yathä bälah siksamäno 'pabhasate / avyaktarn
Hdvidätn tena vyaklau bhavati niscayah \ / evam sädhau prayoktavye
yo'pablbrarnsah prayujyate / tena sädhuuyavahitah kaseid artho'bhidhïyate j /*
Note however that Bhartrhari elsewhere maintains that incorrect words are
expressive of meaning.
. ,
.
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Note that Mbh I p. 10 1. 6-9 repeats p. 2 1. 21-25.

26. It is not impossible that this is Bhartrhari's version of a wellknown principle of Mïmâmsâ; see Bronkhorst, " Bhartrhari and
Mîmâmsâ ••.
27. These verses are ascribed to Kâtyâyana, the author of the Sarvânu*
kramanï; see Limaye, 1974 : 10.
28. According to Kaiyata ( NSP I p. 34) it is éruti.
29. This line is found at Mbh III p. 58 1.14-15 (on P. 6.1.84 vt. 5)
with this difference that the order of the two words suprayuktah éâstrânvitah
is reversed.
30. P. 8. 2. 83 pratyabhivâde 'êudre prescribes that the last vowel
of a sentence uttered in answer to a salutation becomes pluta and udâtta.
31. So Mbh I p. 234 1.15-16 (on P. 1.2.64 vt. 5 : na kevalä
prakrtih prayoktavyâ na kevalah pratyaya iti.
32. Untraced. The same line is again quoted in the
( MPV I p. 55 ) and in NageSa's Uddyota ( NSP p. 36)*

Vivarana

33. MS 1.7.3, KS 9. 1 and KapS 8.4 have yad dvyàksarâh satïé
caturaksarâh kriyant[ e ].
34. M^S 5. 2. 6 throws further light on the meaning of our passage :
punar ädheye prayâjânuyâjânâm purastâd voparisßd va vibhaktih kuryât /
ye yajâmahe f samidhah samidho *gnâ âjyasya vyantv * agnir agnis, * tanû*
napâd agnà âjyasya vetv * agnim agnim, * ido 'gnä âjyasya vyantv ' agner
agner, « barhir agnâ âjyasya vetv' agner agner, iti / yathâmnâta uttamah /.
The ' vibhaktisf here agree with Bhartrhari's in excluding the instrumental
agninâgninâ and dative agnaye "gnaye, both of which have five, not four
syllables. However, Bhartrhari rejects the ablative agner agneh and has the
locative agnâv agnau instead, äivarämendra Sarasvati's Ratnaprakâêa confirms our understanding of Bhartrhari ( MPV I p. 56 ) : tatrâpi sambuddhi»
tßne ntanäm na prayogah ' âvrttyâ dvyàksarâh santaé caturaksarâ bhavantï '
iti vacanât \ sambuddhyantasya dvyaksaratve'pi dvirvacanottaram purvarüpe
satil agne ' gné* iti tryaksiralvât / tâne*ntayor âdita eva dvyaksaratvâbhâvâc
ca I tathâ nasyantam api na prayoktavyam mna éabdajâmi hi kuryât / êabdajâmi tad bhainti yat pancamyantam ' iti vacanât I ... I evam ca catursv ava*
éistaprayâjamantresu yathâkramam
prathamâdvitïyâsasthïsaptamyekavacana'
ntânâm agniéabdaprakrtikânâm padâvâm prayogah kartavyah / sa ca prayogah * tvam agne prayâjânuyâjânâm purastât tvam paécât' iti praguktavaca*
nena prayâjamantrébhyah purastât paécâd va bhavati, na madhye tesâm /
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••• / tathä cäyam purastätprayogah : ' ye yajämahe agnir agnih samidhah
samidho ' gna äjyasya vyantu vausat ' / * ye yajämahe agnim agnim tanüna*
päd agna äjyasya vetu vausat ' / ' ye yajämahe agner agner ido ' gna äjya*
sya vyantu vausaf / * ye yajämahe agnäv agnau barhir agna äjyasya vetu
vausat ' iti j pascätprayogas tu f ye yajämahe samidhah samidho 'gna
äjyasya vyantu agnih vausat ' ityädih /.
35. A similar substitution of naräsamso for tanünapäd
according to the Äsvalayanas ; see below note 37.

is possible

36. In view of the quotation from and mention of the Äsvaläyana
( érauta ) Sütra immediately after wards* and the occurrence of both samidhah samidho 'gne 'gne and ilo agninägne therein, the Bahvrca Bhäsya
is likely to be the Bhâsya on that Sutra. The commentator Gargya Nârâyana on the ÄsvSS provides some information on this Bhäsya and its author
(éd. Râmanârâyana Vidyâratna. p. 1 ) : äsvaläyanasütrasya bhäsyam bhagavata krtam j devasvâmisamâkhyena vistïrnam sad anäkulam //.
37. It is clear that the Ms is corrupt in the following quotation.
After samidhah samidho *gne 'gna äjyasya vyantu and before narâéamso
agnim agna ... it inserts tanünapäd agnimadhognegna iti sandhir drstah ilo
agninägna U vivrgna äjyasya haviso vetu. A part of this — dhognegna ...
vivr — is an obvious repetition of what occurred in the preceding line of
the Ms. What remains is tanünapäd agnim agna äjyasya haviso vetu which
indeed occurs, apart from haviso, in ÄsvaS 2.8.6. The lines ilo 'gninägna
äjyasya vyantu \ barhir agnir agna äjyasya vetu / that belong in the quo»tation, are misplaced in the M s ; they occur (again with haviso) in the
following section dealing with the Äpastamba Sütrat after vibhaktaya uktäh
and before agnä [ i]ti yathämnäta ..., but have been brought to their proper
place in our edition. Independent evidence in support of our reconstruction
is found in Siivarämendra Sarasvati's Ratnaprakäsa ( MPV I p. 47 ) : harittkäyäm tu *ye yajämahe samidhah samidho 'gne 'gna äjyasya vyantu1, * naräéamso 'gnim agna äjyasya vetu ', * ido ' gninagna äjyasya vyantu \ * barhir
*agnir agna äjyasya vetu ' iti pradarsitam j tatra tanünapätsthäne naräsamsah pravarabhedena vyavasthitah /. The interchange of tanünapäd and
narâéamsa is also drawn attention to by Gargya Näräyana on ÄsvSS 2. 8. 6
(,ed, Râmanârâyana Vidyâratna p. 131 ) : naräsamsinäm naräsamso 'gnim
dgna iti bhavati. Our reconstruction of the text *( which is also Swaminathan's ) includes, unlike the version known to Sivarämendra Sarasvatï, a
line on tanünapäd. ÄsvÖS 2. 8. 6 has all the lines except the alternative
concerning naräsamsat Note finally that according to Vaidyanatha Payagunda a closely similar passage, allegedly discussed in Bhartrhari's commea-
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tary, is ascribed to the Chündogya Brähmana, mistakenly as it seems
(Bronkhorst, 1981 : 174 n. 3 )•
38. Cp. MSS 5.1.2.6 yathâmnâta uttamah; also Äp^S 5.28.7
nottame.
39. By P. 5. 1.75 yajnartvigbhyäm ghakhanau and P. 5.1.75 vt. 1
yajnartvigbhyäm tat karmärhattty upasamkhyânam respectively.
40. Kaiyata quotes ( NSP 1 p. 40 ) : * vidvän yajeta vidvan yâjayet *
iti dvayor api vidusor adhikärat.
41. The stanza catvâri épïgâ ... ( RV 4. 58. 3 ) quoted in the Maha*
bhäsya and now being discussed by Bhartrhari, is about a bull (vrsabha)
that is identified with the word (mahän devah sabdah) by Patanjali, and
sameness with which is desired ( mahata devena nah sämyam yathä syad... ).
Bhartrhari does not say much about this * bull. in his present commentary!
but returns to it in his Väkyapadtya 1.143 [122] : api prayoktur ätmänam
sabdam antar avasthitam / prähur mahäntam rsabham yena säyujyam isyate //.
See also the Vrtti on this verse ( ed. Iyer p. 200-01 ).
42. This seems to refer to the idea that incorrect words are not
expressive. Cp. Mbh I p. 2, 1. 11 mithyâprayukto na tarn artham aha and
Bhartrbari above, section 4.4, with note 24.
43. Bhartrhari seems to paraphrase MGS 1.18.1 daéamyam râtryâm
putrasya näma dadhyät rather than Mbh I p. 4 1. 22 which reads daeamyam
putrasya / yâjnikâh pathanti / daèamyuttarakâlam putrasya jätasya näma
vidadhyâd. Kaiyata remarks ( NSP J. p. 45 ) : ye 'pi grhyakäräh pathanti
' daeamyam putrasya f iti tair daéamyam iti samïpikam adhikaranam vyâ*
khyeyam. See Limaye, 1974 : 14-15.

[5]
1. I. e. the Bhâsyakâra according to Kaiyata ( NSP I p. 47 ).
2. The reading abhyupagamya rests on the authority of Kaiyata.
3. The Taittirlya Samhita, Taittirtya Brähmana, Maiträyant Samhität
éatapatha Brâhmana and Gopatha Brähmana are divided into Prapäthakas«
4. Cf. P. 5. 4. 44 vt. 1 tasiprakarana ädyädibhya upasamkhyânartu
The Bhäsya lists the following forms ( II p. 436 1. 12) : äditah madhyatah
antatah. The Kâéikâ gives some additional examples and calls it an
$krtiga?jia.

5. This meaning is obtained by P. 5. 4. 43 samkhyaikavacanäc oof
vipsäyäm.
•
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6. âivarâmendra Sarasvatï ( MPV I p. 68 ) and Nâgesa ( NSP I p .
48 ) remark : puräkalpa iti yugântara ity arthah.

[6]
1. Cp. Mbh I p. 5 1. 13-14: him éabdopadesah karûavyah âhosvid
apaêabdopadesah âhosvid ubhayopadesa iti.
2. On this passage aod on the conclusion which can be drawn from
it, see Bronkhorst, " The origin of an Indian dietary rule : evidence for a
lost Mänava work on Dharma ",
3. The five five-nailed animals are : porcupine ( salyalca ), another
kind of porcupine [évâvidh(a)),
alligator (godha), hare {saia), tortoise
(kürma ). So according to Bämäyana 4. 17. 34.
4. Cp. Mbh II p. 109 1. 12-17 (on P. 3. 2. 80) : kim yo'érâddham
bhunkte so'érâddhabhojï / kim câtah j yadäsäv asräddham na bhuiikte tadäsya
vratalopah syät j ... evam tarhi ninyantena samäso bhavisyati j na érâddha, bhojy asräddhabhoßti j naiva éakyam / svare hi dosah syât /••• evam tarhi nana
eväyam bhujipratisedhaväcinah eräddhasabdenäsarnarthasamäsah j na bhojï
sräddhasyeti j .
5. Cf. the first verse of the Käsikä and its two commentaries, where
dhâlupârayana and nämapäräyana are used.
6. This explains the otherwise superfluous word éabdânâm in the
Bhäsya. See Kaiyata ( NSP I p. 51 ) : éabdânàm iti j sabdapäräyartasabdo
yogarüdhah éâstravisesasya, tatra ' pratipadoktänäm ' iti viéesanàbhidhanâya
gamyamânârthasyâpi ' êabdânâm f ity asya prayogah j .
7. It is not clear what disease is meant. See however Vagbhata's
Astângahrdaya,
Nidâna 12. 28-30 ( p. 265 ) : paksmavâlaih sahannena
bhuktair baddhayane gude j / durnämabhir udävartair anyair vântropalepibhih l varcahpittakaphân
ruddhvâ karoti kupito'nilah / / apâno jathararn
Una . syur dähajvaratrtksaväh / käsaeväsor
usadanam
éirohrnnàbhipâyuruk / /.
8. On the reading vidyopayuktopayuktä see Bronkhorst, " Bhartrhari,
Kaiyata, and the tradition of the Mahäbhäsya ".
9. Kaiyata explains (NSP I p. 51) : ekadesopayogâdapi loke 'upayuktarrC ity ucyate \ yathä ausadhasamskrtaghrtamätraikadeeopayoge « upayuktarp,
ghrtam ' iti vyavahârah, tatheha na ... See in this connection VP 2. 159 Jaamskârâdiparicchinne tailâdaii yo vyavasthitah / ahaihadeiafn tattvena tasyävayavavartinä / /.

16.21]
10. Note that the Käsikä on P. 3. 2. 3. has pär^titram where
Bhartrhari has pârsnitràh.

[7]
1. Cf. P. 1. 2. 64 vt. 35 : äkrtyabhidhänäd vaikam vibhaktau väjapyäyanah.
2.

Cf. P. I. 2. 64 vt. 45 : dravyäbhidhänam vyädi/i.

3. Cf. P. 4. 2. 1 tena raktam rägät, 4. 2. 2 ( Käsikä version ) läksä
rocanâêakalakardamât thàh, and the Käsikä on 4. 2. 2 : läksayä raktam
vastram läksikam. See further VP 3. 1. 7-3 : yathä rakte gune tattvam
kasäye vyapadiàyate j sarnyogisamnikarsäc ca vasträdisv api grhyate \ \ tathä
sabdarthasambandhäc chabde jätir avasthitä j vyapadese'rthajättnäm jätikäryäya kalpate / /.
4. The reference is to a Paribhäsä ( no. 42 in Nägesa's Paribhäsendusekhara ) which reads sakrdgatau y ad bädhitam tad bâdhitam eva.
€i
When ( two rales ), while they apply ( simultaneously ), mutually prohibit
each other, that ( rule of the two ) which is once superseded ( by the other ),
is superseded altogether ( and cannot therefore apply again after the latter
has taken effect)." ( tr. Kielhorn). This Paribhäsä occurs repeatedly in
the Mahäbhäsya and twice in the Paribhäsävrtti ascribed to Vyädi ( ed.
Abhyankar p. 27 and 34).
5. In ekasesa*
6. S. D. Laddu prefers to read : vyaktir àkrtié ca / ubhayapadärtha
paräh laukikaih sabdäh prayujyante /. He translates : *' I. e. the individual
and the form (äkrti). Words are used by ordinary people having both
[ these types of ] meaning. "
7. iuklaväsasam änaya ; this occurs at Mbh T p. 405 1. 24 ( on P. 2.
1.69 vt. 6 ) ; p. 426 1.23 (on P. 2. 2. 24 vt. 22) ; HI p. 3 1. 23 (on P. 6.
1. 1 vt. 15).
8. This passage seems indebted to some examples in the Bhâsya on
P. 1. 1. 27 ( I p. 86 1. 5-8 ) : tad yathä / cüragur ânïyatâm ity ukte yasya tä
gävo bhavanti sa ânïyate na gävah j ... / tad yathä j citraväsasam änaya \ ...
tadguna äniyate ... /.
9. Is sambandham here nominative neuter? Kaiyafa seems to consider this a possibility ; see CE III Notes p. 49.
10. Cp. Mbh I p. 31 1. 16 ( on âivasutra 5 vt. 15) himseh ärphah,
and Dhp. 7, 19 and 10. 286 hisi himsâyâm.
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C p . M b h I p . 246 1. 15-16 ( o n P. 1. 2. 64 vt. 53 ) :

[ 16. î 4
uhhayor

ubhayam padarthah kasyacit tu kimcit pradhänabhütam kimcid gunabhütam /
äkrtipadarthikasyäkrtih pradhänabhütä dravyam gunabhütam j dravyapadä»
rthiJcasya dravyam pradhänabhütam âkrtir gunabhütä /.

[8]
1. This presumably means that in this view only * bases \ i.e. verbal
roots, nominal stems, affiixes etc. are eternal.
2. Cp. VP 1. 182 : daivl vâg vyatikïrneyam asaktair abhidhätrbhih /
anityadarsinäm tv asmin väde buddhiviparyayah //
3. Cp. VP 1. 179 : ambv ambv iti yathâ bälah siksamäno'pabhäsate j
avyaktam tadvidâm tena vyaktau bhavati niècayah //
4. Note the similarity between this view and the one in section 2. 3
above, described in the following words : anye manyante / yathâ varnesu
varnaturîyâ bhâgâ varnajätim vyanjayanti evam varnä väkyäntaresu ye kramajanmänah ayugapatkäläs te täm padasthäm varnajätim abhivyanjayanti /
vrksaéabdo vrksatvam / jäter arthasya pratipttih / etac ca arthasvarüpam
sphoto'yam eva sabdätmä nityah \ ye tu kramajanmänah ayugapatkälä vyaktayo dhvanyätmänas te iti j
5. This view seems opposed to the one described in V P 1 . 5 3 :
yathaikabuddhivi&CLyä mûrtir äkriyate pate / mürtyantarasya tritayam evam
éabde'pi dréytae //.
6. CP. VP 1. 50 : pratibimbam yathänyatra sthitam toyakriyävasät j
tatpravrttim ivänveti sa dharmàh sphotanädayoh //
7. Cp. the Vrtti on VP 1. 80 ( 78 ) ( éd. Iyer p. 145 1. 2-3 ) : tatra
kecin manyante dhvanir utpadyamanah srotram samskaroti / tac ca samskri'
yamänam sabdopalabdhau dväratäm pratipadyate/'.
8. Cp. the Vrtti on VP 1. 81 (79 ) ( éd. Iyer p. 145 1. 11 )tathânjanädidravyam caksur eva samskaroti na bähyam visayam.
9. Cp. the Vrtti on VP 1. 81 (éd. Iyer p. 146 1. 1-2): visayasams*
käras tu tailädinäm ätapädibhih prthivyäs codakena gandhapratipattikäle
drsto na ghränendriyasya.
10. These are the initial words of the Taittiriya Samhitä»
11. A threefold division of non-eternality is found below (section
9. 4 ). For another description of eteroality see VP 1. 28 nityatve krtakatve
vä tesäni ädir na vidyate / präninäm iva sä caisä vyavasthänityatocyate //i
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It is not impossible that vyavaethänityatä in this verse must be read as two
words : vyavastha nityatocyate-, so Pillai, 1971 : 5.
12. The translation follows The Oaraka Samhitä vol V, Jamnagar
1949, p. 692.
13. Nâgesa observes ( NSP Î p. 58 ) samgrahah vyädikrto laksaêlokasamkhyo grantha iti prasiddhih.
14. The reading adopted by Abhyankar and Limaye (brahmano'bhi*
mdnah ) has much to recommend itself in terms of the better sense it yields :
" just as the Creator would have pride in respect of producing creatures ".
15. The same is said below, section 1 0 . 1 .
16. Cp. the purvapaksa in Slabara's Bhâsya on Mîmâmsâ sütra 1. 3.
30 : tad ucyate vyaktih sabdârtha iti / kutah j prayogacodanäbhävät / älambhanaproksanaviéasanâdînâm prayogacodanäh äkrtyarthe na sambhaveyuh /.
17. Often mentioned in the Bhâsya. See e. g. P. 1. 1. 1. vt. 8 and vt. 9
( Mbh I p. 4ü 1. 18 and 26 ) : ... itaretaräsrayatväd aprasiddhih \ siddham tu
nityaèabdatvàtj.
Further Mbh I p. 394 1. 10-12 (on P. 2. 1.51 vt. 4 ) î
nanu coktam ... itaretaräerayatväd aprasiddhir iti / naisa dosah jitaretarä*
srayamâtram etac coditam sarvârii cetaretarâérayâny ekatvena parihrtäni
siddham tu nityaeabdatväd iti /.
18. Cp. V P 3 . 3 . 29 indriyänäm svavisayesv anädir yogyatä yathâ /
anâdir arthaih eubdänäm sambandho yogyatä tathä //.
19. Similarly VP 3. 3. 32 : éabdah kâranam arthasya sa hi tenopaja*
nyate / tathä ca buddhivisayäd arthäc chabdah pratiyate ...//
20. Cp. Mbh 1 p. 439 1. 8-9 ( on P. 2. 3. 1 vt. 1 ) : saptaparnah .../
samäsenoktatväd vtpsäya dvirvacanam na bhavati /.
21. Cp. Mbh I p. 427 1. 13-14 (on P. 2. 2. 25 ) : atha dädasäh
tridasäiti ko'yam samäsah / bahuvrïhir ity aha j ko'sya vigrahah j dvir da sa
dvidasä iti /.
22. Cp. Mbh I p. 387 1. 7-9 (on P. 2. 1. 35 vt. 4) : samänädhikarariädhikäre vaktavyam ktas trttyäpürvapadah samasyate supottarapadasya ca
lopo bhavattti \ dadhnopasikto dadhyupasiktah dadhyupasikta odano dadhyo»
danah /.
23. Cp. M b h ï p . 363 1.11-13 (on P. 2. 1. 1 vt. 1 ) : svabhâvata
etesäm sabdänäni eteso arthesv abhinivistßnäm
nimittatmnânvâkhyânam
kriyate I tad yathajkupe
hastadaksindh panthah / ... / svabhavatas
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sthasya patha[h]... nimütatvenänväkhyänam
Joshi, 1968 : p. 67 of the translation.
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kriyate /. The translation follows

24. avayavärtha; cp. above section 2. 1? AL p. 2 1. 1 avayavaèabâa.
When Kaiyata virtually copies Rbartrhari's line nityasyärthasya paryäyena
väcakah (see below ), saying ( NSP p. 56) : nityalaksanärthasya paryäyena
väcakahy Vaidyanätha comments in his Chäijä ( ed. ) : paryäyena avayavärthänapeksarüdhyesä.
25. Bhartrhari here uses the word paryäya ' synonym • in two ways i
( i ) the word siddha is expressive of a paryäya of the word nitya ; ( ii ) the
word siddha is a paryäya of the word nitya. Also elsewhere he uses the
word both ways: paryäyaväcinah and paryäyena vacakah (section 8.3)
illustrate usage ( i ) ; varähaeabdah paryäyah san ( id. ) and suklaéabdas tu
paryäyo bhütvä ( id. ) illustrate usage ( ii ). Nâgesa observes ( NSP I p. 57 ) :
evam eva ghatapadam kalaéaparyâyah ityâdiprayogah / anyathä paryäyaväci
iti prayojyam syât I. This means, in view of the context, that paryäya can
be used as a short form for paryäyaväcin, which alone is properly speaking
correct in Nägesa's opinion. Annambhatta seems to introduce a third
: possibility ( MPV I p. 75 ) : nityaparyäya ity eväla?n, väclty adhikam, ananvitam ca ... ; he then continues : nityapadam arthaparam na tu éabdaparam.
26. Cp. Unâdikoêa ( ed. Yudhisthira Mîmâmsaka ) 4. 154: sätibhyäm maninmaninau, and Dhp L 33 :ata sätatyagamane.
27. The phrase indrah sakrah puruhütah puramdarah repeatedly
illustrates synonymity in the Bhâsya. See Mbh I p. 220 1.1 (on P. 1. 2. 45
vt. 9 ) ; p. 296 1. 5 (on P. 1.4. I vt. 1) ; p. 370 1. 16 ( o n P. 2. 1. 1
vt. 21).
28. This interpretation ( 'nüyärtham rather than nityärtham ) agrees
better with the immediately following sentence, and with section 8. 4 käryem
padäntaropasamhitah pravartate.
29. Cp. e. g. Mbh III P . 364 1. 23 (on P. 8. 1. 4) : himavän
pâriyâtràh samudra iti30. See
Mahäbhäsya "'

Bronkhorst,

t(

Pre-Bhartrhari

commentaries

khändaväh
on

the

/ 31. Derived by P. 4. 1.114 rsyandhakavrsnikurubhyas ca with the
suffix aNj since Vasudeva belongs to the Vrsni family. Cp. Mbh II p. 257
1. 11 (on P. 4. 1. 1 i4 vt. 7 ) : vrsnyano'vakäsah / väsudevah /.
32.

Cp. Padamanjarï

on P . 4. 3. 98 ( III p. 6 8 2 ) , about the name

' Vâsudeva ' : samßlaisä devatävisesnsyeli j vasaty asmin sarvam iii vyutpat-
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tyä paramâtmana esä sarnjuä/. According to Satyavrata Sästri "Mahäbhärate
nirvacanâni " p. 245, the Mahäbhärata contains the following explanation of
4
Väsudeva ' : vasanii devä asmin,
33. Cp. Mbh II p. 314 1. 12-13 (on P. 4. 3. 98 ) : atha va naitâ
ksatriyäkhyä / samßiaisä tatrabhavatah /.
34. Enumerated in VP 2. 315-16 : samsargo viprayogaé ca sähacar*
yam virodhitä / arthah prakaranam Ungarn éabdasyânyasya samnidhih 11
sämarthyam anritt deiah kälo vyaktih svarädayah / eabdärthasyänavacchede
viéesasmrtihetavah //.
35. Perhaps lohadartda * iron rod • is to be taken in the sense
« battle-axe \ recorded in Monier-Williams ' Dictionary. In the Vrtti on VP
2. 315-16 iila is again associated with vyâyâma, but that is where the similarity with the present passage seems to end ( p. 274 ) : tathâ vyâyàme
pravrtte êilâm ânaya9 dhanur ânaya, grahakarmarii rüpasamskäre vä
prakrânte siläm ânayeti viêistasampratyayo bhavatù
36. It may be that the Vrtti on VP 2. 315-16 had this or a similar
example. What is now left of the relevant passage seems unintelligible to
us. Iyer's edition has ( p. 274 ) : sàhacaryâd avacchedo drêyate / tüa äntyan»
tarn gandhadravyârjii ma êila .„ ânîyantam atyudgadä dhanusi ceti ( ? ) /
37. Punyaräja on VP 2. 315-16 has ( ed. Iyer p. 128 ) : sâhacaryâd
yathä : rämalaksmanau ity ukte laksmayiasähacaryäd däsarather eva pratUifa
The Vrtti ( p. 274 ) mentions this and the following example but does not
elaborate.
38. The Vrtti (ed. Iyer p. 274) on VP 2. 315-16 mentions this
instance, and Punyaräja (id. p. 128-29) expands:
virodhäd apy artho'vadharyate / yathä : * rämärjunau • ity atra
arjunasamnidhâne nisargavairirio jämadagnyasyaiva pratïtih /... / êahdântara"
samnidhänäd api viéesâvagatih / yathä : arjunah kärtaviryo rämo jämadagn*
yah iti /.
39. It seems that the gist of the objection concerns the way in which
the meaning of siddha is arrived at : not because it occurs in the vicinity of
kärya * produced ' but rather in opposition to the latter. In terms of VP
2. 315-16 virodhitä rather than samnidhi constitutes the reason.
40. This remarkable use of the root bhak§ is dealt with in Mbh HI
p. 333 1. 5-6 ( on P. 7. 3. 69 ) : nävasyam bhaksih kharavisada eva vartate j
kirn tarhi / anijatrâpi vartate / tad yathä / abbhakçah väyubhakqa iti /.
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41. For this translation of arthaprakarana see Bronkhorst, "The
meaning of arthaprakarana in Bhartrhari's Mahâbhâsyadîpikâ" " .
42. This reflects Mbh I p. 331 1. 17-18 (on P. 1. 4. 4 2 ) : loke...
abhirüpäya kanyä deyeti na cänabhirupe pravrttir asti taträbhirüpatamäyeti
gamyate.
43. The Nyâsa on P. 8. 2. 1 ( ÏV p. 330 ) equates the meanings of
siddha and mspanna, saying : siddhasabdo nispannavacanah j siddham nispannam ity arthah /.
44. The construction abbhakso väyubhaksa iti ca meaning " [ the
word ] abbhaksa and [ the word ] väyubhaksa*' is not uncommon. A similar
construction is found, e. g., in the JZäsikä on P. 1. 4. 53 : härayati bhäram
mänavakam mänavakena Üi vä, which clearly means: itl härayati bhäram
mänavakam • or ' . . . mänavakena ' ".
45. The example ' Devadatta ', abbreviated to « Datta \ has been
taken from Mbh I p. 6 1. 25 : devadatto dattah satyabhämä bhämeti*
46. Cp. Mbh I p. 178 1. 19 ( on P. 1.1. 69 vt. 3 ) : uccâryamânah éabdah
sampratyayako bhavati na samprattyamanah* The same in the Vrtti on VP
• 2. 357 ( no. 359 in Rau's edition ), ed. Iyer p. 288 1. 15-18 : kecit tu manyante
nävasyam srüyamäna eva sabdah pratyâyakah / kirn tarhi niyamenânumïyama*
no?pi érûyamânavad eva pratyayam utpädayati / samudayäc ca nirjnätasvarü*
pânâm prthag apy upalabdhau samudäyinäm samudäyesu smrtir utpadyate j
* tathä ca smaryamânoh sa eva krtasambandhah samudäyah samjninam pratyäyayati /. See also Bhartrhari's Mahäbhäsyadipikä on Mbh I p. I l l L 22-23
(on P, 1.1. 45 vt. 3 ; MS 94 c 1-2, AL 272. 3-4) : tatra kecid evam prati: pannäh ekadesa uccarite samudäyänumänam tasmäd arthapratipattir iti.
47. The same example in Nârâyana's Näräyantya ( MPV I p. 81
1 8 - 9 ) : ... yathä tapte payasi dadhyänayanam ämiksärtham väjinam tu
- tadanunispäditam tadvat ...
48. Similarly VP 2. 363 : tulyayäm anunispattau jye-drä-khä ( Rau's
Mss read ghä ) ity asädhavah / na hy anväkhyäyake eästre tesu dattädivat
smrtih /I, and the Vrtti thereon ( 361 in Fyer 's edition ; p. 289 1. 21-22 ) : ...
Ayesthardravieäkha ityevamädisu jye-sthä-rdrä-khä ity asädhavo vijnàyante
/
... . Also see Bhartjrhari's Mahäbhäsyadipikä où Mbh 1 p. U l i . -É2-23
( on P. 1.1. 45 vt. 3; Ms 94 c 3-4, AL 272. 6-7 ) : anye manyante anunis*
pâdïni samjnäntarctny evaiîâni / tesàm tu lopadvarena anunispädinah evambhûtàh sadhavàh, na tu drà khä evambhütä iti /.
49. The meaning of this phrase remains obscure.
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50. The translation of this ParibhäsE follows Kielhorn*s translation
of Nagojibhatfa's Paribhasendusekhara p. 2.
51. This seems to refer to Mbh I p. 44 1. 4 (on P. 1. 1. 3 vt. 2) :
prakrtm gunavrddhigrahanam anuvartate / kva prakrtam j vrddhir äd aij
ad en guna iti / and 1. 14 : atha vobhayam nivrttam tad apeksisyâmahe,
52. mängalika is derived from mangala with than in the senseprayo*
jana by P. 5. 1. 109 (prayojanam) and 5. 1. 13 (präg vales than),
53. Cp. Mbh II p. 341 1. 15-20 ( on P. 5. 1. 12 ) : tadartham iti
krtyanamabhyas than (vt. 1) / ... indramahârtham aindramahikam .., / na
va prayojanena krtatvât (vt. 2) / ... y ad dhindramahartham indramahas
tasya prayojanam bhavati tatra prayojanam { P. 5. 1. 109 ) ity eva stddhamj.
54. The text is irregular in having singular yah àabdah which is then
referred to with plural tesam.

[9]
1. These are the four kinds of words according to Mbh I p. 19
1. 20-21 ( on âivasutra 2. vt. 1 ).
2. The identification of go • ox • and Vâhïka is common in the Bhäsya. So e. g Mbh III p. 368 1. 17 (on P. 8. 1, 12) gaur vâhïkah. Similarly Mbh I p. 71 1. 18-19 ( on P. 1. 1. 11 vt. 1 ) : gaunamukhyayor mukhye
kâryasampratyaya iti / tad yathâ / gaur anubandhyo 'jo 'gnisomtya iti na
bahïko 'nubadhyate.
3. We may assume that samjnäiabda means the same as yadrcchä«
iabda a few sentences earlier.
4. Here apparently the action-words (kriyâêabda) are dealt with.
Note that both krdantas and tinantas are called kriyäsabda in the second
Annika of the Mahâbhâçyadïpika Ms 18 b4 ; AL 60. 6j Sw 70. 23-24) :
yävaii ca sabde kriyänusango' sti sarvasya kriyäeabdatvam krdantesu tinantesu. This makes go * ox* a kriyäsabda by virtue of its derivation with the
Unâdi suffix (}os ( sütra 2. 68; p. 67 ) from gam.
5. Kielhorn's edition has the additional word katham. Yet the
reading without katham makes sense and cannot be discarded. See further
Bronkhorst, " Bhartrhari, Kaiyata and the tradition of the Mahâbhâsya "•
6. The reference is to P.8. 3. 58 and 4. 2, both of which contain the
term numvyavâya * intervention by num \ The Bhâsya on P. 8. 4. 2 vt. 8
has a similar remark: anusväraviiesanam numgrahanam (Mbh III p. 454
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1. 4 ). The Käeikä on P. 8. 4. 2 is identical with the Dïpika : numgrahayam
anusvüropalaksanärtham drastavyam.
7. The passage prthivïdhàtau ... tad brahma is quoted by Heîârâja
on VP 3. 1. 32 (ed. Iyer p. 41 1. 1-2) without indication of its source.
Heîârâja, moreover, reads vijüäna where Bhartrhari has jnäna.
8. None of Kielhorn's Mss has the word atah.
9. SeeMbh I p. 6 1. 8-9 and p. 246 1. 14-15 (on P.I. 2.64
vt. 54 ).
10. This translation for pradhäna, also called prakrti and prominent
in Sämkhya, is taken from Koelman, 1978: 7.
11. The Bhâsya has dravyäntarasthä tüpalabhyate.
12. A twofold division of eternality was given in section 8. 1. above.
13. The Bhâsya
vihanyate.

reads : tad api nityam yasmims tattvam na

14. Punyaräja on VP 2. 135 (ed. Iyer p. 63 1.16), who may echo the
unfortunately lost Vrtti on that same verse, states : vaieesikenävayavinam
pratipädayitum ghatasabdah prayuktah sämkhyair gunasamähäramätram
abhimanyate, jainasaugataih paramänusamcayamätram iti —
15. See the preceding note.
16. Kielhorn's Mss do not contain the word asmäkam.

[10]
1. Kielhorn's Mss read prayuHjate for prayunkte.
2. The Päninlya Siksä contains the following line : ätmä buddhyä
samarthyärthän mano yunkte vivaksayä. This line is also quoted in the first
Ähnika of the Mahäbhäsyadipikä; see section 10. 1 below.
3. What this means is not clear. Perhaps the reference is to the
eclipses and subsequent reappearance of sun and moon.
4. Note the similarity with PMS 1.1. 18 : nityas tu syäd darêanasya
parärthatvät. Siabara explains nityàh éabdah ••• daréanam ueeäranam. The
word viprapravrttatvät is clearly part of Bhartrhari's quotation, but does not
occur in the sütra.
5. See the preceding note,
6. This paragraph is obscure.
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Kielhorn's edition reads esu for êabdesu.

8. Here the means is the pestle, corresponding to the word ; the
object is the rice grains, which correspond to the meaning. The activity
brings means and object in contact with each other.
9. This line occurs in all the five recensions of the Päninlya Eiksä
which have been edited by Manomohan Ghosh, with this qualification that
the text as commented upon in the commentary Panjikä and the Yajus-recen«
sion have samarthya, where the others have sametya. This same verse ( with
samarihya) is quoted in the Vriti on VP 1. 110 [107] ( ed. Iyer p. 176 1.

5-6).

10. Cp. VP2. 404 :
yathä pranihitam caksur daräanäyopakalpate /
tathäbhisamhitah êabdo bhavaty arthasya vâcakah // ;
VP 2. 406 :
bahusv ekäbhidhänesu sarvesv ekärthakärisu j
yat prayoktäbhisamdhatte iabdas taträvatisthate //.
11.

Cp. VP3. 14. 18-19:
prayogabhedäddhätünäm prakalpya bahurüpatäm /
bhedäbhedäv upädäya kvacid ekäctvam ucyaie //
anvayatvyairekâbhyàm urthavän parikalpitah /
eko dhâtvarthavigamâd varnatvenopacaryate //.

Heläräja on these verses ( ed. Iyer p. 157) illustrates them with the help of
the root i.
12. The translation cannot do full justice to the Sanskrit text, for
sabda means both ' word * and 4 sound, noise '.
'
13. This is a restatement of the Bhâsya on P. 2. 1. 36 which rejects
vt. 3 vikrtih prakrtyeti ced aevaghäsädinäm upasamkhyânam. The Bhâsya
reads ( I p. 389 1. 11-13 ) yad opy ucyate*ivaghäsädlnäm upasamkhyânam
kariavyam Hi / na kartavyam / aivaghüsädayah sasth'isamäsä bhavisyanti /
yad dhi yadartham bhavaty ayam api taträbhisambandho bhavaty asyedam iti /•
14. See P. 2. 1. 69 vt. 8 : samänädhikaranädhikäre eäkapärthivädlnäm
upasamkhyânam uttarapadaîopaê ca.
15. It seems that Bhartrhari considers prayojana synonymous with
prayojaka and dharmaprayojanah a genitive tatpurusa compound. This is
clear from tatpreritas and niyamo dharmasya ••• prayojaka[h] in the follow-*
ing lines. For a more detailed discussion see Bronkhorst, «« Bhartrhari and
MîmSmsâ " f note 9.
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16. The words laukika and vaidika are apparently formed in the
sense taira bhavah ( P. 4. 3.53 ) with the suffix than, possibly because loka
and veda are deemed to belong to the ôkrtigana adhyätmädi mentioned in
P. 4. 3. 60 vt. 1.
17. Cp. Mbh II p. 237 1.14-15 ( on P. 4.1. 85 vt. 10 ) : vanaspatinâm
samüho vänaspatyam.
M

18. For the use of väkya referring to värttikas, see Bronkhorst,
Vârttika f \

19. Mbh I p. 8 1. 11 reads iakyarn ••• ksut praiihanium. The objection raised claims that the sense * object ' ( karman ) is expressed by the
krtya affix y a, by P. 3. 4. 70 tayor eva krtyaktakhalarthah. This would
leave a nominative ending for sakya, and, since it is in apposition with ksudh,
a feminine affix as well : êakyâ - ksut pratihantum.
20. So Bhartrhari admits two possibilities : sakyam ksut pratihantum
and sakyä ksut pratihantum. Kaiyata suggests a third possibility (NSP I p.
61 ) : ksudham pratihantum iakyam ; this is criticized by Nâgeéa ( id. ).
21. This derives from the Mahäbhäsya on P. 1.1. 8, most probably
from the line mukhadvitiyä vä näsikä vacanam asya (I p. 60 1. 4 ) which
Bhartrhari himself paraphrases as mukhanäsikä vacanam asya (Ms 45d4-5;
AL140.9;Swl62.8).
22. Cp. TA 2. 8.8 :payo brähmanasya vratam yavägü rajanyasyämiksä vaisyasya.
23. Or «horn of the black antelope • as Keith ( 1914 : It : 489 )
translates.
24. This Vedic sentence is ( apparently ) referred to in PMS 6. 2. 6
and 11. 3.13-14, and quoted in Sahara's Bhâsya thereon. Both times however
the discussion does not deal with the issue raised by Bhartrhari.

/

25.
26.
27.
28.

The Bhâsya adds va after khädiro.
Cp. VP 3, 1 . 4 : asvätantryaphalo bandhih.
In MÖS 1. 8. 1. 14 and 16.
The Bhâsya has tathä for yathâ.

29. * This mantra ' must be bhrgünam angirasäm gharmasya tapasä
tapyadhvam ( MS 1. 1. 8 ), mentioned in the Bhâsya.
30. Kaiyata is of the opinion that incorrect words do not directly
convey meaning. The opinion here expressed by Bhartrhari he ascribes to
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'others\ See NSP I p. 62 : anye tu rnanyanie sàdhuêabdavad apabhramiâ
api sâksâci arthasya väcakä iti.

1. The use oikatara

s

which of the two • is puzzling.

2. These forms are enumerated as such in a nipätana sütra, P. 7.
4. 65.
3. This would be a possible way of deriving dädharti and dardharti.
4. What seems to be intended is that usa and usitäh are not fully
synonymous.
5. Concerning the instrumental ending of adyena samayena see
Speijer, 1886 : " the third case occasionally denotes even at what time, as
R[âmâyana] 1, 72, 12 ekahnâ (at one and the same day) râjaputnnâm
catasrnâm pânîn grhnantu caivâro röjapüträh, and such standing phrases as
tena kàlenat tena samayena> which are especially frequent in Buddhistic and
Jain books. "
6. The Ms reading here is clear but nonsensical (Ms lib 3-5) ; yathâ
pürvakälam prayukîâni dïrghasatrâni idânïm aprayujyamänäny api dadhimadhvâdayo dharma iti karmatâdvisaya sidhyata evam any ai h prayuktâmma*
näni sarvakälam idânitn äprayuktänijyamdnänam apy anuvidhänam yuktam.
One wonders if sarvakälam should not be pürvakälam. The reading
accepted in AL p. 34 1. 8-11 is defended in Limaye, 1974 : 24-25.
7. Cp. Dhp I. 761 ûava gatau.
8. These lines try to show the connection between * going * ( éav )
and * corpse • ( fava ). At the same time they try to make sense of Patanjali's
use of vikära ( modification * when referring to a corpse.
9. For the derivation of iava from éav plus aC> see Bhânuji on
Amarkosa 2. 8, 118, p. 397. The word can also be derived from Êvt with
asUN, by UnS 4. 194 samprasäranam ca, but this is not relevant here.

[12]
1. Kielhorn's edition has tathä for tadvad.
2. Kaiyata provides us with the word snehadravyam 'oily substance ',
saying ( NSP I p. 66 ) : yathâ êlesmanah prakopanam snehadravyam, rüksam
vâyoh.
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3. Cp. Suiruta Samhitä SütrasthSna 46. 516 p. 252 : snehamärda*
vakft snigdho balavarnakaras tathä / ruksds tadvipantah syäd viiesät stambha«
nah kharah //.
4. Cp. the commentary Ayurveda Dlpikä to Caraka Samhitä
Vimänasthäna 4. 6 p. 248 : prakopanam väyo rüksatvädihetuh. Limayc
( 1974 : 30) draws attention to the following passage of the Astangahrdaya
( Uttara 40. 86 p. 614) from which we learn that oil pacifies the vital air :
väte pitte é/esmaéantau ca pathyam j taiiam sarpir mäksikam ca kramena f[
Limaye explains : " Here vote = vätaiäniau ( taiiam ) and pitte = pittasäntau
( sarpih == ghrtam ), èlesmaêantau ( mäksikam =» madhu ).M
5.

A t M b h l p . 11 1.6-10.

6. This seems to mean that it does not matter if one knows correct
words on the basis of grammar ; one will anyway know more incorrect
words.
7. What is meant cannot be the present vârttika, for this is in
agreement with the sruti, as is clear from the Bhâsya. Most probably the
smrti here referred to is the line ekah êabdah samyag jnätah iästränvitah
suprayuktah svarge ioke kämadhug bhavati quoted earlier, here understood
to mean that correct knowledge is wishfulfiliing.
8. The translation follows The Caraka Samhitä, Shree Gulabkumverba Ayurvedic Society, Jamnagar 1949 vol. II p. 557.
9.
10.

Kielhorn's edition has uästrapürvake.
The Bhäsya has the words yah and eästrapürvakam in reverse

order.
11. Mbh III p. 58 1. 14-15 ( on P. 6. 1. 84 vt. 5 ), repeatedly quoted
by Bhartrhari in the Mahäbhäsyadipikä.
12., Bhartrhari apparently takes vedaiabda to be a bahuvrihi compound, as does Kaiyata ( NSP I p. 67 ) : vedah êabdo yasyârthasya sa
vedahbdah.
13. Mbh I p. 10 1. 23, quoted from TS 7. 1. 3. 1.
14. This means in view of section 12. 1 above that even though
dharma results from a knowledge of correct words, adharma does not result
from à knowledge of incorrect words.
15.
clear.

The Bhäsya reads éabdajnâne for sabdajnänasya.

16. BhartrharPs words are somewhat obscure, but the idea seems
Black serves as background for white ; one cannot avoid seeing the
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black background if one wishes to see the white object. Similarly one cannot
avoid knowing incorrect words in order to know correct words.
17.

Untraced.

18. Untraced. The idea seems to be that not the sacrificer died who
presumably kept his head down. The reconstitution of the text is however
highly tentative.
19. The translation follows Eggeling, part II p. 197. This statemeot
is Yâjnavalkya's ironic reply to those who predict that he will die because he
follows the wrong order in basting omentum and ghee.
20. This àruti must be the passage concerning Yarväna and Tarvâna
( Mbh I p. 11 1. 11-14 ), which is introduced with the words ( 1. 11 ) : evam
hi Srüyate.
21. This is closest to KätySS 20. 8.16 : avabhrthe sty ante*psu magnasya
pingalakhaîativiklidhaéuklasya mürdhani juhoti jumbakäya sväheti. See further
TB 3. 9.15- 3, SB 13. 3. 6. 5, VârgS 3. 4. 5. 17, Mes 9. 2. 5. 25.

[13]
1. The finite verb aévah is the 2nd sing. aor. of évit derived with the
help of P. 7. 4. 18 èvayaier ah* This double use of aévah is again referred to
in the Vrtti on VP 1. 72 [ 71 ] ( ed. Iyer p. 135 ) and in the Yoga Bhäsya on
sütra 3.17.
2. Cp. VP 2. 158 : samkhyäpramänasamsthänanirapeksah prayaviate /
bindau ca samudäye ca väcakah salilädisu //.
3. AsnotU padyati and mimiti are to be considered as ending in itip
in accordance with P. 3. 3. 108 vt. 2.
4. Cp. Mbh I p. 247 1. 14-15 ( on P. 1. 2. 64 vt. 59 ) : vibhinnärthesu
ca sämänyät siddham sarvam I ainoter aksah j padyateh pâdah / mimiter
mäsah / tatra kriyäsümänyät siddham /. Aksa is derived from ÛS by UnS 3.
65 aier devane ; päda from pad with ghan by P. 3. 3. 121 halas ca. Ak$a9
päda and mäsa are the standard examples of words with more than one
meaning ; see Mbh I p. 220 1. 2 ( on P. 1. 2. 45 vt. 9 ) : ekak ca sabdo bahvarthah / tad yathâ / aksâh pâdah mâsâ iti /.
5.

See Mbh I p. 1 1. 17 and 21, p. 2 1. 1, p. 3 1.10-11, p. 4 1. 24.

6. C p . M b h l p . 399 L 25 ( o n P. 2. 1.57 vt. 2 ) .
7. The Bhäsya ( except ms G ) adds ca*
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8. This line is not very clear. It may have to be understood, and
has been emended, in the light of PMS 3. 1. 2 êesah parârihatvât " The
auxiliary is an « auxiliary * because it serves the purposes of another •• ( tr.
Ganganatha Jha).
9. Utpatti, samskära and pratipaiti seem to be the constituents of
action in VP 3. 7. 128cd : karmärthä ca kriyotpattisamskärapratipattibhih.
10. The suffix an is added to vyâkarana in the sense taira bhavah ( P.
4. 3. 53 ), thus creating vaiyâkarana ' present in vyâkarana \ If vyâkarana
meant ' word % every possible rule, including those of MImâmsâ etc. as
Kaiyata specifies, would be vaiyâkarana.
11.

The Bhâsya reads proktädayai ca taddhitä nopapadyante.

12. This is Bhartrhari's way of paraphrasing Patanjali's süira in na
cedäriim âcâryâh süträni krtvä nivartayanti ( Mbh I p. 12 1. 9-10). Patafijali
refers here to värttikas, in Bhartyhari's opinion.
13. These are the sütras of Pänini.
discussed by Ojihara ( 1978: 222 f. ).

Note that these lines have been

14. The specific rule is vt. 13 proktädayai ca taddhitäh, the specific
amplification vt. 12b is bhave.
15. The reading viparltavyavritatvam finds support in Nâgesa's
Uddyota ( NSP I p. 71 ) : evam ca viparitavyävrttih sadrûasamgrahaê ca vyâkrtir
Hi bhävah.
16% That is, it concerns only the exclusion, not what is brought to
mind.
17.

See above.

18.

See above.

19. This seems to mean that then also words like ap and aksa would
be liable to ekasesa.
20. Kielhorn's edition has samudäyesu hi êabdâh pravrttä avayavesv
api vartante.
21. This seems to mean that the word vyâkarana applies to the sütras
of its own accord.
/
22. Cp. Mbh I p. 324 1. 19-20 ( on P. 1. 4.,23 vt. 8 ) : adhiérayanodakäsecanatandulävapanaidhopakarsanädikriyäh kurvann eva devadattah pacathy ucyate. See also Mbh II p. 28 1. 15-18 (on P. 3. 1. 22) and VP
3.8.9.
23. Or vice versa. The point is that it can be said that the root i
has one vowel, even though it is not different from the
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24. What is probably meant is that eti can be the designation of the
root / with all its derivatives, as well as of eti alone.
25. The grindstone is the body, yet can be said to have that body.
26. For a detailed discussion of the meaning of anutantra, see
Bronkhorst, " Vârttika ", section 2. 2. This term occurs in VP 1. 23 and in
the Vrtti thereon.
27. This does away with alternative interpretation " [ mere ] sound
is understood ". Note that according to Limaye ( 1974: 36-37 ) this alternative interpretation is hinted at by Bhartrhari in the sequel.
28. On this whole passage see CE III p. 127. The sütra nyankoh
pratisedhah appears to derive from Äpiaali ; see also Limaye, 1974 : 526.
Apisali's sütra prohibits ai before y when nyanku is followed by an.

[14]
1. See P. 1. 3.10 yathäsamkhyam anudesah samänäm.
2. This word does not occur in the passage of the Bhâsya under consideration, but is a paraphrase of vrttisamaväya in the light of the identification of vrtti and pravrttU
3. This explains the absence of -artha- in the compound pravrttisamavâya. Cp. Mbh 1 p. 406 1. 5-7 (on P. 2.1. 69) : samänädhikaranädhikäre
säkapärthivädinäm upasamkhyänam uttarapadalopas ca ( vt. 8 ) ••• säkabhoji
pärthivah säkapärthivah.
4. The ambiguous nature of the compound vrttiprayojanah seems to
be referred to. It can be a tatpurusa compound with prayojana = prayojaka;
see note 15 to section 10 above. Or it is a bahuvrihi, meaning exactly the
opposite.
5. Viz., at Mbh I p. 13 I. 11-12, which interposes pratyähära
between samavâya and vrtti \ vrttisamaväyas ca — pratyäharärtham / pratyähâro vrttyarthah /.
6. Kielhorna's edition has ime for maäy.
7. The ßhäsya reads vrttisamaväya- for samavâya-.
8. Note that Kaiyata is of an altogether different opinion ( NSP I p.
74 ) ' âkâradïnàm ( or ekärädinäm ) samvrtatvam dosah / na tv akärasya tasya
samvrtagunatvät / tatra samdhyaksaresu vivrtatameßccäryesu samvrtatvam
dosah /.
9. This is a paraphrase of Mbh Ï p. 14 1. 2-3 evam tarhy astädauadhü
bhinnâm nivrttakalädikäm avarnasya pratyäpattim vaksyämU The reference
is of course to P. 8. 4. 68 a a.
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10. It is not clear what is meant. The quotation in the Bhâsya
( ämräi ca siktâh pitaraê ca prinüä iti; Mbh I p. 14 1. 13 ) cannot be traced
( Limaye, 1974 s 39). This is unfortunate, for the original context of this
citation might have thrown light on Bhartrhari's remark.
11. Cp. pâdas b and c of the verse quoted by äabara on PMS 11. 1.
1 : pamrthe iv aprayojakah j evam eva prasangah syät. See further Bronkhorst,
" Tantra and Prasanga ".
12. Kielhorn's edition has tathâ vâkyany api dvisthâni bhavanti.
13.

Vrtti on VP 2. 399 deals with this same matter.

14. Cp. Amarakosa 3. 3. 253 ( p . 6 2 9 ) : syät prabandhe cirätlte
nikatägämike purä. The commentator Bhânuji Dîksita cites the Medinï : purä
puräne nikatne —
15. Cp. the Kâèika on P. 2. 3. 29 : äräcchabdo düräntikärthe vartate-,
Amarakosa 3. 2. 242 ( p. 625 ) : äräd dürasamipayoh.
16. Cp. VP 2.473-75 : dvisthâni yäni väkyäni tesv apy ekatvadareinämj
anekaêakter ekasya svasaktih pravibhajyate // atyantabhinnayor vä syät prayoge
îantralaksanah / upâyas tatra samsargah pratipattrsu bhidyate j/ bhedenâdhigatau pürvam éabdau tulyairutl punah / tantrena pratipattärah prayokträ
pratipäditah / /.
17. Cp. Sahara on PMS 11. 1. 1 : yat sakrt krtam bahünäm upakaroti
tat tantram ity ucyate / yathä bahünäm brähmanänäm madhye krtah pradïpah /.
The same example in VP 378d : na tantrena pradlpavat.
18. This obscure sentence may have to be interpreted in the light of
VP 2. 379 : drsyädis tu kriyaikäpi tathäbhütesu karmasu / âvrttim antarenâpi
samudäyairayä bhavet /.
19. obscure. Karana has been translated * expression ' under the
influence of the Vrtti on VP 2. 401 ( ed. Iyer p. 303 ) where the karana of a
hriyä is said to be abhidhäna or kabda. The sentence seems to concern
examples like akso bhajyatäm akso divyatäm, to be discussed presently.
20. Cp. Mbh I p. 353 I. 9-10 ( o n P. 1. 4. 105-08 vt. 1 ) : aksä
bhajyantäm bhaksyantäm dlvyantäm. Also see VP 2. 465-66, and the Vrtti
on these verses ( 460-61 in Iyer's edition, p. 320 ).
21. Culump does not occur in the Dhätupätha, but is mentioned in
Mbh II p. 44 1. 18 (on P. 3. 1. 35 vt. I ).
22. The Bhâsya explains : prakrtim drstvä pratyaya uhitavyah pratyayam ca drqtvä prokrtir ühitavyä ( II p. 138 1. 20 ).
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